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The thesis begins by examining some of the problems connected with tradition,
setting them in an ecumenical context. The particular problem of continuity and
contemporaneity/actuality emerges and is examined in the light of modern Biblical
scholarship, both Protestant and Catholic. In the handing on of tradition, under¬
stood primarily as the gospel itself, the church is seen to be in a learning process,
and the image of the child with particular reference to 1 Peter 2.2 as a perspective
on this is proposed.

Chapter two deals with introductory matters relating to 1 Peter, particularly
the questions of the unity of the letter and it3 purpose. It is argued that the
letter, written probably toward the end of the first century, is a unity, whatever
traditional elements it may incorporate, and was written to encourage Christians in
Asia Minor who were facing some unofficial, sporadic hostility. The letter,
therefore, displays a consistency of thought and of purpose.

Chapter three examines briefly the place of the Child in the Ancient World,
in Graeco-Roman and Biblical-Jewish thought. The attitude is on the whole un¬
favorable* childhood is an age to be passed through as quickly as possible to
arrive at mature adult understanding. Even in Judaism, where the school-child is
much praised, this reflects not so much praise of the child as of the importance of
learning Torah.

Chapter four surveys the use of the child image at other points in the Hew
Testament, notably in Matthew, Paul and Hebrews, in order to discover more clearly
its use at 1 Peter 2.2. In Matthew, the image portrays a pattern of discipleship
in which the church, in the knowledge of the revelation of the Kingdom in Jesus,
follows him in lowly obedience. The question of a double standard in such disciple¬
ship is discussed and rejected. In Paul, in 1 Cor., the image refers not so much to
an immature stage beyona which the readers, as Christians, ought to have progressed,
but to an immature state incompatible with life in the Spirit. In the question of
the correct understanding of the gospel and the traditions which Paul has handed on,
his role as an apostle authoritatively to impart them is decisive. Again the
question of two levels of teaching is discussed and rejected. In Ephesians, the
child image again describes not an immature stage but a state of worldly existence,
contrasting with the linked images of the Body and the Building. Hebrews owes more
to Stoic categories, especially in the distinction in diet between milk and solid
food. However, in the context of the writer's argument, the child image again
denotes essentially a state incompatible with true Christian understanding.

Chapter five returns to 1 Peter 2.2, the image of the child being understood not
in the light of Jewish proselyte practice nor Hellenistic initiation rites but of the
writer's theme of consolation and exhortation. In the context of the writer's concern

for the readers' continued adherence to the gospel, the image is really a composite one.
He has underpinned a description of them as Ppecpri with dpt tye vvryra i.e. the readers
as God's chosen and obedient people Israel who know the gospel's truth, as Bpecpri ,

are begotten through it. In this way, the gospel informs their lives as Christians.
The content of this gospel is summarised at 1.11 as Christ the Obedient Righteous One
of God, corresponding to his understanding of the readers as righteous obedient ones.
The writer works this out in a double way* on the one hand for the suffering righteous
one3 the gospel is proof of God's vindication of his elect, and on the other hand it is
those who suffer righteously whom God vindicates. In this way the writer does justice
to the question of continuity in the tradition process in relation both to the readers'
past experience of the gospel and to their continued adherence to it in face of op-

interpreting/ necessary.



interpreting and adapting the gospel to meet the present need of the readers.
And the readers, in obedience to this gospel, are summoned to learn its truth and
discover its relevance in their life and conduct.

Chapter six draws some conclusions for the church's proclamation in the
present time. In the tension between continuity and contemporaneity, it is
suggested that one should not simply polarise tradition and experiment as if what
is tradition is something always to be avoided and to look for new departures
every time. The giving of traditional answers may in fact be helpful, always
provided that they have been freshly arrived at i.e. provided that real learning
and renewed understanding have taken place. Where no traditional answer seems
possible or helpful, it is suggested that the church must adopt a venturesome
faith in which knowledge is to be seen not as the pre-condition of involvement
but its consequence. Finally it is suggested that there is a need for a more
theological as opposed to a purely Christological dimension to the question since
the tension between continuity and contemporaneity inherent in tradition is so
often felt at the point of the church's involvement in what she believes to be
God's world.
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SUMMARY

The thesis begins by examining some of the problems connected
with traditiont setting them in an ecumenical context. The
particular problem of continuity and contemporaneity/actuality
emerges and is examined in the light of modern Biblical scholarship,
both Protestant and Catholic. In the handing on of tradition,
understood primarily as the gospel itself, the church is seen to
be in a learning process, and the image of the child with particular
reference to 1 Peter 2.2 as a perspective on this is proposed.

Chapter two deals with introductory matters relating to 1 Peter,
particularly the questions of the unity of the letter and its
purpose. It is argued that the letter, written probably toward
the end of the first century, is a unity, whatever traditional
elements it may incorporate, and was written to encourage Christians
in Asia Minor who were facing some unofficial, sporadic hostility.
The letter, therefore, displays a consistency of thought and of
purpose.

Chapter three examines briefly the place of the child in the
Ancient World, in Graeco-Roman and Biblical-Jewish thought. The
attitude is on the whole unfavourable} childhood is an age to be
passed through as quickly as possible to arrive at mature adult
understanding. Even in Judaism, where the school-child is much
praised, this reflects not so much praise of the child as of the
importance of learning Torah.

Chapter four surveys the use of the child image at other points
in the New Testament, notably in Matthew, Paul and Hebrews, in order
to discover more clearly its use at 1 Peter 2.2. In Matthew, the
image portrays a pattern of discipleship in which the church, in the
knowledge of the revelation of the Kingdom in Jesus, follows him in
lowly obedience. The question of a double standard in such disciple¬
ship is discussed and rejected. In Paul, in 1 Cor., the image refers
not so much to an immature stage beyond which the readers, as
Christians, ought to have progressed, but to an immature state in¬
compatible with life in the Spirit. In the question of the correct
understanding of the gospel and the traditions which Paul has handed
on, his role as an apostle authoritatively to impart them is decisive.
Again the question of two levels of teaching is discussed and rejected.
In Ephesians, the child image again describes not an immature stage
but a state of worldly existence, contrasting with the linked images
of the Body and the Building. Hebrews owes more to Stoic categories,
especially in the distinction in diet between milk and solid food.
However, in the context of the writer's argument, the child image
again denotes essentially a state incompatible with true Christian
understanding.

Chapter five returns to 1 Peter 2.2, the image of the child being
understood not in the light of Jewish proselyte practice nor
Hellenistic initiation rites but of the writer's theme of consolation
and exhortation. In the context of the writer's concern for the
readers' continued adherence to the gospel, the image is really a
composite one. He has underpinned a description of them as Bprcpr]



with d o-c iye vvrycci the readers as God's chosen and obedient
people Israel who know the gospel's truth, as ppe<prj » are
begotten through it. In this way, the gospel informs their lives
as Christians. The content of this gospel is summarised at 1.11
as Christ the Obedient Righteous One of God, corresponding to his
understanding of the readers as righteous obedient one3. The writer
works this out in a double way; on the one hand for the suffering
righteous one3 the gospel is proof of God's vindication of his elect,
and on the other hand it is those who suffer righteously whom God
vindicates. In this way the writer does justice to the question of
continuity in the tradition process in relation both to the readers'
past experience of the gospel and to their continued adherence to it
in face of opposition. He also does justice to the question of
contemporaneity/actuality, interpreting and adapting the gospel to
meet the present need of the readers. And the readers, in obedience
to this gospel, are summoned to learn its truth and discover its
relevance in their life and conduct.

Chapter six draws some conclusions for the church's proclamation
in the present time. In the tension between continuity and con¬
temporaneity, it is suggested that one should not simply polarise
tradition and experiment as if what is tradition is something always
to be avoided and to look for new departures every time. The giving
of traditional answers may in fact be helpful, always provided that
they have been freshly arrived at i.e. provided that real learning and
renewed understanding have taken place. Where no traditional answer
seems possible or helpful, it is suggested that the church must adopt
a venturesome faith in which knowledge is to be seen not as the pre¬
condition of involvement but its consequence. Finally it is suggested
that there is a need for a more theological as opposed to a purely
Christological dimension to the question since the tension between
continuity and contemporaneity inherent in tradition is so often felt
at the point of the church's involvement in what she believes to be
God's world.
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CHAPTER ONE

This study of tradition in a Biblical perspective was

prompted for the writer by a two-fold interest. Firstly tradition

has become a subject of increasing importance in the on-going

dialogue of the Ecumenical Movement, mainly in the form of the

relation of Scripture to tradition, but also because tradition

itself, both of a theological and non-theological nature, has been

seen to be at work in all manner of discussions and enquiries. As

the Faith and Order Conference on tradition at Montreal 1963 puts

it, "every theological study commission has our topic on its

agenda."'L As the mode of conversation of the various churches

involved in the World Council moved, especially after Lund 1952,

from simply a rehearsing of established positions to a critical

examination of them, the subject of tradition was iound to arise

and was in fact investigated more fully, leading up to the Montreal

Conference. In this process, the entry of the Orthodox churches

especially after New Delhi 1961 also had a profound effect in

summoning Protestantism to reassess the role and importance of

tradition.

Secondly, the place and importance of tradition is rendered

acute from an awareness of living in a time whose chief charac¬

teristic seems to be change. Paradoxically it is at times of

change or disruption that one becomes aware of tradition and its

influence and such awareness is born of the very factors which

threaten tradition. It is at such moments of threatened dislocation

1 Final Report to the Fourth World Conference on Faith and Order,
Montreal 1963. Tradition and Traditions - F. and 0. Paper 40,
Geneva 1963.
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or disorientation that tradition is both keenly felt and keenly

questioned, and the church is as much involved in this as any

other human institution. For the church it becomes a pressing

matter when in coping with change she has to continue to transmit

the gospel, the Tradition par excellence;'1' but a Tradition which

is nonetheless inevitably tied up with traditions of various kinds,

ranging from structural forms of organisation to social and

cultural mores. In this kind of situation one may discover that

certain very cherished traditions felt to be integral to the gospel

are really superfluous and dispensable, but it can be a painful

process.

As an object of study, tradition in itself presents certain

initial problems which are not always easily overcome: a) there

is the problem of vagueness - what exactly is tradition, can we

possibly encompass it within a definition? e.g. "what the church
2

knows of Christ" or, from an existentialist point of view, "Tradition

ist ein Vergangenheit und Gegenwart zur Einheit verbindendes, als

3
geschichtlicher Zusammenhang fortdauerndes Geschehen", alongside

the "usual" concepts such as customs generally, the collections of

sayings, hymnic and credal fragments and so on; b) there is the

problem of all pervasiveness and the realisation that we are all,

in one way or another, involved in tradition of one sort or another.

The question then becomes one of how we can "extricate" ourselves

in order to gain a perspective on tradition. Although we always

speak out of one tradition or another we must yet operate some kind

1 Tradition and Traditions p.l6ff.

2 R.P.C. Hanson Origen's Doctrine of Tradition London 1954, p.31.

3 G. Ebeling Lie Geschichtlichkeit der ICirche und Ihrer
Verkttndigung als theologisches Problem Tilbingen 1954, p.33.
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of control mechanism on it in order to examine it critically}

c) there is the problem of diversity which seems to operate in

two ways: l) tradition is diverse in terms of plurality so that

there are many traditions. Thus strictly speaking one is not

the product of tradition but of traditions, one's background is

made up of a variety of traditions, intellectual, social etc. And

then again, 2} tradition is diverse in terms of its own inner

complexity so that the deeper one penetrates tradition, or any

one tradition, the more one encounters an inner diversity. The

problem is to do justice to this also, without lapsing into in¬

coherence or becoming swamped.

It is therefore in recognising that tradition is something

exceedingly complex that this perspective on it is put forward as

a very modest contribution, and the indefinite article in the title

"A Biblical Perspective on Tradition" is given its full weight.

As a perspective it is concerned primarily with the gospel under¬

stood as tradition, the message of Christ and indeed Christ himself

handed on from place to place and fro; age to age. It is this

understanding of tradition, as kerygma, with which much ecumenical

thinking has been concerned in the New Testament.1 As a perspective

it is also concerned with an understanding of the gospel in a

particular context - thus "the traditionary process is best under¬

stood by observing it in action in those actual situations where it

2
is a vector in the church's survival, renewal or reform." It

1 K. Skydsgaard "Tradition as an Issue in Contemporary Theology"
in Old and New in the Church. Y/.C.C. report on Faith and Order,
Paper 34 London 1961, 20-35* "The Tradition in its last and
deepest meaning is the once-for-all self-giving of God in the
sacrifice of Jesus Christ" p.30.

2 Tradition and Traditions p.24.
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is at just such en existential crisis point that we can locate

1 Feter,

Before, however, going on "to examine this more fully, it nay

be worthwhile to set out some of the problems and discussion con¬

cerning tradition raised by Catholic and Protestant exegesis.

Puch of this discussion has centred on the question of the rise of

Catholicism within the New Testament period and has been associated

with such scholars as Kfisemarrn and Diem on the one hand and Schlier

and KUng on the other. The debate has inevitably pulled into its

orbit the question, roughly speaking, of the relation between

gospel freedom and church tradition, and has centred on the relation

of Paul to tradition and Paul to the later church of the Pastoral

and General Epistles. It is of interest to note that soi. e of this

debate forms part of the background to the Iontreal Conference on

tradition.

Protestantism having been forced to take seriously the extent

and variety of tradition within Scripture itself, has also been

forced to "push back" the time at which "Catholicism" begun to
2

develop. The Reformers returned to the early church leaving out

the Piddle Ages as a time of decline, and then the decline was

1 J.K. Robinson "Confessional Hermeneutics", Ec. Rev. 3 (1966), 36-56.
E, KHsemann "Unity and Pultiplicity in the Pew Testament Doctrine
of the Church" in New Testament Questions of Today London 1969,
252-9, being his address to the Conference. Also C. Ebeling's
study for the Conference "Sola .^eriptura and Tradition" in The
»ord of God and Tradition London 156 , 102-47. Cf. II. Niing's
"Early Catholicism in the New Testament as a Problem in
Controversial Theology" in The Liviiu: Churc-.i London 1963, 232-293»
which, however, belongs to the wider ecumenical debate on Catholi¬
cism in the i ew Testament generally; transl. of "Per Priihkat-
holizismus im r.T. als kontroverstheologisches Problem" T..■. 142
(1962), 305-424. it takes up K&semann's essay "The Canon of
the New Testament and the Unity of the Church" in on Lew

i , a 95-107• 3rd Ingres., London 156C.

2 I'iing "Early Catholicism" 2yjff. Cf. generally L. Serf, ux "Les
Deux Points de Depart de la Tradition" .:e email L, C'rrfuux ii
Gembloux 1954, 253-263.
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supposed to have set in after the Five Ecumenical Councils, or

again further back still with the turn of the first century.

Now apparently it may be located within the New Testament itself.

Catholic scholars, especially with the impetus given to Scriptural

study after Pius XII1s encyclical of 1943 "Divino afflante Spiritu",

have been quick to seize the findings of Protestant scholars here

and to argue that a Catholic decline from an evangelical beginning

is a myth, since Catholicism has existed "ab initio". Catholicism,

however, has also been forced to take seriously the operation of

the Spirit in the tradition process, the remarkable freedom and

spontaneity in the Mew Testament, the paradox that the Spirit en¬

sures continuity but can never be bound to it or enslaved by the

process itself - in this sense tradition is not only inheritance

but confrontation."'"
2

E. K&semann in an influential article" which lies at the centre

of the subsequent discussion, launches a two-fold argument ostensibly

against the uncritical use of "sola Scriptura" as a legal maxim

but with wider implications for the subject of tradition generally:

a) he takes seriously the tremendous diversity within the Mew

Testament itself so that any and every church confession may appeal

with equal authority to Scripture for support. The principle of

"sola Scriptura" appears to founder on the very variety of its

content. In face of this problem and the apparent helplessness

of the exegete, he reaffirms the Reformers' own distinction between

1 For a history of tradition in Catholic thought, see Y. Congar
La Tradition et les Traditions. Paris, I960; J.P. Lackey The
Modem Theology of Tradition. London, 1962.

2 Above Page 4, Mote 1: "The Canon of the Mew Testament and the
Unity of the Church".
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gospel and canon, calling for a task of "discerning the spirits".

In this, of course, Kflsemann does not seek to deny the primacy of

Scripture but rather to emphasize the Reformers* understanding of

it with a directness not generally admitted by Protestantism;

b) this "discerning of the spirits" inevitably involves one, unless

one is content to hold together what seem to be irreconcilable

contradictions, e.g. Paul and James, in establishing some kind of

development, or in KMsemann's case decline, towards Catholicism,

which with the movement of history smooths over the contradictions

into a unified whole. Protestantism has been as open to this in

its understanding of Scripture as Catholicism generally. This is

especially clear in the difference between Paul and the subsequent

period culminating in 2 Peter, Jude (see also the Pastorals).

There, in defence against gnostic tendencies, the church established

the gospel as a fixed deposit, in which the Spirit is now dissolved

into the tradition with an authorised body in charge of the correct

interpretation of it. KSsemann in a critique of 2 Peter puts it

quite bluntly;"what have we to say about a church, which is so

concerned to defend herself against heretics, that she no longer

distinguishes between Spirit and letter; that she identifies the

Gospel with her own tradition and, further, with a particular

religious world-view; that she regulates exegesis according to

her system of teaching authority and makes faith into a mere assent

to the dogmas of orthodoxy?""*"
KMsemann no doubt recognises the inevitability of such a

development, the gathering and preserving of tradition as a

1 "An Apologia for Primitive Christian Eschatology" in Essays on
hew Testament Themes, 169-195. cf. W, Marxsen Per Frtlhkatholi-
.Zismus* im Neuen Testament Neukirchen 1958 p.7ff; K. Schelkle
Die Petrusbriefe - Per Judasbrief Herders Theologischer Komiuentar
zum Neuen Testament Freiburg 1964.



depositum, and even that nevertheless "it goes without saying that

in an outlook of this kind some of the primitive Christian motifs

are retained".^ Paul also saw himself "as the embodiment of the

Gospel", but now "the correlation of Apostle and Gospel is replaced

in 2 Peter by the correlation of Apostle and the church's doctrinal
2

tradition". On the whole, one detects that for K&semann such a

development is a regrettable decline from the greatness of Paul

and that it is regrettable especially just in that loss of freedom

and openness for the gospel which is at the heart of Protestantism.

The real question which presents itself here, of course, is

how Paul understood tradition, especially in 1 Corinthians, in

relation to his gospel and his Apostleship and what he says in Gal.

4
11-12. H. Schlier, from a Roman Catholic point of view, defines

the tradition Paul possessed as a fixed kerygma, as an authorised

deposit of truth, and hence the outcome in 2 Peter is quite logical

and correct. This is just as emphatically rejected by U. Wilckens

as an understanding of Paul's gospel, and he argues that one cannot

use a later time such as the early Catholicism of the Pastoral and

1 "An Apologia" p.175

2 "An Apologia" p.176

3 Kflsemann, as he puts it,"New Testament Canoii',p.l06, is not
seeking "to ignore tradition for the sake of the Spirit", but
only to make a distinction between the continuity of divine
action and human tradition. But it is just here that one
encounters difficulty since the divine continuity is mediated
only through the human. Cf. Ebeling's critique of KSsemann in
The Word of God and Tradition. "The New Testament and the
Multiplicity of Confessions", 148-59.

4 "Kerygma und Sophia" in Die Zeit der Kirche, Freiburg 1958,
206-32.

5 "Kreuz und Weisheit" in K. und D. 3 (1957), 77-108.
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General Epistles to interpret 1 Cor. Again one senses in the

Protestant approach an eagerness to preserve Paul's freedom. But

it may run the danger, in not adequately dealing with the place of

tradition in the gospel, of lapsing into the very enthusiasm Paul

sought to correct, and presumably also, later on, the writer of

2 Peter, in seeing the gospel as a "depositum". We shall, of course,

have to consider 1 Cor. generally in dealing with the image of the

child as it occurs at 3.1 etc., but here we may at least note a

possible intermediate position in which Paul is neither wholly

independent of tradition as regards his proclamation of the gospel,

nor wholly indebted to it either. Noreover, at 2 Peter, 2.21

(cf. 3.1 ff, Jude 3) , such a fixing of tradition could be understood

simply as a response to a threat against the gospel, which is not

nevertheless a denial of freedom, even though the temptation to

traditionalism on the part of the church is a correspondingly great
1

one.

2
H. Diem, a fellow Protestant, criticises K&semann's point of

view in that while certainly recognising the variety and diversity

of tradition within the New Testament, it does not do justice to

the Canon as such and to its finality. Because of the Canon as

such, one must retain its whole witness, even though at times certain

witnesses tend to recede in favour of others, and we cannot therefore

downgrade or ignore any part of it on the criterion of another part.

One is sympathetic to this point of view, except that Diem tries

to lessen the tension by locating the emergence of "Catholicism"

1 See N.A. Dahl "Anamnesis" Stud, Theol. 1 (1947), 69-9£ esp.p.75ff.

2 Dogmatics. Edinburgh 1959,p.229ff.
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in the post-canonical period, and this, as Nfisemann rightly

acknowledges, seems no longer justifiable historically. Kting^"
in his critique of Kfisemann recognises that there are many insights

here which one may welcome, but pulls up short just on this matter

of doing justice to the diversity of Scripture and of how one may

obtain a comprehensive view of it. He criticises both Diem and

NMsemann in the Protestant camp on the grounds that any attempt to

be selective leads to a reduction ultimately of the unity of the

church - Diem must also be selective, he claims, in actual practice

even if he rejects it as a principle. Kttng recognises that while

the diversity of the Canon can give rise to and occasion church

diversity, it is not strictly its cause. Rather that lies in

choice, "nothing less than the abandonment, fundamentally, of

p
catholicity in the understanding of Scripture in favour of heresy".

"The actual cause of the multitude of confessions is not the Canon

of the New Testament - which, understood in a "catholic" way (hath*

holou) is a basic condition for the unity of the ekklesia - but

3
hairesis, which dissolves the unity of the ekklesia." It

would, of course, take us too far afield to enter this whole debate

on early Catholicism in the New Testament and examine fully Kilng's

reply, but if we may here call on another Protestant voice, that

4
of Ebeling, what he says by way of criticising KSsemann may

equally apply to Kting, in that the connections both seem to make

1 "Early Catholicism" pp.233-93

2 "Early Catholicism" p.261

3 "Early Catholicism" pp.261-2

4 "The Multiplicity of Confessions" p,152ff.
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between contemporary confessions and the "confessional differences"

within the Canon really amount to an oversimplification. Thus

"the existence of a Confession is in itself far too complicated a

structure of traditions to be derived simply from an appeal to

specific passages of Scripture","'' (cf. the importance of non-

theological factors in theological discussion recognised by Montreal).

It is therefore somewhat unfair of Ktlng to introduce here such a

difficult thing as "heresy", quite apart from the question a

Protestant might well put in reply as to whether Catholicism itself

does justice to the "catholicity" of Scripture.

Although, as we have said, we cannot go into the many questions

which are raised, such as the wider problem of Scripture and

tradition, the authority of the church (as Ktlng1s reply makes clear)

and so on, it does show the tension which is inherently part of

tradition itself, namely between conservation and freedom. As

we have considered it, the tension has been drawn along confessional

lines; between Protestant freedom - Kfisemann's concern is a prac¬

tical one, to allow the gospel scope to confront the church, and

to free it from (a typically Protestant) legalistic understanding

of Scripture which imprisons God within it; and Catholic con¬

servation of the wholeness of the tradition received, fearing (not

always wrongly) that such Protestant freedom can become arbitrary

individualism and lead to fragmentation.

The problem however cannot be kept in this kind of compart¬

mentalised form, since it runs through all church confessions and

is a problem both for Protestantism and for Catholicism. As

1 "The Multiplicity of Confessions" p.152
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K&semann has shown, it is easy for Protestantism, so keen to

uphold the place of the gospel, to stifle it in its very clinging

to the primacy of Scripture, but more pressingly, Protestantism

for all its claim to "sola Scriptura" has been itself heavily

traditional and at times very conservative. The question which

faces Protestantism today is how to allow the gospel to speak, en¬

cased as it is in the thought-forms of another day and age. How

can so traditional a church, for instance, as that in Scotland, do

justice to the "semper reformanda" demanded by the gospel? Tradition

for Protestantism can no longer remain at the level of "Penschen-

satzungen" over against Scripture, but since tradition has existed

from the beginning, it belongs to the whole heritage of the gospel,

and consequently brings with it this tension of preservation and

freedom. So also Catholicism which preserves the wholeness of

tradition received, through a renewed emphasis on Biblical criticism

has rediscovered the importance of the Holy Spirit and the dynamism

of the gospel in the tradition process. Thus, on this side also,

one may detect a tension between preservation and change, and may

even ask whether the Catholic church leaves itself sufficiently

open to a confrontation with the Spirit over against its traditional

understanding.

This tension in tradition of freedom and continuity raises two

closely connected problems in terms of the relation of the Spirit

to what is handed on: a) in view of change and identity "what", as

Ebeling puts it, "is really the essential element for Christian faith,

and what is really the continuing 'traditio tradenda.', if this is,

on the one hand, Holy Spirit and not "the letter", although no Holy

Spirit without "the letter"?""'' b) in view of change and identity,

1 "Multiplicity of Confessions" p.158



or again as Ebeling puts it, "change and persistance" which are

inherent in tradition "das Beieinander von Verfinderung und Beharrung"

how are we to understand this paradox of the Spirit as both ensuring

continuity in the tradition process and as creative of fresh in¬

sight and breaking new ground? What is the relation between

responsibility to guard what has been received and freedom to

respond to the present?

In examining these interlocking problems further, it may be

helpful to consider briefly some views of New Testament scholars,

both Catholic and Protestant. It is the merit of these scholars

that they try to come to grips with the essential element in the

tradition as the handing on of the gospel message, e.g. its being

bound to the activity of the Spirit within the church (cf.

Skydsgaard , Geiselmann, von Campenhausen and also Cullmann), or

that as tradition it is also demand, e.g. the gospel of Jesus

Christ (objective genitive) is "his" gospel (subjective genitive)

in which the hearer finds himself addressed by the Word, and is

confronted with a summons "to repent and believe" (Schlier and

Bultmann). These scholars also attempt to take seriously the

question of meaningfulness, the dialectic of continuity and freedom

in tradition which characterises its true nature.

3
Geiselmann, as we have noted, links the gospel as tradition

to the operation of the Spirit. He notes both the surprising

1 Die Geschtlichkeit p.31

2 "Scripture and Tradition" S.J.T. 9 (1956), 337-358|- esp.p.352ff}
"Tradition as an Issue in Contemporary Theology" in Old and
New in the Church. 20ff.

3 The Meaning; of Tradition. Quaestiones Disputatae 15, Freiburg
1966.
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variety and freedom of interpretation in the early church and also

its care for the transmission of the gospel. This freedom "is

based on and supported by the operation of the Holy Spirit within

the domain of the church and therefore in the paradosis itself.""''
This Geiselmann links to a particularly Catholic view that "the

'now', the perpetually rendering present of Jesus' words in the

church's paradosis, requires an intelligent reception and trans¬

mission of apostolic tradition, behind which there st. nds the

operation of the Holy Spirit who makes a tradition a' living doc¬

trinal substance which is to be preserved from falsification and

disintegration and subjected to an historical process of ever more

2
profound understanding within the church". In this there is

much that a Protestant should welcome, especially the living

vitality of tradition, and its corollary, the need of understanding

in the tradition process as opposed to a mere learning by rote,

tradition which remains on the level of historical data without

relevance to life as such, what Ebeling calls "Uberlieferung" in
3

distinction from 'Tradition". Geiselmann also incidentally

reveals his roots ni the change from a static to a dynamic under¬

standing of tradition which occurred in the 19th century, with a

stress on a Catholic "wholeness", associated chiefly with Newman

4
and Htihler, connected also, like Geiselmann, with Tttbingen.

1 The Meaning of Tradition p.12

2 The Meaning of Tradition pp.12-13

3 Die Geschichtlichkeit der Kirche p.32. See E. Dinkier "Tradition"
R.G.G. Dritte Auf. VI p.971.

4 See Congar La Tradition p.244ff•



Kore particularly however, one questions here the idea of tradition

as something preserved from falsification, that heresy is "outlawed"

from the start, and is it indeed the case that the church always

shows an "ever more profound understanding", cf. 2 Peter 3.16?

Geiselmann seems so to guarantee the tradition process by the

operation of the Spirit within the church that he minimises the

risk always attendant upon interpretation and application of the

tradition.

Von Campenhausen, in a balanced essay,also connects the

tradition with the work of the Holy Spirit, paying attention both

to the need of response to it as well as responsibility for it and

also to the possibility, ever present, of misinterpretation. "A

falling away from its origins and a betrayal of them are possi-
2

bilities that threaten constantly ", and the church must

3 / 4 \
always therefore be "testing the spirits" (cf. K&semann ). "Holding

fast to what has been handed down and interpreting it in a living,

understanding fashion must always go hand in hand; there is no

genuine preservation of tradition without the freedom and respon¬

sibility of the spirit that expounds and judges, and thereby guards

5the original". It is of course just here, whether such freedom

is always a guarding of the tradition, that tension arises, although

there is no true preservation without freedom of response. By

1 "Tradition and Spirit in Early Christianity" in Tradition and
Life in the Church London 1968, 7-18.

2 "Tradition and Spirit" p.13.

3 "Tradition and Spirit" p.13.

4 "The New Testament Canon" p.104.

5 "Tradition and Spirit" p.16.



way of criticism, one feels that von Campenhausen is over¬

simplifying matters in talking of the "pure tradition""'' or a kind

of deposit given at the beginning. Rather the very diversity of

tradition makes this difficult, and perhaps there never existed

one tradition in the beginning, an "ur-Kerygma", but many, all

understanding in their own way the Christ event. One notes

however two important conclusions which he draws: a) that the

church must always be not only claiming to have the Spirit and to

interpret tradition correctly, but testing this; and b) that the

Spirit and not the church is the true judge - "truth must vindicate

its right; such vindication cannot be eluded by those who appeal

to the truth".^

As we have seen especially with Kfisemann and the contrast

between freedom in the gospel and traditionalism, in this whole

subject Paul plays an important part, and especially the question

of how he understands his gospel in relation to traditions he has

4
received. Cullmann from a Protestant point of view, in an

examination of Paul, connects tradition closely with the divine

activity within the church, especially the risen and glorified Lord.

Arguing from 1 Cor. 11.23 and the tov xuptoi>» (not the more

* V

usual kfipn J, he develops the idea of Kurios as the designation

1 "Tradition and Spirit" p.13.

2 "Tradition and Spirit" pp.17-18.

3 "Tradition and Spirit" p.18.

4 On this generally see P. Fannon "The influence of Tradition on
Paul" T, u. U. 102, Stud.Evanp;. 4, 292-307; K. Wengst "Per
Apostel und die Tradition" Z.T.K. 2 (1972) 145-62 and the
bibliographies cited there; cf. E. Dinkier "Tradition" R.S.G.
VI, 974.
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of the (oral) tradition developing itself within the church.

So also with Christ handing himself on, acting in the witness of

the apostles and giving to the tradition a continuing power as

revelation, the Christian receives Christ in adhering to it.

Cullmann finds support at Col. 2.6 and in this way attempts to

find both continuity and relevance for the present in tradition.

In this, however, one feels that he is open to the same kind

of criticism as Geiselmann, in that he combines too closely Christ

and tradition so that it becomes difficult to do justice to the
2

possibility of the tradition being "falsely" developed. Granted

that Kurios at 1 Cor. 11.23 is not the earthly Jesus but the exalted

Lord, present to the church in power, is this the real point behind

» tov xuptot)"? it would seem very likely that in view of

the Corinthians' own enthusiasm they would endorse the view of the

tradition as being itself divinely inspired. Rather what is at

stake is the correct understanding of the tradition and Paul's

authority to impart and interpret it over against what was for him

a misunderstanding and abuse of it. Cullmann, by identifying too

much Christ and the tradition does not pay enough attention to the

question of the interpretation and understanding of the gospel in

the tradition process which underlies Paul's struggle at Corinth.

Jo also at Col. 2.6, one feels that this refers not to receiving

1 "The Tradition" in The Early Church. London 1956, 56-99.
See also "Kurios as Designation for the Oral Tradition Concerning
Jesus" in S.J.T. 3 (1950), 180-197. Sequel "Scripture and
Tradition" S.J.T. 6 (1953), 113-135-

2 The problem raised by KMsemann, "The New Testament Canon" p.106,
between divine continuity and human traditions.



the Lord as one who hands himself on, but to a correct understanding

of the tradition, namely that Christ is indeed Lord and not some

kind of intermediary being. It is on the whole difficult to

know what one means by "receiving Christ" independent of inter¬

pretation and application in definite contexts.

Schlier"'" for his part, many of whose insights Geiselmann uses

in a wider theological context, does recognise that it is a matter

of Christological understanding conveyed in the tradition which is

behind Paul's controversy with the Corinthians. Thus it is a

matter of the correct interpretation of the kerygma and the authority

of Paul to impart it over against the Corinthians' sophisticated

understanding. So also in this Schlier, like Cullmann, attempts

to do justice to tradition both as something received and as of

living relevance for the present. Underlying much of his argument

one senses a grappling with this issue, rendered urgent by his

Catholic stance but with deep knowledge of Protestantism prior to

his conversion.

For Schlier, tradition is located in the confessional formulae

of faith. Thus at 1 Cor. 15.Iff, the resurrected Christ reveals

himself to the apostles, and this becomes enshrined as revelation

in their confession of him. It is in effect kerygmatic tradition

so that in this confession is the ever new self-revelation of the

risen Lord to the hearers. This kerygma as the normative

apostolic tradition is fixed and defined, and lies above all human

control in its absolute authority. Faith in it cannot be ques¬

tioning but only believing acceptance. As such it is even the

1 "Kerygma und Sophia" p.206ff; cf. G. Sbeling Theology and
Proclamation London 1966, pp.120-123.
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source of the gospel itself; preaching is the development of the

truth it contains. As such as kerygma, it stands over against

all human wisdom and endeavour. In this the Catholic concept

of authority and the decisiveness of its doctrine backed up by

the Magisterium is heavy indeed. But does this therefore mean

the end of enquiry and of wisdom? Not at all, Schlier answers,

for there is a wisdom which stems from the revelation proclaimed

in the kerygma which r Dints man to a true understanding of himself

and the world, but as faith in the proferred kerygma, and not

(contra Bultmann) as decision to accept his personal self-understanding.

In this way of establishing the kerygma as a fixed deposit, Schlier

locates the origin of dogma, and also of truth and wisdom only in

its explication - "keine hrkenntnis der Wahrheit gibt ohne das

Dogma".

In much of this, especially his understanding of the kerygma,

one finds it difficult to follow Schlier, despite his attempt to

grapple with tradition as something involving continuity and

adaptation. Thus it is difficult to see this tradition as some¬

thing verbally constant and sacrosanct, even if something traditional

is quoted, and indeed at 1 Cor. 15*8, Paul freely adds to it his

own experience. It is also difficult to allow that such a fixed

deposit goes back to the resurrected Christ who gives it to the

apostles, giving the kerygma a "divine" status. The relation

between Christ and the kerygma, the gospel as tradition which is

handed on, is a close one, but as we have seen before, we cannot

identify them as if we could capture the whole of what Christ

1 "Kerygma und Sophia" p.232.
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means."'" Rather, Christ is Lord of all understandings of him and

portrayals of the gospel meaning, nor can we accord to human

statements and to the tradition itself a finality as if we had

understood all that had to be said - no one, in other words, can

lay claim to the tradition in its fullness, but can only more or

less approximate to it as he understands it in his own time and

context.

2
U. Wilckens , in his critique of Schlier's thesis, makes a

valuable point which one may extend to much of this kerygma-centred

3
discussion of tradition generally. Wilckens criticises Schlier

for ignoring the God-ward dimension of Paul's apostleship, so that

it is not a matter simply of the self-revelation of the Resurrected

One, cf. Gal. 1.12, 15ff and also Rom. 10.17 as objective and not

subjective genitive; so also at 1 Cor. 15.10, God and not Christ

is the originator of Paul's apostleship. This, we should note,

has real importance over against an all too common tendency to

centre the discussion upon Christ and how he hands himself on, as

the real point of the tradition. Even Lontreal perhaps tends to

neglect the God-ward dimension of the tradition. The result is

that one ends up with a "Christ-God", a theology which is seen

wholly as a Christology. To rediscover the God-ward dimension of

the tradition is of great help in dealing with the paradox of

continuity, of freedom/adaptation inherent in tradition, and to

1 See A.A. van Ruler "The Evolution of Dogma" in Christianity
Divided Ed. D.J. Callahan and Others, London 1962, 89-105,
esp. p.lOOff. For a forceful statement of this at a time of
crisis when being tried for heresy by the Church of Scotland
see memorials of John hacLeod Campbell by hi3 Son. London 1877 I, 82.

2 "Kreuz und 'Weisheit" See above p.7 Tote 5-

3 "Kreuz und Weisheit" pp.100-101.



this we shall return presently.

Finally, by way of concluding this quick survey of attitudes

to tradition on the part of a variety of scholars, we may consider

Bultmann. At first glance he may seem an unlikely witness for a

perspective on tradition; thus with regard to the Old Testament,

Christ as the end of the Law is the end of history. "The con¬

temporaneity of the saving event accomplished in him (i.e. Christ)

is not mediated through the continuous 'Volkesgeschichte* and through

the tradition which both accompanies and forms a constituent part

of that history"."*' On the other hand, Bultmann also notes "that
2

there never was a 'gospel' without 'tradition'" - tradition here,

however, is intimately linked to the gospel as God's Word. Thus

because of God's eschatological act in Christ in which history

itself has come to an end, tradition cannot be the handing on of

historical phenomena, or of fixed deposits of information, but is

rather the constantly renewed proclamation of Christ in which God

confronts the hearer in judgment and grace. Bultmann also, like

Geiselmann, albeit in a rather different way, does full justice to

tradition as something communal} the church is itself constituted

3
by this Word and is "the community of this proclamation". Con¬

sequently it is not tradition in the ethnic sense which holds the

church together as community, as it was for Israel, but Tradition

as God's Word in Christ which summons to obedience and faith.

1 "The Significance of the Old Testament for the Christian Faith"
p.30 in The Old Testament and Christian Faith Ed. B.W. Anderson,
London 1964, 8-35.

2 New Testament Theology. Vol.2, p.98. London 1955.

3 "Significance of the Old Testament" p.31.



In this, Bultmann certainly emphasises tradition as something

which is alive and of relevance for the present, but at the cost

perhaps of removing the element of continuity, of dissolving the

gospel as tradition into a series of existential encounters. We

may illustrate this from two examples in 1 Peter itself: a) the

description of the gospel at 1.11 of Christ as "the suffering and

subsequently glorified one" come3 from a whole background of the

suffering Righteous One of God and speaks from that context, i.e.

along with the existential decision to respond to the Word, the

Word itself comes not "naked" but clothed with a whole understanding

and context and speaks out of a definite tradition; b) is Bultmann's

view really adequate in face of the appeal to experience which the

writer makes at 2.3 £Y£i3cao6e(ef. Heb. 6.5), and the way in

v/hich present summons is linked to the word which had been brought

to them and which had brought them into being? What is the re¬

lation between first hearing the gospel and being baptised, and

subsequent hearings in which the Christian is ever anew confronted

with God's demand - is there any continuity? For the writer, it

would seem that the past experience of the readers is of importance,

and is something which does not detract from God's present summons

and its decisiveness now, but which positively enhances it and

increases its urgency.

Thus far, we have been attempting to raise some of the problems

of tradition, understood primarily as the gospel message as it has

been handed on, in relation to some of the views expressed by a

variety of scholars. In particular we have been concerned with

the paradox which is inherent in tradition of continuity and of

interpretation/adaptation, the combination according to Ebeling, as

we have noted, of change and persistence. This is something which
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seems to have been inherent from the beginning in the church's

understanding of the gospel as tradition. Thus, despite the use

of tradition terminology, there is a freedom about the church's

use of tradition, summed up by Bornkamm - "the word of Jesus is

preserved, and yet not with the piety of an archivist, nor is it

passed on like the utterances of famous rabbis with expositions

attached. In fact, one can go on to say this: the tradition is

not really the repetition of the word he spoke once upon a time,

but rather is, his word today".^ 3o also one may detect within

the New Testament itself something of a hermeneutic process in

which themes and concepts may be changed or developed to counteract
2

a misunderstanding or to meet a need. In this the church does

not sit loose to the facts, so to speak, but neither does she

preserve them as in a museum, but rather constantly seeks to bring

out their eschatological meaning; she must be both faithful to what

she has received and yet creatively responsive to new situations.

In this sense tradition is always ultimately proclamation.

For man's existence in history, both tradition and freedom

are necessary, since he lives neither "de novo" but always in the

context of what he has received, nor yet as a puppet devoid of

freedom and responsibility towards it. In this sense the tradition

received sets boundaries to freedom, but nevertheless allows free¬

dom a creative scope to respond to it, and to contribute in a

1 Jesus of Nazareth. 2nd impress., London 1966, p. 17

2 See J.M. Robinson "Confessional Hermeneutics", Sc.Rev. 3> p.36ff.
Also more extensively, J.M. Robinson and H. I'oester Trajectories
through Early Christianity Philadelphia 1971.



creative manner to the tradition process. In view of this, the

question may always and should always be asked, "what is the

relevance now of what has been handed on from others?", what is

the meaningfulness of tradition? One can avoid one's responsi¬

bility in the present by giving traditional answers, but is this not

one point at least at which tradition becomes traditionalism, allowing

the answers and findings of others to apply to situations which are

quite different and about which they did not know? This perhaps

is exemplified by those who avoided the radical demand of the

Baptist by appealing to Abraham as their father (hatt. 3«9). In

this we may also note that heresy may not always be kept away by

a simple reciting of the tradition. Thus, e.g., Koester arrives

at a working definition of heresy"*" that it is a failure to take

seriously the Cross, and therefore the historicality of man's

existence. This means for him that one can never maintain ortho¬

doxy by reciting tradition to avoid heresy, because this in effect

is heresy, to apply to the present the answers of another age and

so not take seriously the Christian revelation in face of the

present. Because the gospel is not a series of timeless truths

or a static set of immutable propositions, constant interpretation

of the tradition cannot be sacrificed in case of the possibility of

misinterpretation. In this, one has some sympathy for Morris

,'iest's "The Heretic"^ -

1 "Theological Aspects of Primitive Christian Heresy" in The
Future of our Religious Past Essays in honour of R. Bultmann,
ed. J.K. Robinson, London 1971, 65-83.

2 The Heretic - a Play in Three Acts London 1970.



"How stand I, measured by the creeds, tradition —

I claim

Ho private lien on the truth, only

A liberty to seek it, prove it in debate,

And to be wrong a thousand times to reach

A single Tightness."

On the other hand, it can also be irresponsible to be icono¬

clastic about tradition, to denounce it altogether and to seek to

cut oneself loose from the past. One runs the risk then of

becoming wholly subjective and arbitrary, with a resultant possible

crisis of identity. This kind of unbridled freedom which seeks to

do justice to the present is really non-responsible to it, as if

the present and oneself existed without a context. Moreover, a

careful appraisal of tradition in terms of its variety of content

may help one to arrive at an imaginative answer in the present."1"
It is this involvement of tradition, and with it that of

response and freedom, in man's historical existence which makes

tradition something dynamic, an integral part of life. It is

against this background that we would wish to consider the image

of the child, with particular reference to 1 Peter 2.Iff, since

the child offers us a perspective on life and therefore on tradition

as living and dynamic. The child is placed, as it were, in a

"learning situation", at that point in the tradition process of

receiving the tradition, and of assimilating its content and

meaning in a particular context; and this not in the scholastic

1 Paul's question at 1 Cor. 4.7 "what have you that you have
not received?" is always a decisive one.
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sense of memorising a deposit, but in terms of the tradition as

proclamation and address, and whose understanding is applied to

life and worked out in a definite situation. As such, as tradition,

it becomes constitutive of life and existence, along with response to

it and creative application of its meaning.

If we may briefly explore this point about tradition (as

gospel message) as dynamic, then the following tilings seem worth

mentioning;

a) The tradition as God's eschatological address is pro¬

clamation, but it is proclamation of something and is mediated

through particular concepts and beliefs. It is in short not a

bare encounter but received through all the particularities of

human understanding and description, even when as God's address it

is spontaneously creative (cf. 1 Peter 1.3, 1.23 (2.2)Avayevvav).

As such, as something received as part of an on-going process, it

is not a private encounter as if it belonged only to oneself.

.Rather through the continuity involved it is something shared with

many (Ps. 78. 1-6, cf. 1 Peter 1.10,12, 5.9).

b) Through response to the gospel handed on, one becomes

involved in it through acceptance, so that in a real sense one

makes it one's own and it informs one's life - the tradition

"actualises" itself (so Geiselmann"*"), There is therefore a close

relationship between one's life and one's understanding of the

tradition received; this is made clear on the one hand by the

1 The Leaning of Tradition p. 93. "Continuity and actuality
are the two poles around which religious tradition swings."
Rote at 1 Cor. 15.1 in which Paul cites tradition, the close
relation between "tradition" language and faith, belief in
proclamation - xope6ovxa-f:f)r}YYf,^-iooM.ev, xapeAnpete-
Fvci o-ceuontr



theme of following Christ in the gospels or of imitation, as in

Paul and 1 Peter, in which the experiences of Christ become true,

are actualised in the life of the believer; and on the other

hand by the failure, as in 1 Cor., to lead a true life which re¬

flects a failure to understand what has been imparted. There is

a close connection between the gospel received and the baptismal

life.

c) The gospel message handed on does not cease to be an ever-

renewed and fresh address as one listens to it, but since it

involved my having responded to it initially, the obligation to

hear it anew involves the responsibility of having heard and re¬

sponded to it then. So often in the New Testament, especially

in the epistles, it is a matter of recalling what has already been

received - the readers already know the kerygma so that the gospel

as proclamation is very much a recalling to enable them to live

better in the reality they have already received."'" Thus, through

entry upon the tradition, being a part of it, there exists a con¬

tinuity not only in the gospel as it is handed on, but in the

Christian life itself as the sphere in which the response to the

gospel is worked out. (Cf. Heb. 6.4ff.» 1 Pet. 2.2 in relation

to 1.12ff, 1.22ff, etc.)

However, as we have already said, the gospel as tradition is

proclamation in which God confronts the hearer and summons him to faith

and obedience. The church, therefore, as bearer of the gospel

1 N.A. Dahl "Anamnesis" p.69ff-



can never be "a community of nostalgia""'' nor hold on to the

tradition as if it were a fixed and rigid depositum. Rather

she must exercise her freedom creatively, in response to what has

been received, to apply it and understand it in successive ages.

What does this mean?

a) It means that there is always an element of risk in the

tradition process, a freedom which does not reject what has been

received, but which is open to apply it to the needs of the present

and to seek new ways of understanding it. Thus the response is
2

always a creative response, faith is "venturesome faith".

b) In this one needs to recover the wider theological dimension

of the gospel as tradition (cf. Wilckens), which may correct an

excessive stress on Christ as the tradition's content, handing

himself on from age to age. Thus one may avoid a kind of "Jesus-

ology" in which on the one hand there is the danger of a wholly

"humanistic" gospel, which stresses the horizontal to the detriment

of the vertical and transcendent dimension; and on the other hand

of confining truth to something between the pages of a book as if

there was nothing more to be said, that God had "exhausted himself".

To recover the concept of God in the tradition process would help

the church to come to grips more with the paradox of identity and

change, since it is at the point of the church's involvement with

the secular, with God's world, that these tensions so often arise.

c) If we must make our own creative response to what has been

1 Priorities of Mssion in Scotland in the 1970's Report to the
General Assembly in 1971, p.13.

2 cf. A. Galloway Faith in a Changing Culture Kerr Lectures in
Glasgow 1966, London 1967, p.65 cf. p.51ff-
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received in the context of our own situation in the present, then

this also means that nothing is fixed or final in the sense that

the definitive statement has been made, not even by ourselves,

ho one can claim the truth as a possession or claim to possess the

tradition; rather in our inevitable historical existence we deal

with truth as a matter of emphasis. Thus we may recall von

Campenhausen's conclusion that it is not enough to claim to have

the truth, not even on the part of the church, but this must always

be checked and tested. Some lines of Itobert Frost's are here

apposite for the Christian -

"He knew a path that wanted walking;

He knew a spring that wanted drinking;

A thought that wanted further thinking;

A love that wanted re-renewing.""''

It is not that we can possess what we have received, but only

as we allow ourselves to be addressed by it and creatively respond

to it as best we may can we ourselves truly hand it on. In view

of this, one is critical of a common diagnosis of the church's

current problems which states that the church "has" the truth but

is failing to communicate it. Bather, in taking the image of the

child as a perspective on tradition, one would suggest that truth

is not so much a matter of "having" as of "learning" (cf. John 16.13).

Problems of communication may only be symptomatic of a deeper failure

to learn and discover truth in venturesomeness and obedience. Con¬

sequently in every situation of transition and change in which the

1 "A Lone Striker" in The Complete Poems of Robert Frost London

1951, 301ff. —— —-
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church, is in dialogue both with her tradition and with the world,

the relationship beforehand and afterwards is crucial - thus we

should always ask "in the on-going proclamation of the gospel which

is the church's task, does real learning nevertheless take place?"

whether it be the learning of new ways of obedience or the re-

learning of past lessons in a fresh way*

By way, therefore, of summing up what has been said thus far,

we may look briefly at the use made of the child/understanding

iraage by two writers who deal with the question of coping with

change} the one from a theological point of view, A. Galloway,
2

and the other from a sociological point of view, D. Gchon. Galloway

uses the child image in an extensive way to illustrate "the healthy

relationship between individual autonomy and corporate autonomy

3
in the life of a tradition", in which there is a two-way traffic.

Thus the child in the family context receives but also is creative,

and this not by and large in an arbitrary way. Rather through what

Galloway terms the dimension of intentionality, the child continues

creatively the intention of the tradition received, and thus the

tradition continues to preserve its identity through change. If

this breaks down, then it is a case of inner directed choice giving

way to chance, leading to tradition and self being polarised and

4
disruption setting in. One might suggest that another equally

1 Faith in a Changing Culture Kerr Lectures in Glasgow p.57ff.

2 Beyond the Stable Qtate Reith lectures for 1970, expanded;
London 1971.

3 Faith in a Changing Culture p.58.

4 Faith in a Changing Culture pp.59-60.
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important kind of disruption, continuing the imagery for a moment,

would he an oppressive kind of authority, e.g. the father who as

the figure head of tradition and custom might prevent the child

from exercising his freedom and independence as a person. At any

rate, Galloway points out that the dimension of intentionality is

all important in the tradition process.

Schon,from a sociological point of view, deals with the

question of how in a situation of rapid change and the breakdown

of stability, systems can retain a self-identity. Ee calls for

the development of learning systems; in situations which are

open-ended "there must be a knowing and learning agent who maintains

continuity over the learning process. He must span the period

which includes both the experiences underlying his projective

models and the "next instances" to which these models are brought.

The learning agent must be willing and able to make the

leaps required in existential knowledge. These are leaps,

because they cannot be justified except by what happens after they

are made. They are conditions, not consequences, of knowledge."^"
The image of the child in the Hew Testament brings us very

much into the orbit of the ideas expressed by these writers, of

continuity with the past and of freedom to adapt to change in the

present. As an image widely used in the ancient world, it is

integral to the whole process of education, of how something is

imparted and understood, how teaching and tradition are assimilated.

It also has an "existential urgency" especially in Paul and Hebrews,

in the sense that what has been received has not been sufficiently

1 Beyond the Stable State pp.234-5.
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understood and acted upon. Here the image points to discon¬

tinuity and disruption in the tradition process either from

deliberate misinterpretation (l Cor.) or from insufficient under¬

standing (Hebrews). In the gospels (q) and especially Matthew,

the description of vipttot one mainly of consolation that the

church possesses the true understanding of God's will in its

obedience to Christ, and is very much set against the background

of the church's controversy with Judaism.

That we concentrate here on 1 Peter is due to two reasons -

certainly not that the other uses are in themselves unimportant

or uninteresting:

a) firstly it turns our attention to another kind of dangerous

or threatening situation for tradition besides that of heresy and

the false development of tradition, namely one of persecution. It

is characteristically in times of change or crisis that one becomes

conscious of tradition, when something occurs which appears to call

it in question. In the former case, that of the danger of false¬

hood, one finds, as we have seen, a consolidation of the tradition

e.g. Jude 3, 2 Peter 1.12 or the setting up of tests in 1 John.

In the case of persecution and suffering, this also calls the

gospel in question, the ability of what one has received to answer

meaningfully a present crisis. And this is rendered more acute

when in 1 Peter the gospel received is itself the cause of the

trouble, in so far as the readers are Christians and hence marked

out from their environment. (Although persecution seems only to

be a threat by and large, and there is no hint of actual martyrdom,

it is nevertheless a real one for the recipients of the letter.)
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Thus in some way the readers are facing a crisis of identity,

whether to resort to the traditions and customs of their fathers,

1.18, or to remain within the Christian tradition in which God i3

their spiritual Father, 1.17} and judging from the author's

frequent exhortations to sinlessness and obedience, it seems to

have been a real enough crisis;

b) secondly, in 1 Peter the child image has positive rather

than negative significance, in contrast to 31 Cor. and Hebrews.

It therefore emphasises the existential point at which the tradition

is understood and acted upon in an unusual way. If we may briefly

summarise some of the later discussion, while Paul, Hebrews and

1 Peter all link baptism in some way to the child image, we should

not equate "being a child" with an early stage in the Christian

life beyond which one must progress. This link between the child

and baptism shows indeed that there is the closest connection

between teaching and life, that understanding is something not at

all confined to the intellect. However, in Paul and Hebrews,

since there is no mention of baptismal regeneration or the like,

the child image refers primarily to how the tradition is understood,

the contrast being made with the mature or adult person, with the

implication that the true understanding of the gospel, and its

fulfilment in the life one leads, are the marks of maturity.

1 Peter on the other hand does combine the child image with

language of regeneration, and thus emphasises in his own way that

tradition has a dynamic qualitj'- in the sense of being an essential

part of one's life. This may be the inherited traditions which

informed the readers' old lives and still inform the lives of their
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critics, or the gospel described as "a living hope" 1.3 which

both contrasts with the dangers facing then, and also may mean

(cf. the language of regeneration) a hope by which to live their

lives as Christians (cf. the "living stone" imagery of 2.4ff.)

If, however, the readers can be described as products of the

gospel, of tradition, in this way, it does not mean an unthinking

acceptance of their origin, but a careful reflection upon what it

may mean for them in the present. Thus there is the closest

connection between gospel/word and Christ 2.2 (noting the play on

Christ -xo^crxoc ) which, however, is not a rigid identification

but shows the understanding of the gospel in a particular way.

The task of the writer is one of exhortation (5.12); in this he

presents anew the significance of the gospel the readers have

received, interpreting its meaning for their need. E. Best has

aptly remarked that the writer is not an "original thinker"^" in
the sense of Paul or John, yet neither does he simply string

tradition together into a general paraenesis. True to the con¬

cept of tradition at its best, he adapts and reinterprets in

response to the present. He is no traditionalist and therein

lies his particular genius.

1 "1 Peter 2.4-10 A Reconsideration" Nov. Test. 11 (1969)
270-293,-esp. p.279-
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CHAPTER TWO

Although the image of the babes at 2.2 is taken as the focal

point for our Biblical perspective on tradition, we shall have to

take into consideration the whole letter, and therefore some

introductory matters should be discussed at the outset. In this,

one must be selective as to what is really relevant to the topic.

The crucial problem here is the nature and unity of the letter and

therefore we must pass over quickly such other issues as date and

authorship. This is not to suggest, of course, that they are

unimportant, but simply that they need not concern us directly here.

un the matter of date and authorship, it may nevertheless be

helpful briefly to state one1s views, as background to the main

issues. One of the great difficulties about 1 reter is how one

ought to assess the evidence, both internal and external; it in¬

volves a careful weighing of many factors, and the adding of them

up in different ways will lead to different conclusions. Here

there is no room for dogmatism and it is wise to be guided by

negative as well as positive factors.

a) Date; Since the question of date has a considerable

bearing on the authorship of the letter, it may be as well to begin

here. One is inclined to the view that the letter comes from the

tine of Domitian rather than of Nero, i.e. sometime between 80 and

100 A.D. The presbyterate and church order mentioned at 5.1

appears to be established though not yet developed, and the reference

to Rome under the pseudonym of Babylon (5.13) seems to link the

letter more to the thought of the Apocalypse, although there are

notable differences between the two. So also we may note the



placing of the letter in the development of the early church,

the use of "Haustafeln" material,^" similarities to 1 Clement and

to "later" New Testament "books, e.g. Pastorals, 1 John, James and

also to Ephesians. If there are Pauline elements in the letter,

then one would allow time for these ideas to establish themselves.

At the other end, one would also allow time for the letter to

become established and be known to Polycarp and Papias (admittedly

local in Asia Minor) and to 2 Peter. We might add to this the

absence of controversy in making use of so much Old Testament

imagery, and also the fact that there is no hint of controversy

over gnostic issues of the 2nd century.

The references to trials and sufferings in the letter are

perhaps not as helpful in this matter of dating as might at first

be thought. Attempts have been made to assign them to the time

of Nero, Domitian and Trajan. The last mentioned, the time of
2

Trajan 112 A.D., is strongly argued by P.W. Beare, in the light

of correspondence between Trajan and Pliny. If, however, as seems

more likely, the trials in mind are not due to official Roman

policy but are of an unofficial and random nature, then one of the

main reasons for dating the letter in the 2nd century falls to the

ground. In view of the scanty evidence of persecution in the time

of Domitian one is hesitant about assigning the letter to this time

on the basis of the sufferings it mentions, but one may arrive at

such a dating on the basis of other evidence. What the readers

are suffering is something symptomatic of what obtains generally

1 36e E. Best 1 Peter pp.47-48, New Century Bible, London 1971.

2 The First Epistle of Peter p.9ff (2nd ed.) Oxford 1958.
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(5.9), a sporadic and unofficial recrimination against their

faith on the part of people round about; even 3.15 and 4.16 may¬

be understood in this light, something at which Roman officialdom

nodded rather than undertook itself out of a definite policy.

This whole question, however, of the relation of the trials to the

letter as a whole will concern us later on.

b) Authorship: If one assigns the letter to the time of

Bomitian, then of course one will have removed the possibility of

its author being Peter. Many commentators have felt that the quite

good Greek style of 1 Peter renders Petrine authorship difficult,

scarcely the Greek of a Galilean fisherman even who had lived for

some time away from Palestine. Recently, J. Sevenster has

2
argued, however, that Greek was perhaps known enough to be written

and spoken by Palestinian Jews, and. thus any argument on style

against the authenticity of 1 Peter should accordingly proceed

with more caution than hitherto.

The difficulty is possibly eased but not altogether resolved

if the role of Silvanus as amanuensis is emphasised, since Silvanus

could equally well have written on his own initiative after the

3death of Peter, but in any case there is little enough in a com¬

parison with 1 Thessalonians to detect a "style of Silvanus".

Absence of personal reminiscences of Jesus is also peculiar if the

1 On the style of 1 Peter see L. Radermacher "Der erste Fetrus-
brief und Silvanus" Z.M.W. 25 (1926), 287-99} A. Wifstrand
"Stylistic Problems in James und 1 Peter" Stud. Theol. 1 (1947)»
170-82. cf. E.G. Selwyn "Authorship of 1 Peter" E.T. 59 (1948),
256-8.

2 Bo you know Greek? Leiden 1968.

3 W. Bornemann "Der erste Petrusbrief - eir.e Taufrede des
Silvanus?" Z.K.W. 19 (1919-20), 143-65.
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author be Peter, and the majority of quotations from the Old

Testament, with which the letter abounds, are drawn from the

Septuagint. On the matter of "Jesus reminiscences", it seems

to be the case that the writer owes more to the common tradition

than to eye-witness commentary - his view of the Suffering Servant

comes largely from Isaiah itself and rather than find the re¬

flection of a word of Jesus (Mk 10.45), one could argue that both

1 Peter and Mark here echo an understanding of the death of Jesus

found in the Roman church."'" So also 3»14 and Matt. 5.10 echo

a persecution form rather than Peter the apostle's here recalling

Jesus. Moreover, where he might have profitably used a word of

Jesus to emphasise a point he apparently does not, although such an

argument as this has only relative value and is more subjective

than the rest. Some caution is perhaps necessary at any rate,

since it is easy to be carried away in finding hints in the letter
2

of experiences of the apostle Peter in the gospels.

Some caution too is necessary in detecting in 1 Peter parallels

to other epistles, especially Paul's. Thus Beare remarks that

"entire passages are little more than an expansion or restatement

of Pauline texts, and whole verses are a kind of mosaic of Pauline

3
words and forms of expression." And Jttlicher terms 1 Peter

1 See Best 1 Peter p52.

2 On this see R.H. Gundry "Verba Christi in 1 Peter" K.T.S. 13
(1967), 336-50* C. Spicq. "La le. Pierre et la Temoignage de
St. Fierre" Stud. Theol. 20 (1966), 37-61. For critique,
E. Best "1 Peter and the Gospel Tradition" N.T.S. 16 (1970),
95-H3> 1 Peter p.51ff. See also J.P. Brown "Synoptic
Parallels in the Epistles" N.T.S. 10 (1963)» 27-48.

3 1 Peter p.25-



"ein Abklatsch paulinischer Arbeiten"Certainly, the presence

of Pauline ideas may be explained by the influence of the apostle
2

at Rome, but can we treat the letter justifiably as a compendium

of borrowed themes with no originality on the author's part? It

is hoped to show that the writer is skilful in his use of material

and tradition, and so far as his use of the child image is con¬

cerned, differs from Paul and indeed from other epistles in the

New Testament.

With these remarks then on the date and the authorship of the

letter, we may now turn to consider the nature and purpose of

1 Peter.

c) The Nature and Purpose of 1 Peter: This is the crucial

question which confronts us here, more than the other introductory

problems, for whatever one's views on date and authorship, one

must ask whether in fact 1 Peter is a letter and why it was written.

It may be helpful to summarise here certain conclusions and to

examine the evidence in due course. They are l) that the letter

is in fact just that, and is to be regarded as a unity, and 2) that

its purpose is one of giving comfort and encouragement to Christians

who are passing through a time of trial and persecution.

Although it means passing over yet again already well-trodden

ground, the views of scholars and commentators on this question

ought to engage our attention. Roughly speaking, three viewpoints

may be discerned, without making rigid demarcations.

1 Cited critically by B. Reicke The Disobedient Spirits and
Christian Baptism Acta Sem. Neotest. Upsaliensis xiii,
Kobenhavn 1946, p.229.

2 Best, 1 Peter p.32ff.
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1) There is the traditional understanding that 1 Peter is

indeed a letter, strongly argued for example by Selwyn."*" It is

a letter written by a definite person (for Selwyn, Peter himself)

to definite people facing a definite situation. Following the
2

work of Carrington, he recognises the presence of catechetical

material whose ultimate setting is baptism. He therefore surmises

that the letter was planned to reach its destination and to be
3

read at the great Easter festival in the church. Besides catec¬

hetical material related to baptism, Selwyn also detected a

"persecution fragment", and the presence of hymnic elements,

especially 2.4-8. On this last point much had already been done
4 5

by Windisch in his commentary, and more recently by Boismard
g

and Bultmann who have examined parts of the letter in great detail

in an attempt (not altogether successful) to recover early hymns.
n

2) In 1911 R. Perdelwitz published a monograph which has since

1 The First Eidstie of St. Peter 2nd ed., London 1964. See
also J.M.D. Kelly The Epistles of Peter and Jude Black's
N.T. Commentaries, London 1969; E. Best 1 Peters W.C. van
Unnik "Christianity according to 1 Peter" E.T. 68 (1956),
79-83* for further discussion on this whole question see
also R.P. Kartin "The Composition of 1 Peter in recent ^tudy"
Vox Evangelica 1962, 29-42. Also J.W.C. Wand "The Lessons of
1 Peter" Interpretation 9 (1955), 327-399-

2 P. Carrington The Primitive Christian Catechism Cambridge 1940.

3 First Epistle of Peter p.62.

4 Die Katholischen Briefe Handbuch zum Neuen Testament 15
Ttlbingen 1951 (3 Auflage, H. Preisker)

5 Quatres Hymnes Baptismales Paris 1961, with prior researches.,
"Une Liturgie Baptismale dans la Prima Petri" R.B. 63 (1956),
182-208; 64 (1957), 161-83.

6 "Bekenntnis - und Liedfragmente im 1 Petrusbriefe" Coniectanea
Keotestamentica 11 (1948), 1-14•

7 "Die Eysterienreligionen und das Problem des 1 Petrusbriefes"
Religionageschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten xi (1911-12),
5-28 "Das literarische Problem". Supported by B.J. Streeter
The Primitive Church London 1929, p.H5ff •
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proved very influential. The literary hypothesis he there

suggested has outlasted its explication in terms of the Kystery

Religions existing in contemporary Hellenism. Briefly, he

proposed that the break at 4.11-12 was in fact a gap, and that

there were really two letters, 1.3-4.11 and 1.1-2, 4.12-5.14.

The latter was a Aoyoc xapax\"nce«c; , the former an address

to people newly baptised. The two documents were combined either

by accident or on purpose after lying side by side in the local

church's library, the baptismal document being fitted into the

framework of the smaller letter. Perdelwitz' arguments for

making a division at 4.11 have never really been improved on and

since he h_mself admits"'' that few before him have noticed it we

may profitably discuss them.

a) There exist at 1.3ff and 4.12ff "zwei vollig verschiedene
2

dituationen" so much so that the sufferings in the latter are

real and present ("gegenwartig") while in the former they aro

only a possibility ("hypothetisch"), noting also the use of el

at 1.6, 3.14, 3.17, and the change from optative at 3.14 to

indicative 4.15 . Against this, however, we may note l) AwnQevtec

is aorist passive and therefore some trials have already come to

them. 2.12 and 3.13 together with much of the "Haustafel"

material in between, suggest that calumny and abuse are constantly

present (3.16, 4.4), almost as part of their environment in

waiting for them to make a wrong move or tempting them to do so

(5.8). And 2) 4.12ff on the other hand, need not be any more

1 "Das Problem" p.12.

2 "Das Problem" p.14.
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real than before, and the use of the optative at 3.14 may be

part simply of his argument at that point.1 So also the "fiery

ordeal" may simply be a return to 1.7 and the "testing as by fire"

there mentioned. Certainly Beare, a champion of the partition

theory, goes too far in paraphrasing "the fiery ordeal which is

raging among you". We may therefore reject Perdelwitz' argument

at this point since we are not forced to accept two moments of

suffering, one remote and one real.

b) Perdelwitz seeks to secure the idea of two kinds of

suffering, the one remote and the other real, by noting that the

rejoicing in suffering at 1.8 refers to the present, while that

of 4.13 refers to the future. The argument is that since 1.8 is

present tense, the writer must be referring to hypothetical trials

since he would not have been so insensitive as to ask them to re¬

joice while hardship was actually upon them - so at 4.12-13, where

their suffering was very real, he points them to future blessing.

The text at both 1.6 and 1.8 is not certain, but on the basis of

the evidence, ^Ya^tcic5®e in both seems to be the best attested

reading, taking ^ v6 to refer to the general context of re¬

birth} at v8 Selwyn^ prefers the future AyaXXtaaccQe but this

seems unlikely -XOM-t^onevoi ang Aya-Ka-XF are both present as

j_s TttareuovteCj and the present tense preserves the paradox of

1 See F.W. Danker "1 Peter 1.24 - 2.17: A Consolatory Perieope"
Z.N.W. 58 (1967), 93-102, esp. pp.100-101 Note 38 for discussion.
On suffering in 1 Peter generally see E. Selwyn "Persecutions in
1 Peter" S.N.T.S. Bulletin 1950, 39-50} H. Braun "Das Leiden
Christi - eine Bibelarbeit ttber den 1 Petrusbrief""Th^i ogische
Kxistang Heute 69 Mtlnchen 1940} P. Filson "Partakers with Christ"
Interpretation 9 (1955), 400-412. E. Sieffert "Die Heilsbedeutung
des Leidens und Sterbens Christi nach dem ersten Briefe des Petrus"
JahrMlcher ftir Deutsche Theologie 20 (1875), 371-440.

2 First Epistle of Peter pp.258-9, Mote C.
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"now" and "not yet", the sense of 1.4-5 in which their hope

already enters the present as reality. (The use of the impera¬

tive as suggested by Goodspeed"'' seems somewhat forced here).

With Ferdelwitz we may admit that rejoicing here is present

tense, but the writer at this point is making use of a theme
2

found in Judaism and Christianity of comfort in persecution,

and it may not therefore occasion difficulty, that the writer

was being insensitive or the like.

At 4.13, the joy of the readers is future because it is linked

directly to the fulfilment of their hope in the revelation of

Christ, but it is present also, xatPe^E » 30 that again what

they look forward to 3pills over into the present time.
■2

c) For Perdelwitz, 4.12 comes as something weak indeed,

almost an anticlimax after the natural and climactic dp-fiv of

v.ll. Moreover, in comparison with the time the writer spends on

women's adornments (3«3ff) surely 5.1-5 contains weightier material,

and if the letter was a unity would not the best place for this

important advice have been in connection with 4.10-11? Of these

arguments the first is surely subjective, and elsewhere in other

epistles there occur doxologies which do not conclude the piece of

4
writing, and therefore the presence of one here is not at all

1 Problems of h.T. Translation Chicago 1945, p.l92ff.

2 W. Nauck "Freude im Leiden" Z.h.W■ 46 (1955), 6c-80.
cf. E. Dautzenberg " cxorTjpto il'DXf'V - 1 Peter 1;9" h.Z. 6
(1964), 262-76.

3 "Das Problem" p.15.

4 Gal. 1.5, Lphes. 3.21, Rom. 15.33-
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decisive. The advice to women may also not be out of place'*"
if women made up a proportion of the church, and the contrast

with the internal seemly apparel of the Spirit would be very much

to the point, given the situation of uncertainty in which the

readers stood, as something just as valuable (3.4), like faith

which has been tested (l,7).

More serious is the objection concerning the place of the

second "Haustafel"; P. Carrington also posits two documents,

1 Peter A and B on the ground that his catechetical framework

appears almost twice, with 5.Iff corresponding to the counterpart

at 2.13ff. Here, however, it must be remembered l) that writers,

and not least the author of 1 Peter, used their material to suit

their purposes, and what we have here may simply be an instance

of that; 2) 1 Thess. 5.1-11 is similar to 1 Peter in linking such

duties to an eschatological awareness; 3) in view of this and the

troubles besetting the readers, would not the writer be pushing

home in a final way all that he had been saying, as indeed 4.12ff

shows him to be doing, asking that together they should stand firm?

(Other perhaps less likely arguments for the occurrence of this
3

second table are that it is the work of Silvanus, comparing

1 Peter 5 with 1 Thess., or that it is an explication of 4.19

Aycl^otcoi, ta .) The connective o5v itself ought to be given

1 P.L. Cross' suggestion about a woman being exhorted in the
act of donning her jewellery after baptism is surely not to
be taken seriously. 1 Peter a Paschal Liturgy London 1954,
p. 34.

2 The Primitive Christian Catechism p.31.

3 So Selwyn First Epistle p.417



weight as summing up what has gone before throughout.^" If then

these considerations have any weight, we need not accept Perdelwitz*

arguments here either.

d) Perdelwitz argues that the 61' Y(,'v of 5.12 would fit

better with just such a small letter. Here, however, we may

compare Hebrews 13.226 la fpaxetovwhich is substantially the same,

and as Perdelwitz himself admits can refer to the whole letter

preceding. Koreover, we would have to recognise that whoever

combined the letter apparently felt no difficulty on the matter.

At this point we conclude Perdelwitz' arguments for the

partition of the letter at 4.11-12. His theory has indeed been

quite influential, and many scholars and commentators who support

such a division and who differ in several ways (as we shall see)

from Perdelwitz yet owe much to him. We have, however, listed

his arguments and have found no compelling reason to accept them.

We may here nevertheless consider two further arguments for making

3
a division at 4.11-12, especially as presented by F.W. Beare.

They are a) that the style in 4.12 differs from that of the

previous part, b) that 1.3-4.11 contains no personal references

to people and places and seems to be complete in itself as a homily

or discourse.

a) Beare's contrast of 4.12ff as a letter dashed off "in

quick and nervous haste" compared with the lofty and rounded style

of 1.3-4.11 is surely a subjective argument. Is it not all a

matter of how one reads the letter? To my own mind, l) the style

1 Bee Kelly .Epistles of Peter and Jude p. 196.

2 "Das Problem" p.16.

3 First Epistle pp.6-9.
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is fairly uniform throughout, allowing of course for traditional

elements scattered throughout the letter. 4.12ff re-emphasises

and rounds off what the writer has been saying with no appreciable

difference in style. On the other hand one might, of course,

expect this if the homily and the letter came from the same person;

2) is not the style of 4.7ff just as pungent and "abrupt" as

anything in 4.12ff?

b) More serious is the contention that 1.3-4.11 contains none

of the usual personal traits that one would expect in a letter.

But such a problem is not peculiar to 1 Peter - what for instance

should we make of Rom. 1.18-11.36 where the " 7ta.paxa\oV section

begins? The aim of the letter is one of exhortation, according

to 5.12, to maintain the faith in the midst of trials, and the

section 1.3-4.11 is quite consonant with this since, as we have seen,

the difficulties in this section are just as "real" as those in

the other, cf. 1.6, 2.11-12, (clearly the implication is that

people were actually criticising them), 3.9 (which may recall a

word of Jesus, Matt. 5»39» 43» but also traditional advice in other

letters Rom. 12.17» 1 Thess. 5.15, cf. 1 Cor. 6.7), 3.13, 4.4.

Moreover, on the other hand, there are no "personal" touches as

such before the " xapaxaAc?' section at 5.1 so that one could

argue that even 4.12ff is not entirely free from Beare's own

criticism.

On these grounds, therefore, we need not accept the division

of the letter at 4.11. Koreover, the introduction at 4.12 6,yci%-

rj-coL. M.T] -- need not be considered abrupt in view of other

places where the writer introduces topics in seemingly abrupt
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fashion, e.g. 2.11. In any case, what at first sight may seem

abrupt is not really so but is very much in context - 4-12 may

be considered to be resumptive of what has gone before, and this

not in any tedious sense (as Perdelwitz thought), but in order to

stress it anew. The arguments adduced above against theories of

the letter's disunity may also, on the positive side, carry some

weight in defence of its unity. The letter shows a close unity

of thought and argument, a tight interweaving of theological state¬

ment and practical exhortation so that it is extremely difficult

to divide the book in any way without doing violence to the writer's

train of thought. In so compact a piece of writing, theories of

partition or interpolation are hard to accept - compare for

example, 2.11ff, 3.13ff» 4.12ff.

Before proceeding to a discussion of the third approach to

1 Peter, and by way of introduction to it, we should here note

the view widely held about 1.3-4.11 (in the case of Bornemann

1.3-5.11"*") that it is a homily on baptism most likely delivered

to neophytes on the occasion of their entry into the church. So

Perdelwitz understands the section to be an address to people

newly baptised; "so dass wir also in dem Hauptabschnitt unseres

Schreibens das dlteste, uns erhaltene Beispeil eine altchristlichen
2

Kasualrede zu sehen Mtten." On the basis of this, he interprets

the particle "now" which he says"runs like a scarlet thread"

1 W. Bornemann "Der erste Petrusbrief - eine Taufrede des
Oilvanus?" ;.143ff• One cannot help but feel he ewes
something to Perdelwitz though he nowhere mentions him, a
fact noted also by G.R. Beasley-Murray Baptism in the K.T-.
London 1362, p.252.

2 "Das Problem" p.19*
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through the author's statements^ - "Now they rejoice", "now they

walk not in darkness but in light", "they have now attained to what

was sought by the prophets" etc. In other words the vuv and dptt

are the "now" of the newly baptised. In this way he also deals

with the change of person at 1.3 and 2.24 from second to first

plural. The change is for Perdelwitz abrupt, but can be explained

by the fact that when the writer is speaking generally he includes

himself, but when his readers as neophytes are being instructed

about the application of the faith to themselves, he makes a dis¬

tinction. On the basis of this, if the letter was a unity, then

Apttyevvri'ca at 2.2 would be out of place since many of the

readers would undoubtedly have been Christians for some time -

Ppetpri might apply to them with reference, as in Hebrews 5.12, to
2

their slow progress in the faith, but scarcely A Qt eye vvrjTa. .

We are not, however, forced to give the particles vuv and dotl

the precise meaning which Perdelwitz gives. They may be understood

throughout the letter 1.6, 8, 12, 2.10, 25, 3.21 etc. in a broad

and general sense, and if so, then at 2.2 ApTtYevviyca need not
3refer to how long or short a period the readers had been Christians.

The reference to baptism may not be as explicit as might be supposed

at this point.

1 "Das Problem" p.18 "Wie ein roter Faden zieht sich das 'Jetzt'
durch alle Ausftihrungen des Verfassers".

2 "Das Problem" p.25.

3 Likewise the writer's use of aorist imperatives 1.13, 22, 5.2,
etc. need not be pressed into a baptismal context "inculcating
the adoption of a new attitude" (Beare First Epistle p.84) but
is part of the writer'3 strong hortatory purpose (see Kelly
Epistles of Peter and Jude ad loc.) in contrasting their life
in obedience to the gospel with formal ways.
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According to Bornemann,"'' 1.3-5.11 represents the (baptismal)

discourse, based on Psalm 34 and is to be attributed to the aged

Cilvanus some time around 90 A.D. Bornernaim also lays stress on

the "now" at 3.21, "baptism which now saves you", and linking it to

Titus 3O argues that baptism had just taken place. The use of

the present tense and the mention of "you" for "us" further

strengthens the fact that the readers v/ere being singled out for

their experience of baptism at this time. More recent scholarship

has tended, while following the discourse theory, to put its con¬

clusion as Perdelwitz does at 4.11, but the idea at any rate is

widely held that 1 Peter contains within it a baptismal discourse -

the idea of "new birth", hints of conversion at 4.3ff» the language

( drcot)e;j.evoi, xpooepxoM.evoi ) and the general imagery of 2.Iff,

the large amount of catechetical material discovered by Carrington

and Selwym with its probable "Sitz im Leben" in baptismal in¬

struction, together with the explicit reference to baptism itself

at 3.21.

3) This theme of baptism which forms part of the discourse

theory has been developed into what one might call a liturgical

interpretation of 1 Peter. This is associated particularly with
2 3

U. Preisker and F.L. Gross. It would be tedious to go through

the work of these two scholars in detail and the criticisms of

their work already made. what they see in 1 Peter is not even a

1 "Der erste Petrusbrief? ' p.l43ff•

2 Die Katholischen Briefe von II. Windisch 3 Auflage umgearbeitete
von II. Preisker, Tdbingen 1951, p.l56ff.

3 1 Peter - A Paschal Liturgy
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baptismal discourse, but on the part of Preisker an actual

liturgy taking place - an eye-witness account of the ceremony

in its various stages with various contributors; and on the

part of Cross, the celebrant's part in the Easter Pasch.

It seems fair to say that neither view has won much support

and shows more each scholar's ingenuity than anything else.

Kelly rightly points out that Preisker's reconstruction is really

"a 'tour de force' of subjective improvisation"Cross's theory

scarcely fares any better and reads more like an interpretation of

1 Peter from the point of view of the Homily of Kelito of Sardis,
2

than of 1 Peter in its own right. It is easy to see, however,

how such theories have arisen out of a concentration on baptismal

3
elements in the letter. Recently, A.R.C. Leaney has attempted

to reinforce Cross's view of 1 Peter and the Jewish Passover

liturgy. Again, however, the evidence seems very circumstantial.

Leaney suggests that 1.18 refers to Joshua 24.2-4 which forms part
*

of the Jewish liturgy "in the beginning our fathers were worshippers

of strange gods ." The writer's identification of the church

with Israel, coupled to Exodus themes, gives this suggestion some

appeal. However, that he is thereby contrasting "the ancient Jewish

4
worship with its Christian fulfilment" is unlikely since the vain

traditions of 1.18 refer to former pagan ways. So also J.18ff may

1 Epistles of Peter and Jude p.18

2 For detailed criticism see C.F.D. Moule "The Nature and Purpose
of 1 Peter" N.T.S. 3 (1956-7), 1-11} T.C.G. Thornton "1 Peter
A Paschal Liturgy?" J.T.S. n.s. 12 (l96l), 14-26.

3 "1 Peter and the rassover - an Interpretation" N.T.S. 10
(1964), 238-51.

4 "1 Peter and the Passover" p.246.
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point to "a theology of liberation achieved by submission to God —

a Passover theme, if not the Passover theme","'' but need we

connect 1 Peter and the Jewish Passover liturgy therefore?
2

Equally circumstantial is the attempt of N. Hillyer to link

1 Peter to the Feast of Tabernacles. The appearance of common

themes need not require dependency, and indeed in view of the

eclecticism of the writer and the origins of Christianity in

Judaism generally, it would be strange if there were no echoes.

To these baptismal elements we must now turn since a decision

on this matter will greatly affect one's view of the nature and

purpose of 1 Peter.

One cannot help but feel that with so much scholarly attention

in recent years upon traditional material in the early church,

especially catechetical and liturgical fragments, a certain sense

of perspective has been lost. This seems very much to be the case

with 1 Peter. It would, of course, be mistaken to deny the

presence of baptismal elements within the letter, but need we
I

thereby be mesmerised into accepting wholesale the view that

1 Peter in toto is a baptismal discourse? a) With the possible

exception of Bornemann, those who argue for the presence of such a

discourse must posit a break at 4.11 and this we have already found

no compelling reason to accept. Arguments in its favour are not

decisive, and on the contrary the letter presents too compact and

close-reasoned a form to permit it. b) It is axiomatic of

literary interpretation that any hypothesis must reasonably account

1 "1 Peter and the Passover" p.249

2 "First Peter and the Feast of Tabernacles" T.vndale Bulletin 21
(1970), 39-70. " "
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for the facts - thus those who are in favour of partition must

explain how the two documents came to be combined, and those

supporting the liturgical theory must explain how such came to

be incorporated into a letter. Thus for example, Cranfield

simply states"*" that the best hypothesis is that the substance of

an already existing sermon ("it may well have been a baptismal

sermon") was incorporated with fresh material, 1.1-2 and 4.12ff,

written with the present situation in mind.

The matter of incorporation, however, becomes quite crucial

when it is linked to the references to trials, not in 4.12ff but

in the actual homily itself, e.g. 1.6ff, 2.12 where the readers

are obviously being slandered, 3.13ff> 4.4 (recent conversion need

not be in mind here)} and generally throughout the "discourse"

the emphasis placed on Christ's sufferings would seem odd on so

joyful an occasion as baptism, granted even that neophytes would be

cautioned as to the difficulties of their Christian obligations.

We have already had occasion to reject Perdelwits' distinction

between suffering as a remote possibility and as a present reality,

so that the trials hinted at would appear to be a reality in 1.3-

4.11 - after all, /Vi)7CT)GevteC is aorist. In Jewish proselyte

baptism a warning was often given to the candidate that he might

expect trials and afflictions, and there is a close parallel to

1 Peter in Ecclus. 2.1-2:

1 1 and 2 Peter and Jude Torch series, London I960, p.13.
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"I y son when thou correst to serve the Lord,

Prepare thy soul for temptation.

Set thy heart aright and endure firmly,

And he not fearful in time of calamity".*

and there follows, as in 1 Peter, the image of testing gold in a

furnace (cf. Ps. 12.6). Nevertheless, the situation in 1.3-4.11

does seem to be a real one so far as hardship is concerned. On

the understanding that the trials are real, we must say that either

such trials were a reality when the discourse was delivered first,

or that the references to them have been subsequently addeu. Of

these two possibilities the second perhaps carries more weight

a) because we have already argued that the letter is a unity and

therefore there is a unity in the trials involved, and b) it is

difficult to imagine a baptismal address so geared to the question

of afflictions - even the concepts of glory, hope, rejoicing, God's

judgment, etc. can be shown to be linked to this rather than to

2
the moment of baptism. une is not, of course, denying the presence

of certain baptismal elements, but seeks to locate them within the

purpose of the letter which devolves upon the question of whether

the readers will now, in this present situation, persevere in the

faith to which they have been called, into which they have been

baptised.

The point is that if originally there was a discourse used,

it has been so reworked and refurbished as to change its original

1 R.H. Charles The Apocrypha and Pseudepigra>ha of the Old Testament
Oxford 1966, Vol.1, p.321. See generally D. Daube The hew
Testament and Rabbinic Judaism London 1956, "A Baptismal
Catechism", pp.106-140, esp. p.H3ff.

2 See iMauck "Preude im Leiden" p.68ff.
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intent. This is in keeping with the writer's compact style to

which we have already made reference. This compactness and

close reasoning still remain despite the appearance of occasional

rough edges in his use of traditional material. And indeed he

shows considerable originality and no lack of imagination in the

use to which he puts his sources."''
The presence of catechetical material, and the amount is

considerable, should be weighed very carefully. The scholarly

work of Carrington and Selwyn is very valuable indeed, but one can

become so caught up in the detecting of prior sources and fragments

of tradition that one sits loose to the way in which they are used

in a piece of writing. It is by comparing 1 Peter with other

letters that one detects the traditional material, much of whose

environment was probably baptismal, but that is not to suggest that

Paul, James etc. were writing on baptism or giving instruction to

neophytes. In other words the presence of catechetical and bap¬

tismal elements elsewhere should warn us against finding in 1 Peter

as a whole a baptismal tract although baptism may, I believe, be

at the back of the writer's mind. In short, the controlling theme

of the letter throughout is not baptism but the trials being en¬

dured, and it is to the comforting of people in this situation that
2

he bends all his material, including ideas of baptism.

1 See B. Lohse"Parflnese und Kerygma im 1 Petrusbrief" Z.N.W. 45
(1954), 68-89, who argues for the consistent use of traditional
material on the part of the writer in relation to the letter's
theme of comfort in adversity.

2 It is interesting to note that catechetical material appears
also in 4.12ff, so much so that Carrington could find in each
almost a whole catechesis as he understood it, Primitive Christian
Catechism p.31ff. The presence of such in the "Letter" as
well as the "discourse" makes one wary of over-stressing the
catechesis in 1.3-4.11.
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Some scholars who argue that 1.3-4.11 is a discourse approximate

to this view. Thus Beare, for example, on the basis of the

common authorship for the two sections, can write: "It would

appear then that the Christian teacher who writes to rally his

flock against their sore trial incorporates into his letter the

words that many of them heard from his lips on the occasion of their

baptism."^ Apart from the fact that 1.12 would suggest that some¬

one other than the author preached the gospel to them, such an

approach does not perhaps do sufficient justice to the skill of

the writer who grapples with his readers' problems not only at

4.12ff, and not only by "incorporating" (the word is significant)

a homily into his letter, but by writing indeed a letter to this

end, to which all its contents tend.

A note on Babylon 5.13 - Although it is not often noticed, it

could be argued that we ought to make a break at 4.11 on the grounds

of such a pseudonym as this for Rome" being used over against the

high esteem for the authorities at 2.13. Has the situation not

now worsened so that Rome becomes the arch enemy, the epitome of

all that is evil? Here again, however, we ought to be careful not

to read too much from the Apocalypse into 1 Peter even if they

belong to the same period, for there are important differences of

3outlook. We may detect two strands of meaning in the word, not

1 First -Epistle of Peter p.8.

2 Most likely it signifies a real place, and this as a pseudonym
for Rome rather than an actual Babylon, on the grounds of such
a description in Jewish and Christian circles, see discussion
in commentaries ad loc.

3 Selwyn 1 Peter p.303ff. See also generally C. Freeman Sleeper
"Political Responsibility according to 1 Peter" Hov. Test. 10
(1968), 270-286.
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unrelated, and both of use to the writers a) Babylon as the

place of Exile which would fit quite well with 1.1 and 2.11 so

that the writer as it were begins and ends on this note - Rome as

the heart of man's authority and organisation, the centre of the

then known world, and yet supremely the place of the Christian's

exile. If the readers in the provinces are exiles, how much more

so at Rome; b) yet there is a hint, as Selwyn aptly remarks, of

something "more sinister","*" a hint which later in the Apocalypse

is a frontal attack, Babylon as the centre of all ungodliness and

evil. The import of the description in 1 Peter is, I believe,

more ethical than political, especially in view of the great stress

laid throughout the letter on holiness and the shunning of all that

is wicked. The two ideas of sojourning and being holy for instance

combine at 2.11 - the Christian's avoidance of evil is the stamp,

or one of them, of his being a pilgrim.

There may, on the other hand, be something politic about the

writer's use of the word. There exists in the letter what seems

to be a tension between on the one hand the Christian's need to

win others by good example, and on the other hand in many cases the

knowledge that he will not succeed; a kind of balance of optimism

and pessimism set within an eschatological framework; in other

words, obey Rome/human authority but it is really Babylon the un¬

repentant anyway. We may see this tension a) in the advice to

women to win unbelieving husbands by good example (3^1ff)» and also

perhaps 2.12, that others should be led to glorify God by the

readers' good example (hatt. 5•16). horeover, they should only

1 1 Peter p.305.
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suffer for doing right so that they can silence calumniators

(2.15), or put thein to shame (3.16), or at least have the satis¬

faction of knowing that they do God's will and follow in Christ's

footsteps (2.2l)} b) on the other hand there is the idea of God's

judgment which, though it judges them also (4.17, 1.17ff, 4.5), yet

judges all, so that God's judgment is both a warning to them to

live aright and a word of comfort that their cause will be vindi¬

cated. Again, 2.6ff shows that the stone which gives a foundation

in faith is also a stone of stumbling for unbelief, a word of

comfort for those who believe.In all things, however, whether

the impression made is good or bad, they must always do their best

(3.15, 4.15). (There is, as we have seen, no need to explain

these as official enquiries or to think that here Christianity is

a criminal charge - rather the atmosphere seems to be one of

general dislike).

If something of the above be allowed, then there may be an

element of this in the writer's use of Babylon. Certainly it is

a rich concept and he is not averse to apocalyptic and prophetic

imagery, e.g. Noah and Enoch speculation, the Devil as a prowling

lion, etc. The image, however, is fluid and there are very

2
likely several associations and ideas "held in solution". At

any rate we have found reason enough to connect it with the whole

letter and to reject the idea that it belongs to a time of more

serious peril than before.

1 With F.W. Danker we ought to regard this whole section as
offering comfort - "1 Peter, 24-217 - a Consolatory Pericope"
p.93ff.

2 Selwyn First Epistle p.304.
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Three other theories in brief

Some commentators who have been unwilling to accept the

partition hypothesis that 1.3-4.11 contains an earlier discourse

worked into a later letter and have yet sensed the break which

exists at 4.11-12, have adopted a variety of theories:

a) That the writer had just finished his letter when news

arrived of a fresh outbreak, and he set to to write some further

comments. This, however, seems somewhat unlikely and in any

case we need not accept that the situation in 4.12ff is any worse

than before.

b) More ingenious is the suggestion of C.F.D. houle"'" that what

we have here is a circular letter, or in fact two letters, one

to churches not facing trouble directly and one to churches in

the midst of trial, each being read as occasion demanded; letter

one comprises 1.1-4.11 plus 5.12-14, and letter two 1.1-2.10 plus

4.12-5.14. Again, this is not convincing - such divisions of

2
the text are always to some extent arbitrary given the close

texture of the writer's thought, and again we need not accept

the initial difficulty that 4.12ff reflects a different situation.

c) W.J. Dalton in the context of his book "Christ's Proclamation

to the Spirits" is convinced that the difficult situation which

faces the letter's recipients underlies the whole of it, but he is

also swayed by the optatives at 3.14, 3.17, and advances the novel

theory that the "new note" of 4.12 is due to the writer's having

1 "Nature and Purpose of 1 Peter" p.7ff.

2 See E. Best 1 Peter p.27ff.
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express "the delicate and affectionate attitude of the writer".^"
Lie does this so as not to "frighten them with too blunt a reference

2
to the painful trial of persecution". This theory, however, is

also open to fault; certainly we may dispute such a statement as

3
"the letter does not begin in the atmosphere of battle itself".

On the contrary the writer deals with the problem almost from the

outset, and moreover it is not the case that "only after 3.8 is
4

suffering formally introduced, and very gently" in view of the

several references to it prior to that. Dalton is indeed right

in seeing that trials are in the writer's mind from the outset,

but we may hesitate about tracing such a development or a warming

to the subject. The optatives of 3»15ff need not be pressed in

this way, nor need we understand 4.12 as the climax in which the

subject of suffering is brought into full light. Rather it is

climactic in the sense of being resumptive and conclusive of what

has already gone before.

3y way then of summary of what has gone before in our study

of introductory problems relating to 1 Peter, we may note some

conclusions:

a) That the traditional understanding still has much to commend

it, namely that 1 Peter is in fact a letter, albeit containing a

fair amount of traditional material which the writer has worked

1 Christ's Proclamation to the Spirits Rome 1365, p.68.

2 Christ's Proclamation p.68.

3. Christ's Proclamation p.84.

4 Christ's Proclamation p.84-
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into his over-riding theme;

b) This theme and purpose, as explicitly stated at 5.12, is the

comfort and garrisoning (1.5 <ppoupo\)(J.evou<) Christians in

Asia I-Iinor who face much trial and uncertainty from their sur¬

roundings. The sufferings, as we have suggested, are of a local

and general nature such as might obtain at any time, rather than an

official state persecution. Consequently we cannot use this to

fix a definite date for the letter. On the basis of other

evidence, catechetical material, hymnic fragments, echoes of other

letters in the New Testament etc., we may tentatively suggest a

tine toward the end of the first century.

c) We have found no compelling reason to divide the letter at

4.11 nor to accept in large measure the theory that 1.5-4.11 is

a (baptismal) homily, for even if it were the author has done far

more than incorporate it into his letter, and has rather so re¬

worked it that it has become an integral part of the letter itself.
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CHAPTER THREE

Before proceeding to examine the child image at various points

in the New Testament and particularly in 1 Peter, it will be helpful

to look briefly at the attitude of the Ancient World generally to

the child. We shall examine the evidence in two parts, firstly in

the literature of Greece and Rome, and secondly in Scripture and

the Rabbinic writings.^"

a) The Graeco-Roman World - While one must of course guard against

over-simplification, it would seem that the Graeco-Roman world did

not have a very high regard for children. Childhood and childishness

are virtually synonymous and the desirable thing is to be rid of that

stage and its attributes as quickly as possible in order to be a

mature, responsible adult person* So, for example, Pythagoras

demands " M-iyre ol Ttatdec vrptta^ntev, ot veavi'oxoi

•xaiSapiFuoi'vtpt, M-Vpce ot dv6pec veovteuotvto ol

yepov-rec *apa<ppovotev ",2 In Homer, the adulthood of

the hero i3 emphasised in contrast to being childish "do not think
•2

to frighten me with words as if I were a child" (Iliad xx, 200-1);

"they whine amongst themselves like little children or widows" (Iliad

ii, 289-90); "you are babbling like little children" (Iliad ii, 337-8,

cf xx, 244). It is not at all surprising that the gods are thought

1 See especially T.D»N.T. katC (Oepke) 5, p.636ff; S. Legasse
Jesus et L'Enfant. "Infants". "Petits". et "Simples" dans La
Tradition Synoptique (Etudes Bibliaues) Paris 1969. p.276ff.
cf p.l68ff.

2 Aristoxenes Fragment 35, quoted in Legasse Jesus et h'^nfant. p.276.

3 Socrates called popular dogmas xaiStoiv 6e inerta f "bogies
to frighten children", harcus Aurelius Leditations xi, 23.



either to have passed rapidly through childhood, or at least to

have shown their future prowess in childhood; Apollo, p-tt, Bpfcpoc

slays the serpent Python (Euripides* Iphigenia in Tauris 1249-51).

and famous men likewise are thought to have displayed maturity in

childhood, e.g. the young Alexander, in his father's absence, meets

the Persian ambassadors and converses with them not in a childish

fashion, but maturely and royally, or the similar thought ex¬

pressed by Josephus that hoses was mature for his years. (Such

a view as this recalls Luke 2.41ff).1 Perhaps the Latin "erudire"

best sums up the Classical attitude to the child, where rigorous

and strenuous effort is needed in the education and training of

the child, and even then normal gifts and the proper technique are

necessary to make anything of it (cf Plutarch De Liberis Educandis,

ii, 1-14). As one would expect this somewhat unfavourable attitude

towards the child is reflected in art. Painting and drawings

reflect this indifference so that the child is pictured not as a

person in its own right but as a kind of poor reduction of an adult.

Practically speaking, while a child might be welcomed as more labour

and strength for a family, yet there was also the practice of ex¬

posing children who were weak or unsuitable in the interests of

maintaining strength and economy.

In the Hellenistic era it is possible to detect an improvement

in attitude,^ and even from the time of Euripides the candour and

frankness of the child is thought to have had a special appeal to

1 For this and examples preceding see Legasse Jesus et L*Enfant
p.277.

2 T.D.N.T. 5. " 7cn.tr "p. 6 4Off.
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the gods. So, e.g., little Phoebus grasps hold of the throne of

Zeus and begs him to give earth the power of prophetic dreams, and

Zeus smiles and nods his head (inhigenia in Tauris. 1270-83). And

children frequently took part in cultic ceremonies. So Catullus

in his H.vmn to Diana'*' opens with the words:

"Dianae sumus in fide

puellae et pueri integri:
Dianam pueri integri

puellaeque canamus."

koreover, in education and moral thinking the importance of the

child was recognised in that care of the child was necessary if it

was to grow to responsible adulthood. "The utmost respect should

be accorded the child" (Juvenal Satires iv, 44-9). And all in all

the child's faults are really to be excused on the grounds of its

innocence and lack of knowledge (Seneca he Constantia oapientis 11,

he Ira ii, 27).

it would not be proper to conclude this brief survey without

reference to Spictetus who, amongst the ancient writex-s, makes
2

much use of the child image. for Spictetus, the cnild is worthy

of all affection and care (discourses 1 xi, Slffj xxiii, >ff), and

though he advises the Cynic against marriage and all the duties to

wife and child that it involves (ill, xxii, 69ff), yet children are

Sod's gift (IV i, 107/. he finds their antics endearing, e.g. "Who

is not tempteu by attractive and wide awake children to join their

sports, and crawl on all fours with them, and tain baby talk with

them?" (il xxiv, 18), and he responds also to their spontaneity

1 Cited by Legasse Jesus et L'hnfant p.278

2 See R. Renner Das Kind, kin Qleichnismittel des hpiktets
kiinchen 1905.
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"For example when the children come up to us and clap their hands

and say 'Today is the good Saturnalia' do we say to them 'All this

is not good'? Not at all; but we too clap our hands to them."

(l xxix, 3l)•

On the other hand, in common with others, Epictetus regards

childishness as something incompatible with mature understanding,

e.g. "children indeed when they cry a little because their nurse has

left forget their troubles as soon as they get a biscuit. Would

you therefore have us resemble children? No, by Heavent For I

claim we should be influenced in this way not by a biscuit, but by

true judgements" (ll xvi, 25 cf xxiv, 53; and also 111 xxiv, 9,

11 xvi, 39). Those who push and chase after positions of authority

and scramble in unseemly fashion for them are like children (IV vii,

22-3). Again the mature man is one who is not fickle like children

but devotes himself after careful thought wholly to his task

(Encheiridion 29.7, cf 29.3; Discourses III xv, 5ff» xiii 18ff.)

On the other hand, children, though fickle, at least know when they

have had enough of something, and so the mature man ought also to

know when to quit, or if he stay to accept it without complaint,

I xxiv, 20). Again it is the mark of the mature man who is making

progress to realise his own moral responsibility within him, in

contrast to children who shift the blame elsewhere. "Even while we

were still children, our nurse, if ever we bumped into something

when we were going along with our mouths open, did not scold us, but

used to beat the stone. Why, what did the stone do? Ought it to

have moved out of the road because of your childish folly? So,

even when we have grown up, we look like children. For it is being

a child to be unmusical in things musical, to be unlettered in things

literary, to be uneducated in life." (ill xix, Iff)
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b) Biblical-Jewish thought - From the point of view of Scripture

and of Jewish understanding, the child is seen positively from the

very beginning as God's gift. (So childlessness is a sign of

reproach and of ill-favour with God, e.g. Gen. 15.5, 16.10; Prov,

17.6; Ps. 127.3, 5, Ps. 128.3 and so on). The duty of begetting

children is positively enjoined, Yeb. 6.6.^" The child when born

is also taken immediately into the covenant of Israel through the

rite of circumcision, and is trained up to accept adult status under

the Law, so that he takes upon himself all the obligations of the

Torah.

On the other hand it would seem that there is no particular
2

innocence or special virtue attached to the child as such, though

Is. 11.6ff makes use of the guilelessness of the child in the picture

of the coming reign of God when peace and justice and harmony are

to be established. So also the Psalmist can detect the praise of

God in the babbling of children (Ps. 8.2). Children can be very

naughty (2 Kings 2.23-4), and again as one might expect in the

Wisdom Literature, their childishness and foolishness are condemned;

3
e.g. Eccles. 10.16 "Woe to you, 0 Land, when your king is a child"

(cf Is. 3.4 where the threat is made of being governed by "mere boys");

1 See Legasse Jesus et 1.'Enfant p.281; H. Strack and P. Billerbeck
Kommentar sum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Fidrasch 2te Aufl.
FUnchen 1954-61, i p.569-70, ii p.373.~

2 In Rabbinic debate on the origin of evil, a new-born child might
be held to be innocent, free from sin and guilt (see below p,161ff),
but then others argued that sin could be inherent in the child even
in its mother's womb. Accordingly it is difficult to make
anything of the innocence of the child as an attribute. See
Strack and Billerbeck Kommentar aus Talmud und Fidrasch iv p.468ff;
T.D.N.T. 5 " vxatC " p.647. H. Herter "Das Onschuldige Kind" in
Jahrbuch fttr An tike und Christenturn 4 (19615, 146-62.

3 "181 New English Bible reads "slave".
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Wisdom 12.24 "deluded like thoughtless children" and 15.14 where

Israel's oppressors are "worse than infantile". For the child

firm education is needed, e.g. Prov. 22.15 "folly is deep rooted in

the heart of a boy; a good beating will drive it right out of him"

(cf 23.13, 13.24., Ecclus. 30.Iff). In the LXX, trans¬

lating the Hebrew 'jtd has a double nuance;"'" apart from the Psalms

it has an unfavourable sense, describing one who is foolish and

ignorant. On the other hand, particularly in the Psalms it describes

"the simple", those who seek after God in obedience to the Law, e.g.

Ps. 19.8, 12 - - - cocpt^ouoa vifata - - - ; it therefore

approximates to the a ' ) 3 J , the lowly righteous ones who wait

upon God, e.g. Ps. 116.3ff cpuAdocxov -tci vqxta, £'taxetvo'6r|V.

Thus the way is open for Matthew, for example, to link the Q logion

of the revelation to the vrpttoi with a call to lowly obedience

(Matt. 11.25ff - Luke 10.21ff, cf Matt. 11.28ff).

In Rabbinic thought where education is also highly regarded,

the child is looked upon quite favourably. This may at first sight

seem to be in contrast to the Wisdom Literature which has been cited,

but here the emphasis is very much on school children and reflects

the glory of learning Torah. Thus many proverbs about the high

estimation of school children really exalt the Torah rather than the
2

child. Go, for example, R. Issachar said: "If a child reads Noshe

as Kushe, Aharon as Aharun, Efron as Efran, God says: 'even his

babbling is beloved to me.'" (Cant. r. ii.4 Soncino ^ transl.);

1 Gee Legasse Jdsus et L1Enfant p,168ff; T.D.N.T. 4 vqxioc p.916.

2 Strack and Billerbeck Kommentar aus Talmud und Midrasch i,
p.780ff. . ----



R. Judah said: "Come and see how beloved are children by the Holy

One, blessed be He: the Sanhedrin was exiled but the Shechinah did

not go into exile with him; the priestly watches were exiled but

the Shechinah did not go into exile with them} when however the

children were exiled the Shechinah went into exile with them."

(Lam. r. i.6 Soneino transl.) Here presumably such high regard

is not because of any particular attribute inherent in the child as

such but rather that children assure the future and continuity of

Israel. (So R« Joshua argues^ that children of the unrighteous do

have a place in the world to come since according to Ps. 116.6 "God

protects the simple" ( a " n taken as children), and Dan. 4.23

"Hew down the tree and destroy it, but its stump with its roots

leave in the ground". Children represent the roots of the people

and are protected by God).

There is also, however, plenty of evidence that the rabbis

shared the view of the Wisdom writers about the child's ability in

itself. In the Mishnah, minors ( ) £> p) are listed along with

others such as deaf, blind, dumb, mentally deficient, women and
2

slaves as to be excluded from bearing responsibility in certain

legal and religious matters. Again, "R. Jochanan has said 'Since

the day the temple was destroyed, prophecy has been taken from the
3

prophets and given to fools and children'"} "R. Dosa b. Harkinas

said 'Horning sleep and midday wine and children's talk and sitting

in the meeting-houses of the ignorant people ('am haaretz') put a

4
man out of the world *".

1 Tosephta Sanhedrin xiii 1-2, cf Sanh. 110b, cited by Legasse
Jesus et L'Enfant p.283.

2 Gittin 2.6} Terumoth 1.1} Berakoth 7«2.

3 Strack and Billerbeck Kommentar aus Talmud und Kidraseh i, p.607.

4 Aboth 3.11. Transl. H. Danby Hishnah p.451.
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This attitude is also reflected at Qumran, where minors along

with women are excluded from the camp: "No boy or woman shall enter

their camps from the time they leave Jerusalem and march out to war

until they return." (CD. vii,3)• On the other hand the Covenanters

were enjoined to look after children with a view to instructing them

to the point of entering the community (lQSa.1.6-9)• According

to Josephus, although the community rejected marriage it accepted

children from outside; on the other hand CD supposes the existence

of married people in the community."'' Perhaps the Qumran writings to

some extent reflect ideal practices rather than the actual state of

affairs.

This then concludes our brief survey of the attitudes to the

child in the Ancient World. Despite some care and affection for

the child at certain times in the writings of certain authors, the

attitude overall is not particularly favourable, especially when it

is a matter of knowledge and understanding. Childhood is an age

to be rid of as quickly as possible, and the image of the child

when contrasted with adult behaviour, which is the norm, conveys

censure and criticism.

1 See Legasse Jesus et L1Enfant p.265-6.
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CHAPTER POUR

Against the background of the child in the Ancient World, we

may now turn to the New Testament. In this chapter we shall examine

the child image mainly in Matthew (amongst the Synoptic Gospels),

Paul and Hebrews before turning to 1 Peter. Such a survey is

necessary in order to ascertain more clearly the meaning and the

function of the image in 1 Peter. The reason therefore for selecting

these texts in particular is twofold:

a) They deal, like 1 Peter, with the child image in a context of

tradition, of how something has been handed on and assimilated.

Amongst the Synoptic Gospels, it is Matthew who makes most use of the

child image in relation to the church's understanding of its disciple-

ship and its message (so e.g. at 11.28ff Matthew adds the summons to

share Jesus' yoke and learn of him to the saying of the revelation

to the vrpciot ){ and then again ac 1 Cor. 3.Iff and Hebrews 5.12ff

the contrast between childhood and maturity, milk and solid food makes

these texts of particular interest.

bj Following on from this, almost all commentators compare our text of

1 Peter 2.2 with those of Matthew, Paul and Hebrews, and since they are

most frequently cited in relation to 2.2, we should consider them here.

If we may summarise here certain findings for the sake of clarity,

it is hoped to show a) that the child image does not point us to a

double standard within the tradition received, or even that there are

two traditions, one for babes and the other (more advanced) for the

mature frXrtot; b) that the child image consequently offers not so

much a perspective on the tradition as such, as a perspective on how

that tradition is received and understood and allowed to control the

recipients' life. Against this background, 1 Peter seems closer to

the gospel usage than either Paul or Hebrews.
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1.

In the Synoptic Gospels the image of the child is rather a

complex one,''" especially since there are three different words used

in different contexts (and perhaps a fourth, Kk. 10.24T;exva * only

here as an explicit address to the disciples cf. 2.5, Matt. 9,2) -

vipxioc , 7tai6tov and paxpot; • It is Matthew who makes the

most use of this, a fact which is itself not without significance since

he especially is concerned with a description of true discipleship in

the church, and thus the child image belongs with other themes very

much to his paraenetic purpose, offering a particular perspective on

2
tradition within the pattern of discipleship which he portrays.

1. VTITtlOC

Matt. 11.25ff The parallel Luke 10.21ff differs mainly in

context. For Matthew, the saying falls into three related parts,
3

whatever its original composition nay have been; v.25-6 Jesus

thanks God for his way of revelation ( ottpcoc efiSoxin. ) which is

the revelation to the vn7Ctot , v.27 Jesus says that all things

have been given to him by his Father ( Ttavra |aoi 7tape&o0Ti )»

v.28-30 Jesus issues an invitation to the weary and hard-pressed,

absent from Luke. One finds it hard to say with any exactitude

whether it is Matthew*s addition at this point or is due to Luke's

1 See generally S, Legasse Jesus et L*Enfant.

2 One must of course be careful about synthesising unduly the term
"child" ( KdidLOV ) with the neighbouring concepts of "simple"
( vqxtoc ) and "small" ( iitxpoC • t\a.xlOto<; ), in that these
latter descriptions need not necessarily include the child as such.
On the other hand, however, there is a tendency in the Synoptic
gospels and especially in Matthew to broaden the reference to the
child to include other similar descriptions as "simple", "small",
"lowly".

3 uee 11. Bultmann history of the Synoptic Tradition 2nd edit.,
Oxford 1968, pp. 159-60, who finds three separate sayings;
contrast h. Norden Aanostos Tneos Leipzig 1j13» PP« 277-308
who argues for the close unity of the passage after the pattern
of the uellenistic Mysteries. Aee also H.D. hetz "Logion of
Easy Yoke and of Rest" J.B.L. 86 (1967), 10-24-



emission,'What Jesus receives, %apr6o0r| the language of

tradition, is not, however, any kind of secret knowledge or

.2 ,

"depositum" but is God's £ Pouch'a ; the ttavua which is given

is not all things in the sense of Jesus as the revealer of secrets,

but as the one who has Messianic authority. Admittedly it is

not until I6.13ff that we find Peter's confession, where again it

is God who reveals, but one may not be wrong in seeing here a

preliminary hint of Christ as Lord in the context of God's re¬

velation, and one may compare also the %aaa. £Eouoia of 28.19

in understanding the content of Ttdvrn v.27.
~ 3

With 7tdvta one can scarcely avoid considering taina ♦

✓

In the Katthean form it could well refer to v.21 and the Suvopiets

performed in Chorazin and Bethsaida, and in Luke to the successes

of the Seventy in their mission, but even such 6uvay,eic are

part of the fulness of God's authority which Christ possesses. Thus,

in connecting v.25-6 with v.27, that which is revealed to the vrfrioi

are the signs of the in-breaking of God's kingdom manifest in the

mission and work of Jesus (or of the Seventy empowered by him), who

possesses God's authority. The 7td,VTa refers to the fulness

of Christ's authority which is expressed in the taika , the works

which reveal to those who can see it, the vrpcioi , the in-breaking

1 See S. L^gasse "La Revelation aux MTHfllTE " R.B. 67 (i960), 321-
348j p.322 note 4 for relevant literature, Jdsus et L'Enfant.p.121ff.

2 J. Dupont Gnosis Louvain 1949, pp.58-9I 3. Hanson The Unity of
the Church in the Kew Testament Uppsala 1946, pp.34-5.

3 So Norden Agnostos Theos p.288 though for him it is a matter
of Jesus thanking God for making known to the vnxtot the
secret knowledge he himself possessed. See the discussion by
K.J. Suggs Wisdom, Christology and Law in Matthew's Gospel
Cambridge Mass. 1970, p.71ff.
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of the kingdom. In this, "tradition" is dynamic eschatological

event, the coming of the kingdom in the person of Jesus to whom

xa vca /tapeSooT) . We may also note a further link in the

common origin both of the revelation to the vifatot and the

authority of Christ, namely God - that which is revealed and that

which is imparted TtapefioOr) have a common basis. It is therefore

a tradition which contrasts sharply with the teachings of the rabbis,

being marked by authority (7.2S of. Lark 1.22, 27). I-Iatthew, re¬

flecting the controversy between church and Judaism over the right

interpretation of the Law, seems to have something of this in mind

at 11.25ff, so that the viqxioi is a description of the church in

consolation and exhortation. Before examining this further, however,

we nay first enquire about the background of the term vrptiod and

about the identity of those thus described.

We may follow the majority of scholars here"'' and locate the saying

in Jewish wisdom-apocalyptic teaching rather than Hellenistic gnosis

(Norden). We have already found reason to criticise Nordon on the

grounds that Tcavan does not refer to teachings in the sense of Christ's

full knowledge of God, but to his fulness of authority; on the positive
2

side the pattern of the saying may be akin to the Jewish "berakah",

1 W.D. Davies The Setting of the Sermon on the mount Cambridge 1964,
p.2Q8ff and literature there; "Knowledge in the Dead Sea Scrolls
and Matt. 11.25-30" H.T.R. 46 (1953), 113-139} J. Dupont Les
Beatitudes 2 Bruges 1969, pp.143-218 "Le Privilege des Petits
Enfants"; A. Feuillet "J£sus et la Sagesse Divine d'&pres les
iSvangiles Synoptiques" R.B. 62 (1955), 161-196; B. Rigaux
"R£v6lation des Kysteres et Perfection \ Qumran et dans le N.T."
N.T.S. 4 (1957-8), 237-262; W, Grundmann "Die NHIIIHl in der
urchristlichen ParMnese" K.T,S. 5 (1958-91, 188-205; Suggs Wisdom
p.83ff. cf. also Legasse Jdsus et L1Enfant p.l45ff•

2 Dupont Les Beatitudes 2, p.187, who notes further Hebraic points.
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and it is also thoroughly eschatological in emphasis. In the

Psalms the simple are the special concern of God, e.g. Ps. 13,1,

116.6, 119.130; in Ps. 131 the psalmist describes his attitude

in terms of a trusting child,and along with the weak and the poor

are classed the " Q'X* " for whom God has an especial care. In

Daniel, one finds a pattern of revelation by which God makes known

his secrets to Daniel and his companions and conceals them from
p *2

the wise men of Babylon (l.3» 15, 2.23 (LXX)). At Qumran, and

especially in the Hodayoth there is an emphasis on those who are

poor, the "nil 'llil" coupled to a consistent concept of a special

revelation to the community, a particular understanding of the Law

which renders them "perfect of way" and prepares them for the

eschatological conflict (lQE 7.26-7, 5.13, 2.8, 9.27, 18.14).
, a 5

Both Legasse and Dupont rightly point out that in Proverbs

the simple are held in very low regard, and at Qumran also - only

at lQjjHab. 12.4 is the community perhaps termed this, but this is
g

also open to dispute; the Covenanters are certainly not simple

but on the contrary possess a special insight. More generally,

1 I. Abrahams Studies in Pharisaism and the Gospels 2nd Series,
Cambridge 1924, p.118.

2 See L. Cerfaux "Les Sources Scriptuaires de Matt. 11.25-30"
S.T.L. 30 (1954), 740ff, 31 (1955), 331ff. Also "La
Connaissance des Secrets du Royaume d'aprfes Matt. 13.11 et
Paralleles" N.T.S. 2 (1955-6), 238-249.

3 J. Dupont "Les 7ttru5Xoi tt}> TtveVM-att de Katthieu 5.3 et les
' m-i M39 1 de Qumran" Meutestamentliche Aufsfitze Festschrift
J. Schmidt Regensburg 1963, 53-68.

4 "La Revelation" p.337ff.

5 Les Beatitudes p.199*

6 See Legasse "La Revelation" p.339; Dupont Les Beatitudes 2
p.200 note 8.



the simple are not admitted to the council of the congregation

(CD 15.15ff). On the other hand, however, the child - teaching

image does occur in an elaborated form with reference to the

community, 1 QH 7.20-1, although it serves not so much as a des¬

cription of the community as a reference to the special understanding

afforded it by the Teacher. moreover, in Matthew the vifatoi ar©

linked to other descriptions reminiscent of Qumran, e.g. xpaeip

and serve as a consolation for the church. Again in the LkX the

simple vifaiot always occurs in a good sense, even at Frov. 1.32

at the expense of completely altering the Hebrew. Oo also although

at 4 Ezra 12.35 we find "thou shait teach them to the wise of the

people, whose hearts thou knowest are able to comprehend and keep

these mysteries","'" which would appear to be the opposite of Matt.

11.25, the wise man in this context is also "the humble one" who

2
trusts God, making viptiot and wise virtually the same.

Since at v.25 therefore the vifatoi are contrasted with the

"wise and understanding" the question is who are the vnxiot ?

l) The people generally - Such an interpretation would agree with

Luke's placing of it after the mission of the Seventy. Thus, E.

3Werner takes vi77Ct,oi as a reference to the "'am haaretz", those

on the fringe who are excluded from salvation, especially the peoples

of Galilee over against the oo<pot and ouvetoi* , the learned Jews

1 R.H. Charles Apocrypha and Pseudepinranha II p.615.

2 The contrast is between the worldly wise and those who know
God's secret. See Suggs Wisdom. Christology and Law p.83ff.

3 E. Werner The Sacred Bridge London 1959, p.18, p.42 note 3.
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of Jerusalem. The viptioi are the "Galilean backwoodsmen",

(cf. John 7.49, Acts 4.13, 1 Cor. 1.26)'. One finds occasionally

a strong dislike of the ignorant on the part of the scholars,

e.g. Aboth 2.6 "an ignorant man (i.e. "'am haaretz") cannot be

saintly",''" and certainly Jesus kept company with many so called,

with "sinners". Whether or not, however, this saying reflects

the actual state of affairs, that Jesus found more response from

the crowds than the Jewish leaders (as is perhaps reflected in

Luke's account), as it stands in Matthew, one is hesitant about

finding any better disposition towards Jesus' message on the part

of the crowd as such; a) Matthew makes a distinction between the

disciples and the crowd (l3.11ff, 5.l), b) the wise are not con¬

demned simply for that reason, nor the crowd simply favoured for

their ignorance, i.e. it is not simply intellect which is the basis

of the contrast here but rather attitude - the wise put their trust

in their learning and cannot see, while the tot are those who

acknowledge their need. Certainly the reason for such a privileged

revelation lies in the eb&oxCa of God but that does not mean that

it says nothing also of the vrjAioi themselves.

2) The Twelve Disciples - or, in the case of Luke, the Seventy;

3
this is the view put forward by A. Denis. Thus, at Matt. 10.1

Jesus calls the Twelve and gives them power to heal and instructions

on how to undertake their mission, and the revelation to the vrpcioi

1 Transl. H. Danby The Mishnah London 1958, p.448; 3ee also
J. Jeremias Jerusalem in the time of Jesus London 1969, iib,
pp. 122-130.

2 See Dupont Lea Platitudes 2, p.212.

3 "L'Investiture Apostolique par 'Apocalypse'" R.B. 64 (1957),
492-515.
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disciples is the confirmation by God of their peculiar office.

With this, however, one finds difficulties: a) Denis somewhat

arbitrarily divides v.25-27 as referring to the disciples, v.28-9

to the crowd; b) he takes no account of the differences between

Gal. 1, the starting point of his thesis "L'Investiture Apostolique

par 'Apocalypse'" and this saying of Jesus. It is not the authority

of the Twelve as a special group within the church that is here in

question, i.e. the revelation to the vrpiioi is no"t the confir¬

mation of the disciples' office, but the making known by God to the

simple who can see it of the inbreaking of the Kingdom in the person

of Jesus} c) above all, Denis seems to neglect the Matthean idea of

the disciples as portraying the true nature of discipleship to the

church. If Werner's interpretation fails to take account of the

distinction between the disciples and the crowd, so Denis fails to

maintain the link between the disciples and Christians generally -

especially in Chap. 10 where the calling of the Twelve and the issuing

of directives to them shade off into exhortation to the church as a

whole (v.17-9).1 So also 28.19-20 points not so much to the continuing

of the disciples as an authoritative group within the church as to the

general task of the church's teaching and discipleship in Christ's name

in the world. We cannot, therefore, restrict the VTfaiot, to the

Twelve alone, but must widen the meaning to include Christians generally.

3) Christians generally - If one is correct in placing Matthew

as a whole against the background of controversy between the
2

church and the Jews in the post 70 A.D. era, in which the gospel

1 oee G. Bornkamm "Lnd-Lxpectation and Church in Matthew" in
Tradition and Interpretation in Matthew's Gospel - G. Bornkamm
G. Barth, H. Held, London 1965, p.l&ff} G. Barth "Matthew's
Understanding of the Law" in Tradition and Interpretation p.99ff•

2 G.D. Kilpatrick The Origins of the Gospel according to Gt.
i-.atthew oxford 1930, citea with approval bj Bornkamm Tradition
and Interpretation p.22.
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seeks to set out the true righteousness of God and the true nature

of discipleship in obedience to God's messiah, then the vp7Ctot

would serve a strong hortatory and consolatory purpose.

The controversy between church and Judaism is apparent just

here at v.29 in the invitation to share Christ's yoke. The

contrast between the vrptiot who know the secret of God's revelation

over against the cocpoi xal ouvetot the scribes, is made clear
2

here in the contrast between Jesus' yoke which is easy and other

yokes, the bearing of which is burdensome. We may briefly con¬

sider here in what ways it serves as consolation and exhortation,

a) Consolation - The yoke of Christ is contrasted with the

burdensome yoke of the scribal interpretation of the Law, so that

one is aware of the tension between church and Judaism at this

point - whose tradition is correct? (For the pious Jew, tradition

by which the Law is interpreted is also accorded the status of
•2

Torah. ) For Matthew, Jesus teaches with authority (7.28 cf 21.23)#

he is the one empowered from God (11.27); at 5.22 the decisive &Y<h

breaks • through the scribal traditions oti £pps6r) and at

15.2 the authority he has received ( 7tape66t>n 11.27) abolishes

what the Pharisees have received. This authority is passed on to

1 The disciples also possess understanding but just in the context
of being simple, Barth Tradition and Interpretation pp.105-112.
On the "wise" see Dupont Les Beatitudes 2, p,191ff. Legasse
J£sus et L'Enfant p.231ff.

2 Lit, XDT)crcoc cf. 1 Peter 2.2 in which the Christ-milk is also
XP90t:oc although there is absent there any idea of Jewish-
Christian controversy. Yiryod would seem to indicate
contrast with other yokes, see Betz "Logion of Easy Yoke" p.22ff.

3 W.G. Kiimmel "Jesus und der jMiseibie Traditionsgedanke" Z.K.W.
33 (I934j, 105-30, esp. p.112. . '
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the church (l6.19» 18.18) so that the disciples can even replace

the scribes (13.52, 23.34) who are blinded and suspect (15.14,

23.16, 16.12. j1
Behind this, one notes, so far as possible, that Jesus himself

appears to stand in a remarkable freedom not only toward inter¬

pretations of the Law and the traditions, but the Law itself

(cf. 5.38). Ee is Lord, so to speak, not only of tradition but

of Scripture itself. This Katthew has perhaps not wholly succeeded

in fitting to his picture of the church's claim to interpret and

fulfil the Law. Thus, alongside the authoritative tyw <5e is

set the Law's total validity (cf. the stress on "all" at 3.15,

5.18, 23.3, 28.20), and over against the criticism of the Pharisaic

traditions (l5.1ff, 16.6, ll) is set the validity of their teaching

and their right to teach (23.2). We cannot, of course, go into

all the many problems that are raised here, beyond noting that it

lies behind our passage at this point, as is clear from Matthew's

appending the invitation, v.28ff, to the logia of the revelation

to the vi^7tlot and Jesus' claim to full authority.

The vrptioi then, it is suggested, in contrast to the "wise"

Jewish teachers, serves as a consolation that the church knows

Jesus to be the bearer of God's authority and the one who heralds

the inbreaking of the Kingdom of Heaven. Since it is to the

that God reveals his truth, the church, in sharing with Jesus a

fellowship of lowliness (sharing the yoke of one who is xpciftc xal

1 Matthew perhaps also looks to another tendency, that of anti-
nomianism and the abolition of the Law altogether - see Barth
Tradition and Interpretation p.63ff, p.l59ff, criticised by
J. Rohde Rediscovering the Teaching; of the Evangelists London 1968,
p.56ff. ' " '' " " " "—



■cnxei vocv.29) knows him as the one to whom all authority has

been given. Thus Jesus who brings near the Kingdom is xpafcc xai

taxeivoc and it is to the poor in spirit (5 • 1) that the Kingdom

belongs, which is what is revealed to the vfptioi . The church

also, in sharing Jesus' lowliness, fulfils the Law, and so also for

Matthew the Beatitudes stand as an outline of the standard of entry

into the Kingdom of Heaven.^"
We may perhaps strengthen this further by noting that Matthew

applies to the church the theme of righteous obedience which he
2

attaches to Jesus. Thus he makes much of Jesus as the meek King,

the one who is lowly and yet possesses God's full authority; as

God's righteous one who fulfils the Law and invites others to share

his yoke in the service of the Kingdom, the church claims to fulfil

the Law also and to be righteous in following him in lowly obedience.

Thus at 5.11 persecution for righteousness' sake is the same as

suffering for Jesus' sake. The context of this theme of joy in

3
suffering has been shown by Nauck to be that of the righteous man

who, though now suffering, will yet be vindicated by God; thus we

may strengthen the consolatory nature of 11.25ff by understanding

the Christian as one who is righteous in following Jesus and in

sharing his yoke, in the knowledge of Jesus' authority and his own

1 Barth Tradition and Interpretation p.60.

2 This may be part of the background to the difficult 11.27, what
K. von Hase describes "wie ein Aerolith aus dem johanneischen
Kimmel gefalien", Geschichte Jesu Leipzig 1876, p.422. Thus
Suggs interprets it against the background of the righteous man
who knows God and is vindicated in face of his adversaries, cf.
Wisdom 2.13, 16, Wisdom. Christology and Law p.89ff.

3 "Freude im Leiden" p.68ff.
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vindication by God."*" This theme of joy in suffering, suffering

for righteousness' sake is an important one also for 1 Peter as

we shall see, only there the controversy between church and

Judaism is no longer felt and the church has wholly appropriated
2

the epithets of Israel. So also in 1 Peter the "conflict"

between traditions is in the form of a contrast between the gospel

and former gentile ways, and not between the church's authority

in its worship of Christ and Judaism.

b) Exhortation - If the revelation to the vr}7ttot serves as-a

consolation about the rightness of the church's claim about Jesus,

it serves also as an exhortation. Over against the traditions

of the scribes stands the authority of Jesus which the church

also receives in her acknowledgement of him as Lord. But this

authority of the church lies not only in the content of Jesus'

teaching but in his person. Thus the mysteries of the Kingdom

'COU'ta v.25 are inseparable from him who reveals them 7tdvcav.27»

and the education of the vipfl;toi lies accordingly in the udQete dTt*

£m>ou • This understanding of the content of tradition as

ultimately a person, as confessional, distinguishes Jesus and the

disciples both from the general pattern of education in Judaism

1 One notes in the Psalms an occasional link between God's care

for the simple man and that man described as obedient and
righteous, e.g. Ps.ll9.131ff» cf. Wisdom of Solomon 2.10ff, 3.4ff.

2 In Matthew the suffering for righteousness' sake probably has a
general meaning, almost as in 1 Peter 4.16 suffering as a
Christian, but if we are right in linking it to 11.25ff then there
may be an echo of church-Jewish controversy over Torah obedience;
contrast D.R.A. Hare The Theme of Jewish Persecutions of Christians
in the Gospel according to St. Matthew Cambridge 1967, p.l30ff.
Matthew makes explicit the link between suffering for righteousness'
sake and following Jesus by adding "falsely", cf. 1 Peter 3*14.



and from the similarities to what we find in Qumran. In both it

is really the teaching which is important as the bond between

teacher and pupil, and at Qumran this would presumably be the

pesher traditions. Whether or not v.25 existed separately des-
1

cribing Jesus as the revealer of eschatological secrets, rather

after the manner of the Teacher at Qumran, Matthew (and Luke) links

it to a claim about Jesus' person so that the revelation by which

the Law is reinterpreted in the church belongs to the radical

demand of the Lord as part of a call to discipleship. (So also

within the church teaching is necessary, but the disciples are

teachers only within the context of being disciples of Jesus; they

are scribes of the Kingdom but only as disciples of him who, as

Lord, proclaims the Kingdom, cf. 10.24ff).

If, then, the church exercises its authority only in the

context of discipleship, it is discipleship in the sense of sharing

Christ's humility and lowliness. Thus, any claim to righteousness

and to fulfil the Law is inseparable from this understanding of

Christ - the royal invitation to share his yoke comes from the King

who is meek and humble (cf. 21.5, 16). The difficult question of

how Christ's yoke can be called light when he only makes the Law's

demand more radical is perhaps best answered in this context of

humility, of knowing one's need and dependence before God and of
2

giving up all claim to status - the self-effacing command of love

3
which for Katthew sums up the Law also points in this direction.

1 See Suggs Wisdom. Christology and Law p.87ff•

2 Betz "Logion of Easy Yoke" p.23ftf.

3 See Bornkamm Tradition and Interpretation p.31.
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So also at 16.13 Peter's confession and the delegation of authority

to the church is closely linked by Katthew to the necessity of

discipleship in suffering and humility. The way of Jesus becomes

the way of the church in the world, the experiences of the Lord

realise themselves in the life of the church afresh, since what

the vrjTCtot have received is ultimately a person and a life. In

the introductory chapter we noted how indispensable tradition was

for historical existence - this Katthew seems to be stating in his

own way, indicating that answering the claim of the gospel one

becomes a part of it, so that the experiences of Christ become

one's own.

Katt. 21.16f Here the other saying with reference to the

vita;tol in the gospel again shows this paraenetic use. It is

paralleled in Luke 19.39. The context in Luke is different and

is perhaps preferable - the whole point of Matthew's quotation

depends on the LXX, and the presence of the blind and the lame

within the Temple poses difficulties.^" On the other hand, the

reference to the acclamation by children in Katthew may be pre¬

ferable to Luke's disciples and would also provide a play in
2

Aramaic between "child" and "stone". Also, the quotation in

Matthew of VT}7tio<: would fit well with the context " vti-ptcoc

3
not yet able to speak and yet giving forth praise.

1 T.W. Hanson The savings of Jesus London 1964, p.220; Bultmann
History of the Lvnontic Tradition p.34; H. Otrack and P.
Billerbeck Kommentar zum Reuen Testament aus Talmud und Kidrasch
i p.606ff. cf. L£gasse Jesus et L'Enfant p.43ff» 246ff.

2 Lee M. Black jm Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts. 3rd ed.
Oxford 1967, p. 107; Bultmanr. kxstorv of the Synoptic Tradition
P.34.

3 Bastings Dictionary of the Bible "Babe" Edinburgh 1901, I, p.212.



B. Lindars detects again here what he terms the "doctrine of

the elite", of the privileged position of the disciples and of

the correctness of the church's claim about Jesus as part of an

apologetic motif.1 This, then, would link very closely with what

we have found at 11.25ff. Again, the children are contrasted

with the wise in the form of the Jewish leaders (21,15) and hail

him who is lowly as king. One may detect a certain Matthean

emphasis in placing the acclamation right in the heart of Judaism

in the Temple, and in a context when -tucpXot and come to

him, representative with the children of what is insignificant and

weak, the vfjxcoi •

The vrpttcn therefore serve as a description of the church and

of discipleship; they are the lowly righteous ones who, knowing

God's secret, fulfil the Law in obedience to Jesus as Christ.

Continuing this theme of lowly obedience, we may here consider

another group of sayings: God reveals the secret of his Kingdom

to the yrpttoi , and one must become "as a little child" u>c xaibCov

in order to enter the Kingdom. In what does the comparison consist?

2- £& flOfrStPV

Concerning the TtatSCa sayings generally, there exists a

certain confusion which makes their interpretation rather prob-
2

lematic. By way, therefore, of summary and for some initial

clarification one may detect certain strands within the group as

a whole: a) the child with reference to entry into the Kingdom,

e.g. Kk. 10.15, Matt. 18.3 cf. Mk. 10.14c, Matt. 19.14; b) the

child with reference to status within the Kingdom, e.g. Matt.18.1,4,

1 New Testament Apologetic London 1961, p.l67ff.

2 See generally Legasse Jesus et L'Enfant p.l7ff, 187ff.



cf. Kk. 9.35-5; c) the child with reference to the nature of

service within the Kingdom, e.g. Kk. 9.37, Latt. 18.5ff» to which

category one should link that other group of sayings, concerning

the [i txpot • In what follows we shall be concerned mainly

with the first group, the child and entry into the Kingdom.

In Kk. 9.33ff the context is a squabble amongst the disciples

over pre-eminence - in Katthew, Chap. 18, the question becomes a

theological one, Katthew frequently altering Mark's portrait of

the disciples as blind and uncomprehending. 9.37 does not seem

to fit too well with the preceding, and v.36 also does not fit

well with v.35 or v.37, unless with K. Black one detects an under¬

lying Aramaic link between 6taxovocand 7tai6tov • "*" The logical

connection with v.36 seems to come with 10.15. In Matthew, the

connections are somewhat rough, though they appear to be better

integrated and serve along with Chap. 18 as a whole as advice to

the church. 18.3 is not fully worked in since xatSia is

plural; v.4 links up with v.2, and v.5 leads on to the idea of

receiving a child as Christ himself. Luke's version also strives

for harmony, though the idea of receiving a child as Christ himself

intrudes somewhat, 9«48a, and the Y&P of v.48c does not necessarily

fit too well with the preceding (v.48b may perhaps be an expansion

and correction of Iik. 9.37b). In the three strands that have been

isolated above, perhaps the first and third became linked through

the common "receiving" as well as dealing with the subject of the

child, but they are separate in so far as the first deals with

1 An Aramaic Approach p.264; see also "The harcan Parable of the
Child in the Midst" 5.T. 59 (1947-48), 14-16; and the comment
in the same volume by f.F. Glasson "The I'iarcan Parable of the
Child in the Midst" p.166, contrast Dunon,t Les Beatitudes 2,
p.163, note 1.



receiving a child, the third receiving a child. Moreover,

the first and second may be considered as parables^ while the

third refers to actual children.

As to the nature of the comparison in (nc 7tcti6tov , several

answers have been given, and certainly one cannot claim any

dogmatic conclusion.

l) ichoes of a baptismal theme: a) Jewish proselyte practice -

in Judaism a proselyte who has been baptised is described as a

newly born child, with a double reference both to the fact that he
2

is without sin and also that he has no past. Such an inter¬

pretation here, however, does not seem to be suitable "unless you

become sinless, begin a new existence" - for the gospels child

status is a necessary pre-condition of entry into the Kingdom,

whereas for Judaism it is a description of the situation following

3
baptism into the faith.

b) Some detect, especially in the Katthean form, 18.3, a

similarity with Johannine ideas of being born anew. So, e.g.,

Justin at an early date apparently conflated 18.3 and John 3.3

av n-fj Avayf vvnOrjte • of> af) etoeXOrjtF r.lc tr\v PaotXrCov
4

■t;(~v of)pav<~v » SI, 4; cf. Clement of Alexandria

fjv y&o lit) adut,c <■ c -tct xatfiCn yrvriobe xo i d voyr vvr|br)Te,

("C cpT|ot v fi ypacpxi - - - - Protrep. ix,

1 An Aramaic Approach p.264

2 Yeb. 48b, see further on 1 Peter 2.2; see J. Jeremias The
Parables of Jesus London 1963, p.l90ff.

3 One notes a possible view of Matt. 19.14 toiowv that the
Kingdom not only belongs to such but consists of such.

4 J.M. Robinson "The formal Structure of Jesus' Message" in Current
Issues in New Testament interpretation. Essays in honour of
0. Piper, London 1962, pp.91-110, esp. pp.106-7; also R. Brown
Ot. John's Gospel. Anchor Bible 29, New York 1966, p.l41ff.



82, 4.^" There is, however, a difference between becoming a child

and being born again; childhood and rebirth are not necessarily

connected. Cullmann's theory of a baptismal context for
2

19.14 is still disputed and we need not necessarily find a baptismal

context here. One also prefers Dupont's interpretation of £&v M.f)

<Ttpa.(pT]TE xoi YevrjoOc 18.3, as "change" to Kttmmel's strong
4 5"be converted" or Jeremias' weak "become again". There is a

note of challenge in Matthew's form which fits well with Chap.18

generally as an address to the church.

2) Other solutions concentrate on the idea of the insignificance

and unimportance of the child. Thus, if Ilk. 10.15 is the same

logion as Matt. 18.3, thend-p xatStov could refer either to one's

treatment of children, i.e. what is insignificant, as in some way

determinative of one's relation to the Kingdom, or as a description

of oneself and one's own self-understanding in relation to the

Kingdom. The former is argued by W. Clarke who suggests trans¬

lating "receive as one receives a child", and a rather similar view

7
is put forward by F. Schilling that we should take it to mean

1 See A. von Harnack "Die Terminologie der Wiedergeburt und
verwandter Erlebnisse in der aitesten Kirche" T. u. U. xlii
97-143, esp. 98ff.

2 "Les Traces d'Une Vieille Formule Baptismale" R.H.P.R. 17
(1937), 424-434; see Dupont Les Blatitudes 2, p.158.

3 Les Beatitudes 2, p.170; "Matthieu 18.3; £a,v m-T] otpacpfyre xal
Yevr|C0e ta 7tat6ta" in Neotestamentica et Semitica
studies in honour of M. Black, Edinburgh 1969, pp.50-60.

4 Promise and Fulfilment London 1961, p.196.

5 Parables p.190.

6 New Testament Problems London 1929, p.36ff.

7 "What means the Saying about Receiving the Kingdom of God as a
little Child?" E.T. 77 (1965), 56-8. cf. R. Leaney "Jesus and
the Symbol of the Child" E.T. 66 (1954-5), 91-92.
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"receiving the Kingdom as if it were a child". Thus for him it

is comparable to other parables of Jesus in which the Kingdom is

likened to a sower and so on. In favour of such an interpretation

we should note the unusualness of the comparison, comparable

perhaps to other images, e.g. leaven Matt. 13.33 used here (q) in
a favourable way. So also such an interpretation might fit a

possible "Sitz im Leben" of treatment, for example, of the children

of missionaries, the receiving of the children of those who preach

in Christ's name is to open oneself to the coming Kingdom.

On the other hand, such an interpretation brings this group

of sayings about the child very close to that third group which we

noted: the child with reference to the nature of service and his

treatment within the Kingdom. Also, perhaps 7tcu6Cov is better

understood syntactically as nominative, so that it is a description

of one's own attitude to self in face of the Kingdom. We are not,

however, forced here to choose between these two views, but note

simply that the main point centres on the insignificance of the

child. Before going on to examine this further, we may note

another kind of interpretation however.

3) Some interpret "receive as a little child receives", taking

this variously with reference to a child's simplicity, total trust,

guilelessness, openness and so on. The difficulty here is just

this lack of precision and one is easily led into speculation

which savours too much of psychology. Broadly speaking, one may

locate here also the particular answer of Jeremias that the meaning

is to be found in Jesus' teaching about God as "Abba""'" - this is

1 The Parables of Jesus p.191.
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the child's word and all must speak of God in this child-like

way who would enter the Kingdom. Certainly Jesus does speak of

God in such an intimate way, and the use of 'Abba' in addressing

God was continued in the early church Rom. 8.15, Gal. 4.6,^ and

one can point to Ps. 131.2 and the image of the child there as

one of trust in the Lord. However, one wonders if Jeremias is

correct here: a) it is those who are within the Kingdom who call

God "Abba" rather than those summoned to enter into the Kingdom;

b) Jeremias admits that calling God "Abba" does mean belittling

oneself in the sense of confessing one's guilt before God,

detecting a common Aramaic original, but how does this square with

the nature of discipleship as modelled on Jesus? He too is jcpotfc

and ta.tei voc but not surely in the matter of confessing his guilt

in calling God "Abba".

We may note here, returning for a moment to Matt. 11.25,

2
that Grundmann applies Jeremias' view to the vrymiof logion -

Jesus refers to God as Father and describes himself as humble and

lowly. Jesus receives the secret of his Father, "der Wille das

Vaters ist der Inhalt seines Lebens , und darum ist der Vater

3
der Inhalt seiner Offenbarung n die vrpcioi » v.27c. With this,

however, one finds difficulty: a) Jesus' calling God Father is

natural enough as a form of address and emphasises rather the

intimacy of source and recipient of the "tradition"; b) it is

1 Though, as we shall see, in Paul it is linked to the concept
of adoption and life in the Spirit and is quite opposed to
a state of vr\KiO'xr\C .

2 "Die in der Parfinese" p.201ff.

3 "Die NHIIIOI in der ParSnese" p.203.
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difficult to connect Tnirra with a revelation of God as Father.

The revelation of the Father through the Son v.27c ( AxoxaXutet

cf. v.25 dxexnXutac; ) is not "the knowledge of the secret of

God's Fatherhood so much as the church's claim to God's power at

work in Christ (v.27a xavta ) evidenced in the 6uvd(ietc v.21

( -tauto v,25).

4) One prefers finally that interpretation which finds the meaning

of the saying in the relation of the child to humility, whether

what is in view is receiving like a child in terms of one's inner

attitude or receiving something external to oneself as one would

receive a child. We may seek in this a link with the group of

sayings, that God gives the Kingdom to the insignificant and that

before God there is no merit in one's own achievement."'' The image

as in the case of the revelation to the V"p7tlOl points both to

the r{)6oxta of God in revealing his secrets and in making the

Kingdom known, and also says something about the recipients. There

is indeed no merit in being a vnxioc or xai6tov , but that is

precisely the point for it is to those who own themselves as such

that God makes himself known.

Certainly in Judaism the child by and large is not used as an

2
image of humility, for children are not naturally humble. It is,

however, just this insignificance and low regard in which the child

was held which makes the image here striking, and serves as a des¬

cription of the Christian's attitude - to those who are humble and

who own their smallness, the Kingdom of Heaven belongs, they are

the " n'ny » the xpaetc; for whom God cares.

1 See ... Grundmann has mvangeliurn ^-ch harkus Theologischer
Handkommentar zum Neuen Testament 2 Berlin 1959, p.207.

2 See above p.64.
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Thus, though the logion circulated independently from the

saying on humility, see the rough connections especially in Mark,

yet Matthew is correct in inserting 18.3 into the context of humility -

humility characterises both entry into and existence within the

Kingdom, E, Lohmeyer1 links the %cu&iat0 t*1® vrptiot on "the
basis of the child being ignorant and incapable of understanding,

so that it is to the simple that God's revelation and Kingdom belong,

and this is due to God's good pleasure. One prefers, however, to

find the link in terms of humility if one is correct a) in ex¬

plicating vrjxiot in relation to Christ who is jcpauc; ^ tarcetvoi »

b) in linking the Beatitudes as entry to the Kingdom with the xatSta

saying 18.3 and especially the 19.14 form which comes close to the
2

Beatitude form.

In contrast to the generally negative approach to the child in

the Ancient World, Jesus' favourable attitude to the child both as

a person in its own right and as an image of discipleship is note-
3

worthy. In this, he stands perhaps in the prophetic line of the

1 Das Evangelium des Markus Kritisch-exegetischer Kommentar
fiber das Keue Testament Gfittingen 1937, p.203.

2 Dupont Les Beatitudes 2, p.158.

3 On the other hand, the attitude to the child is not sentimental, as
the parable of the children in the market place (Matt.ll.16ff,
Luke 7.Jiff) does suggest perhaps a certain levity and immaturity
of thought and understanding. Rather than try to interpret the
parable in terms of its particular details, the Jews as the dis¬
gruntled spectators, the Baptist and his followers as those who
wailed, and Jesus and the disciples as those who piped, it seems
better to take the parable as a whole whose main point is failure
to understand. So L^gasse remarks "Le 'cas' sur lequel se greffe
cette lecon est essentiellement celui qui consiste a ne pas com-
prendre une attitude donnee" (Jesus et L'Enfant p.301;. Accordingly
the refrain "we piped for you and you would not dance j we wept and
wailed and you would not mourn" is to be seen as part of the game
of charades, as if to say when the actions have not been understood
"you have not grasped our mime". So in real life neither the Baptist
nor Jesus has been understood. In terms of the parable's meaning the
difference between Matthew ( tote Rtepoic ) and Luke ( rtXXr)\cuc )
is not perhaps great therefore. See generally Legasse Jesus et
I'Enfant p,289ff.
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Old Testament which defended society's weaker members such as widows

and orphans (Deut. 10.18, Ps. 68.5, Is. 1.25 etc.). Nor does Jesus

exalt the child educationally as a pointer to the glories of learning

the gospel message, after the manner of the Rabbis who extolled the

school child only really to enhance the importance of the Torah.

Rather the child is appreciated both for its own sake in itself, and

as a living parable of the way God works in his concern for the

lowly and insignificant. Thus Dupont remarks"*" " non la psychologie

merveilleuse des petits enfants ou les dispositions d'Sine qui les

characterisent, mais les dispositions de Dieu a leur £gard," cf. 3)

above.

3. mxpod

In relation to our findings thus far on the image of the child

in Matthew we may consider briefly this other description of "little
2

ones". One detects here the impetus of the tradition, Jesus as the

humble king, God revealing to vifaioi what he has given ( -KapeSobr]) to

Jesus; and within the church, humility as the key to the Kingdom and

the nature of it as both consolation and exhortation in discipleship.

In considering this group we may add to the interpretation of

xai6iov with reference to entry into the Kingdom, the other two

strands of status and service within the Kingdom. (above pp. 82

and 83).

a) Status - At Matt. 18.Iff Matthew removes Mark's setting of a

squabble amongst the disciples and provides a context in ..hich theolo¬

gical questioning and the nature of discipleship are more at issue.

In answer to the question "..who is the greatest in the Kingdom of

I-Ieaven?" Matthew first inserts the saying about the child in relation

1 Les Beatitudes 2, p.160.

2 See Legasse Jesus et L'Enfant p.51ff.
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to entry to the Kingdom, v.3, and on the basis of this goes on to

give an answer in v.4, with the connective ovv • Thus, child status

as regards entry to the Kingdom determines status within it. Perhaps

if there is some connection between Jesus' lowliness and that of the

disciples (cf. 10.24ff)» there is also some connection with 23.8ff in

that no one is to be called rabbi and hold an especial place as

teacher but all are to be brothers and equals;1 but perhaps it serves

just a simple hortatory purpose, pleading for humility as the

criterion of status. (Katthew omits Mark's introduction in 9.35)

b) Service - Since God concerns himself with what is small, so the

church must treat properly its own xa. 1610 an<i mxpot • Probably
such advice was aimed at the proper treatment of children within the

2 3
church and so also originally the jitxpoi referred to children,

4
but one cannot help seeing here an extension to Christians generally.

Thus 18.6 seems to develop Mark 9.42 "one of these little ones that

believe" and presumably Matt. 10.42 is a development of Mark 9.41 njanp »

and we may also note the expansive 18.6 compared with 18.10 in

Katthew itself. The jicxpoC sayings occur mostly in Katthew and are
5

a designation of Christians - so J. Wellhausen remarks "Die utxpot

sind die Christen insgesamt, nicht ein besonderer Teil von ihnen",

i.e. children as such.

1 5.19 would seem to have a different import and perhaps refers to
duties as a teacher within the congregation, cfl the disciples as
"scribes".

2 So Bultmann History of the Synoptic Tradition p.145; Barth
Tradition and Interpretation p.l21ff.

3 But see 0. Michel "Diese Kleinen' - eine Jtingerbezeichnung Jesu"
T.S.K. 108 (1937-8), 401-415 for a contrary view.

4 So also Mark 10.14, Matt. 19.14 toiou'tmv may not refer ex¬
clusively to children in the sense of "these and other children"
but may also refer to adults, see Dupont Les Beatitudes 2, p.158.

5 Das Svangelium Katthaei Berlin 1904, p.92.
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If, however, the M-ixpoi are not .just children but Christians

generally (akin to vrfatoi ) one ought to note that this group of

sayings relates to church conduct and service within the church;

i.e. a) for Matthew what is involved is the treatment of other

Christians by Christians - Luke 15.4ff seems here to preserve the

missionary context - and the parable in v.12 serves to emphasise

the importance of the matter - God cares for what is small, he re¬

veals his secrets to the vttxioi , Christians should care for each

other. The idea of receiving Christ in receiving a xnidtnv links

with the parable of the Great Assize in 25.31ff; if the criticism

of the Pharisees was that they did not practice what they preached

(23»3), the church must close the gap and as vifatoi themselves

they must care for the "small". b) As well as care for the |j,txpoi

we may notice in this regard a development in the direction of de¬

tailed action. Thus Matt. 10.42 develops Lark's "give you a cup of

water to drink" into "give to one of these little ones a cup of cold

water only". Thus in this group of sayings one finds not only a

description of disciples as atxpoi but a concept of discipleship

which, along with a) above, follows from the perspective of the vr\xioi

and the concept of the tradition in relation to God's empowering of

Christ who is meek and humble.

Thus vrjxioi , as we have attempted to argue, is best seen as

a term of consolation and represents God's care for the xpaeic; ,

the " "□ 1 1 Jil ". As such it refers to Christians as a whole rather

than either to the crowds or to a special group. God's revelation

is also, as we have seen, closely bound up with the theme of

discipleship, and for Matthew a firm part of this discipleship is

the exhortation to perfection. In what follows we shall argue,

briefly, that just as the revelation to the vifatoi is not to a
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special group but to the church as a whole, the same is the case

in this context of discipleship with the call to perfection.

Thus we cannot argue that there is a double standard in Christian

discipleship in Matthew so that the vryTtLot bec0Ee a special group,
a) Matt. 19.21 - Traditional Catholic scholarship has found here

a double standard, a special following of Christ within the

ordinary Christian commitment. Rigaux^" argues for a special group,

those who sell their goods, a standard not required by the ordinary
2

Christian, an "opus supererogatorium". Certainly at first glance

it does look as if there is a two-tier moral conduct, v.21F£ OaXetr

, and especially when Matthew alters Luke's account by putting

the reply "lack one thing" into the man's question, to which comes

the answer "if you would be perfect". Also at Qumran, whose

members are described as "perfect of way", one finds apparently a

special inner group with a system of promotion and demotion (l QS.5.24).

There are, however, serious arguments against a double standard,

and any higher righteousness is for the church as a whole and not

a special group. Whether or not one finds in veavt'oxoC and tcto^oC
3

any special meaning, such as neophyte and the community as a

whole, certainly the Qumran community as a whole were described as

"perfect" and the fulfilment of the Law was enjoined on all, and

1 "Revelation des Kysteres" p.237ff. Contrast P.J. du Plessis
Teleios Kampen 1959, p.l68ff.

2 See Wellhausen Das Bvangelium Matthaei p.98; Barth Tradition
and Interpretation p.96, note 3*

3 On the whole it seems unlikely, though it is curious that the
veavioxochas kePt the Law veofrfcoc u-oi. See Davies
Setting p.206ff; C. Spicq "La Place ou le RSle des Jeunes dans
Certaines Communautes Reotestamentaires" R.B. 76 (1969), 508-27.



while the candidate, on becoming a member, had to surrender his

goods to the community (l QS. l.ll), poverty seems to have been

a general requirement of various sects at that time."'' So far as

the text itself goes, the man in refusing "to be perfect" rejects

not a higher standard but life itself, v.17: there is only one

standard in face of the Kingdom's demand, a demand which again, as

at 11.25, is bound up with following Jesus; God's revelation is

to thevifaioi and here, taking "if you would be perfect" v.21
with "if you would live" v.17, then this is the standard of

discipleship in following Jesus. Since, for Matthew, the disciples

serve as examples for the whole congregation, there cannot be a

2
double standard but only one demand for discipleship from all.

Perhaps Jesus may have taught on two levels - to the croxvd and to

the disciples - in that he calls for all to repent in face of the

Kingdom and yet gathers about him a special band; yet, as we have

seen, the are not the crowd generally so that here the

issue of two levels within the church does not arise,

b) The "what do I lack?" corresponds to the "more" of 5.47

(cf. 5.20), the standard of perfection for the whole community

which is also the fulfilling of the Law as demanded by the Messiah

in the antithetical eyw £>e Xe'yto ny.t"v» the "doing extra" which

makes all the difference between discipleship and non-discipleship.

So also, therefore, 5.48 points to a single standard, Matthew

1 See Davies "Knowledge in DS3 and Matthew 11.25-30" p.H5ff.

2 One rejects attempts at 19-21 to find Jesus here "scolding"
the man for his youthful enthusiasm and his boasting that he

a had kept the Law. Matthew frequently removes the obtuseness
of the disciples in Mark, G. Strecker Per We,sc der Gerechtifdceit
Gdttingen 1962, p.l91ff.
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altering Luke's "merciful" which is perhaps a more traditional

epithet."*" Debate, of course, has continued for a long time
2

about "perfectionism" here, much of which has abstracted 5.4o

both from its immediate context and from Matthean theology as a

whole. The best view would seem to be a call in face of the

Kingdom, noting how God reveals his secrets to the vryxiot

and here God is himself the standard of the Christian's actions,

but both are linked to following Christ; ana just as God cares

for all and has no favourites, so also must they be as caring and

as impartial. This is a feature brought out at 25-31ff ana in

the care of the utxpot , since the Messiah who demands the

"more" of Christian discipleship is also the one who is secretly

received in the receiving of others.

With much of this, as we have seen, especially in the

connection between the revelation to the vrjytiot, and the call to

perfection as the pattern of discipleship, the community at Qumran

seems to offer a close parallel. Here, also, the community

possesses a special knowledge in conjunction with obedience to the

Law and in an intensely eschatological setting. (Matt. 5.48 and

the imitation of God is, of course, very much based on the Law as

radically interpreted by Jesus. ) Beyond, however, the distinction

that Qumran demanded complete obedience to all the Law while Jesus

1 T.W. Manson The Sayings of Jesus p.547; G. Dalman The Words of
Jesus Edinburgh 1909, p.204.

2 Bee P.J. du Plessis Teleios p.l60ff.

3 See Lavies Setting p.212; I. Abrahams Studies in Pharisaism
and the Gosuels 2nd Series, p.l38ff; H.J. Schoeps "Von der
Imitatio Dei zur Nachfolge Christi" Aus frttehristlicher Zeit
Tttbingen 1950, pp.286-301.
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demanded a deeper obedience,"'" we should note two other points in

relation to the vr\% i nc: a) the special revelation of Qumran is

seen in the pesher traditions by which they interpreted the Law,

and although it was given as they thought by a divinely inspired

teacher, it was his teaching and not his person that was decisive:

here Qumran is in accord with normative teacher-pupil practice in

Judaism. Katthew, however, in linking 11.25 to v.26ff, declares

Jesus to be the Lord who transcends both Law and interpretation,

for his message is about the Kingdom, and obedience to the Law and

its fulfiment is in obedience to him; b) the vrpctoi , while the

recipients of God's favour (cf. 13.ll), are not an elect band like

the Qumran community, assured of salvation amid the iniquity of

the world. The church itself must face judgment, and the standard

is that of faithful discipleship (11.29) and faithful service

(25.31ff).

Three additional notes -

a) The child in the Gospel of Thomas Here the child image

2
features in several logia and is very much linked to Thomas'

gnostic/ascetic understanding. The logia are 4, 21, 22, 37, 46,

and in all of them one finds a strange ascetic tendency. In

log. 22 becoming a child and entering the Kingdom are linked

together to a being enlightened, a gnosis which has to do with

sexual asceticism; becoming a child denotes a state of pre-fall,

asexual innocence (cf. log. 114). The children here are sucking

1 Davies Setting p.216.

2 See H. Kee "Becoming a Child in the Gospel of Thomas" J.B.L.
82 (1963), 307-314; E, liaenchen Per beg Jesu Berlin 1966, p.348.



children, and whether Thomas here retains an historical reminiscence

simply or aims at something more along the lines of a Jewish idea

of pupils being called sucklings, Taanith 9a, so as to refer to

secret teaching or gnosis, is hard to say.

For the other logia, log. 37 again denotes childhood as a

return to a pre-fall innocence; log 21 has the idea of stripping

off clothes as the gaining of enlightenment with the curious

"giving back of the field" either as the moment of death or con¬

version; log. 4 perhaps recalls the vision of Isaiah 11.6ff, of

the child playing innocently as part of the eschatological rule,

but is linked to the androgynous man;"*" log. 46, with the link

between the Baptist and becoming a little one, connects the Kingdom

with primordial existence. Although a far cry from the image in

the gospels, it perhaps serves to highlight the gospel use and to

show how much this image was at work in early thought both hetero¬

dox and orthodox. It is also of interest to note that the

sayings are linked fully with "becoming as a little one",

b) Mark 10.24 Only here in the Synoptic gospels does Jesus

explicitly call his disciples -cexva. as a term of address as

opposed to those sayings about becoming as a child. Rather than

taking this as an extension of the latter, we should regard it as

reflecting the Jewish way of a rabbi addressing his pupils -

frequently one finds the idea of a teacher being in the position

of a father, e.g. b.3anh.l9b "when a man teaches the son of another

1 See A. Klijn "The 'Single One' in the Gospel of Thomas" J.B.L.
81 (1962), 271-278.

2 We may note Kk. 2.5, 5.34, of. Matt. 9.22, which are similar
but which are not explicitly addressed to the disciples.
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the Torah, the Scripture treats him as if he had begotten him."

This, as we shall see, is what we find in Paul, e.g. 1 Cor. 4.15,

and perhaps it may be behind the frequent address of texvtain

1 John, although there may be a hint there also of divine re¬

generation in the gospel which is a new idea or one at least not

frequently found in normative Judaism."'"
Although the child image is not found in this way in Matthew,

we may note the hint of another image often found in connection

with the child-father one in relation to teaching and instruction,
2

that of building. There may be an echo of this at 10.25b and

also, as we have already seen, there are similarities between the

Vifaioi saying at 11.25 and the saying at I6.13ff (noting odxo6oM,"nocr
v.18; we may also note 21.42). Thus, Jesus' teaching builds up

the community, part of which teaching is presumably, as already

noted, about the child and humility; however, in Matthew the

child image itself, as a description of those who, as pupils,

receive this instruction from Jesus, is absent (vrpttOlC refers

to God's revelation, not to the relation of Jesus to the disciples),

nor is there any mention of Jesus begetting his pupils through

such instruction.

c) Matt. 11.19c of Luke 7.55 In the Matthean form, v.19 may

look back to v.2ff and the revelation of God's wisdom in Jesus'

miracles; possibly there is present here a consolatory purpose

on the part of the church that, though Jews reject both the Baptist

1 See the careful remarks of R. Brown St. John's Gospel Hew York
(1966), pp.138-139. Presumably the Hebraic "children of
obedience" at 1 Peter 1.13 is also to some extent under the
influence of the language of regeneration used by the writer.

2 On this see below p.120 and p,193ff.



and Jesus, yet that is where God's wisdom really lies. The Lukan

version "all her children" is better taken as a reference to the

church rather than to the Jews, reflecting the idea of a teacher

regarding his pupils as his sons (Prov. 1.8, 8.32; Ecclus. 1.21).
If it referred to the Jews then we would have to understand 6txatoi5

either a) in the sense of "condemn" so that the criticism is of

Israel, the abode of wisdom (Ecclus. 48.ll), rejecting wisdom, or

b) in the sense of "justify" but that wisdom is justified against

( Axo ) her children. A?to however, seems better, denoting origin,

d) The child image in 1 John In 1 John, the writer frequently

addresses his readers as "little children" ( xatSta , tRXVia

which latter seems to be particularly Joharmine ). As in the

gospels, the description is used in a favourable way, and for the

writer is interchangeable with another favourite description "beloved

It also denotes a particularly warm relationship between himself

and the readers ( cexvia M-ou 2.1, cf. 1 Cor. 4.6). As in

the Synoptic (q) use of vifaioi , they are as children the re¬

cipients of the knowledge and wealth of the gospel (2.14 cf. Katt.

11.25ff). Although there is no mention of the writer having be¬

gotten the readers through the preaching of the gospel to them and

instructing them in it (l Cor. 4.6), nevertheless he is concerned

for their understanding of what they have received and their grasp

of the faith (l.lff, 5ff, 2.Iff) and as such they are his dear

children. The description therefore is one both of endearment and

of a right understanding which they share with the writer.

1 Strack Bilierbeck Kommentar zum Keuen Testament aus Talmud und
Mdrasch ii, p.559.

2 Reading cexva at Gal. 4.19.
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There may also be present, however, a hint of the idea of

divine regeneration in the description, which is not present either

in the vn7ttoi "the gospels or (as we shall see) in the Pauline

usage, but which is found at 1 Peter 2.2. The readers would then

be "little children" not only in the sense of understanding the

gospel but of owing their origin to it (cf. John 1.13) - so e.g.

at 2.28 the "abiding in him" which is descriptive of being children

is based on being "begotten of him"} as the Father has shown his

love that they should be called children of God (3.1-2) so the

necessity of love is required of them who have been begotten by

him (4.7)} and also at 2.12 their sinless status as little children

should be linked to 3*9 and the necessity of sinlessness as befits

those begotten of God. One surmises therefore that they are also

"little children" ( trxvin ) as -cexva Ofou , begotten by

Mm.

At 2.12ff, the writer uses three terms -cexvia / 7tat6ca ,

xn-Tepec, and veavinxot . The passage occurs in a context

in which after outlining certain of the standards and requirements

set in the gospel, he turns for a moment to exhort the readers in

what they know to be fundamentally true.

a) In view of the frequency of address to the readers as little

cMldren, it would seem most likely that there are only two groups

in mind, of fathers and young men, with tEXVia / TtatSia as a

general introduction. This seems preferable to the idea of three

groups divided according to age or proficiency, or even that the

groups refer to all Christians corporately but from different

perspectives.

b) We cannot of course go into all the problems of this passage}
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no doubt the repetition of the exhortations is for emphasis, with

slight variation in the second group, and the change from yearns

"to a'ypan!/a is perhaps best taken as stylistic variation.1
On the one hand then, all Christians share in the forgiveness

of sins, and partake of the same faith in God as Father, and on the
2

other within this, the different groups of old and young have their

own characteristic attributes by which to ward off the snares of the

world. To the fathers belong the knowledge and experience of age,

to the young men belong their own strength and also the indwelling

power of God's word (2.14 cf. 3.9) by which they have won the

victory over evil. And both exhortations are centred upon these

twin fundamental claims of the forgiveness of sins and the knowledge

of the Father which have been theirs from the very first in the

gospel (1.1-2, 7).^
Westcott attempts to distinguish^ between cexvia and /tai&un

1 See C. Spicq "La Place ou le Rfile des Jeunes dans Certaines
Communautls Hdotestamentaires" R.B. 76 (1969) 508-527, p.523,
note 65.

2 On the question whether there may be here a distinction not simply
of age but of function within the church, amounting even to clergy
and laity, see Spicq "La Place ou le R$le des Jeunes" p.508ff, and
especially pp.523-527 (cf. Acts 5.6, 10; Titus 1.7-9; 1 Feter 5.Iff).

3 Spicq ("La Place ou le R$le des Jeunes" p.526) traces a particular
connection between the readers addressed as 'crxvtn and the
claim (taking c>% i as casual) that their sins are forgiven (2.12)
through the Jewish idea of the sinlessness of the child; more
^particularly we might add, the description of the newly baptised
person as a new-born child free from sin and guilt (see below
p. 161 ff), This would be strengthened if in fact the writer
is describing one of the fundamental claims realised by anyone on
believing acceptance of the faith. On the other hand, the
writer is concerned with his readers as children not simply with
their situation then, on first accepting the faith, but with their
attitude now to the gospel and its enduring claims, with their
attitude, in face of the falsehood of the world, to Christ, in
whom there is always both the forgiveness of sins and the know¬
ledge of the Father.

4 The hpistles of ht. John (with a new introduction by F.F. Bruce)
London 1966, p.61.
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#

on the basis that ^exvta describes the idea of being bound to one

another in the bond of natural kinship, while xaiOta describes

the recognition of our equal feebleness before the Father. This,

however, seems over subtle, and the difference again may be no more

than stylistic variation.

In summary then, we may say that for all the distinction between

the two groups and their particular characteristics, both are em¬

braced under the common description of the child, in whom the per¬

fecting love of God is at work (4.17). Whether young or old, they

are beloved children in their understanding of and persevering in

the word given to them.

Having surveyed the use of the child image, particularly as

it is found in Matthew*s gospel, we may now summarise our findings:

a) It is not without significance that the image occurs particularly

in this gospel, concerned as Matthew is with the church and the

theme of discipleship. The revelation to the vifatoi shows us

part of his understanding of this theme in which the church as a

whole (there is no double standard) is seen to have the true under¬

standing of God's will. In this the revelation is a consolation

over against the rival claims of Judaism. It is, however, an under¬

standing of God's will inseparable from allegiance to the person of

Christ who makes it known (11.25); thus the 'uatHra v#25 refers to

the works of Christ v.20ff, and also to the %avita v*27 and the full

authority of Christ. In this it is also an obligation, for as

the exalted Christ (11.27, 28.18) is also the one who was lowly

(11.29), so the church in herself receiving this authority (16.19)

must share the yoke (11.29) and follow in the same manner (cf.10.24ff)•

1 Strack Billerbeck Kommentar zum Keuen Testament aus Talmud und
Kidrasch ii p.559.
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It points then to a concept of tradition, 7cape6o0r), in which

there is no thought of the church receiving it without involve¬

ment, no acquaintance with it without sacrifice. The revelation

to the vrptioi unlike e.g. the secrets revealed to the Covenanters

of Qumran or the particular insights on which the Corinthians

prided themselves (whether or not this saying was known to them)

is not a specialist esoteric knowledge to be guarded in secret and

rejoiced over in private.

b) This would seem to be supported by the other uses of the child

image as used by Matthew, the key factor again being lowliness and

humility and the owning of one's need before God. The Kingdom

belongs to the lowly and humble, and conduct within it is charac¬

terised by these qualities.

c) We may note the theological framework, so to speak, of the

revelation to the vrpctot, just as becoming as a child is set as

the standard of entry into the Kingdom of Heaven. Jesus' teaching

reveals God's will (11.27c) and so also the church's confession of

Jesus as Lord is due to God's action (v.27b), God knows the Son,

God reveals his secret to the vrpctoi(v.25). So it is God who

reveals to Peter Jesus' messiahship (16.17)» and at 28.18ff where

the exalted Christ commands the church to continue his teaching,

that summons to discipleehip is set in a trinitarian context. Such

a reminder as this may be salutary in view of Matthew's Old Testament

roots and the struggle in progress between the church and Judaism over

the Law and its correct interpretation. For the church, Jesus and the

proclamation of God's Kingdom come within the wide context of the

continuity and fulfilment of God's purpose, cf Matthew's frequent
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"this is that which

The question of continuity in face of the demand of the gospel

in the present becomes an urgent one - "whose tradition is correct?"

In this tension thrust up by the church's claim that their con¬

fession of Christ is a revelation from God (11.25) we should note

that this may mean indeed a repudiation of the traditions of

Judaism (l5.1ff) and also a critical look at Bcripture itself

(5.21ff). On the other hand it may equally involve a recognition

of the worth of tradition (23.5) and be Scripture's fulfilment

(5.17ff). Whether or not this ambiguity is due to Matthew's

failure fully to harnionise his sources, we should note that in the

relationship between continuity and change which is involved in

tradition, it may not necessarily be the case that tradition is

discarded or overthrown every time. In this, Jesus may not always

fit a revolutionary mould in which some modern views, which them¬

selves simply follow a traditionalism of "anti-tradition", would

wish to cast him. All that one can say is that in seeking the

fulfilment of God'3 will in the present a crisis over tradition

can and does occur

1 bee on this J. Barr Old and Hew in Interpretation London 1966,
particularly p.l57ff; and also below p.241.
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2.

When we turn to Paul, especially 1 Corinthians, we find that

he also is very much concerned with the problem of tradition and
-v

with the question of interpretation in the tradition process.

Tradition here as it relates to the image of the child, 3»1» is

ultimately Paul's gospel, and this involves his own place as an

apostle authoritatively to impart it to them. In this, the

question at 4»7 is crucial: "what have you that you have not

received? And if you have received it why boast as if you had

not?" Paul wrestles with his readers over a false understanding

of the gospel. He is vexed at their failure to understand what

he has given to them, a failure amply shown by the way in which

their grasp of the gospel is reflected in their conduct.

Paul by contrast with Matthew uses the image of the child as a

term of censure, and even Rom, 2,20 and 1 Cor. 13.11 are not wholly

free from a pejorative tone. It is important, however, to ask in

what way it is a term of censure, and in the following we are con¬

cerned mainly to seek an answer to this question. Since we shall be

dealing mainly with 1 Cor., we have to ask whether Paul is rebuking

his readers at 3»lff not because they are babes but because they

are still babes and had not progressed further, or whether he is

(as it is hoped to show) in fact rebuking them for being childish

because it is contrary to being £ v Ttveniuarc t. The contrast between

V7]7C lot and £v xveujiaT i would then be that the readers as

Christians and as recipients of the Spirit should realise what they

have received and live mature spiritual lives (cf 1.4ff). Exploration

of this matter will also involve the question of a) whether there
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exists a double standard in the contrast between babe and mature,

and b) in what way Paul's authority as an apostle operates in

relation to the child image (Paul as father).

In 1 Cor. Paul, it would seem, is wrestling with a paradox

that Christians who had been baptised and who had received the

Spirit (l.l3ff, 2.12 cf. 10.2) were yet behaving in an unspiritual

manner.^ We may, however, advance further than this to the fact

that Paul is putting forward the nature of life in the Spirit

against a false spirituality, since his opponents would claim very

much to be in the Spirit. Behind the trouble at Corinth we should

detect some kind of enthusiasm or "gnosis".
2

Although the unity of the letter has been called in question,

3
one prefers to accept it as a unity. Paul is dealing with

several themes on a report and answer basis, but underneath it all

there runs an undercurrent that the troubles stem in some way from

4
the factions mentioned at 1.11. About these factions, Munck in

reaction to the Tilbingen school seems to have grossly underestimated

their significance within the church, arguing indeed that there

really were no factions and that it was all just a misunderstanding -

because of Hellenistic influence the readers had seen in Paul,

1 See R. Schnackekburg "Christian Adulthood according to Paul"
C.3.Q. 25 (1963), 354-370, esp. p.359-

2 See J. Bering The First Epistle of Saint Paul to the Corinthians
London 1962, p.xiff.

3 W.G. Ktimmel Introduction to the hew Testament London 1966,
p.202ff; N.A. Dahl "Paul and the Church at Corinth according
to 1 Cor. 1-4" in Christian History and Interpretation Studies
for J. Knox, Cambridge 1967, pp.313-335.

4 Paul and the Salvation of banking London 1959. "The Church
without Factions", Chap. 5.
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Apollos and Peter philosophers viith their ov/n particular wisdom.
1 2

let on the other hand, the attempts of Wilckens and Schmithals

to find in their own way a full-grown gnosticism at work seem

equally misleading for just that reason. One prefers a mediating

position in which one may take the presence of division seriously

but hold, at the same time, that these factions are not necessarily

well defined.

Paul, over against the Corinthians' enthusiasm, sums up the

gospel he had imparted to them as Christ crucified, a gospel

centred upon the Cross. If we are right in understanding the

letter as a unity, this description of his gospel as "the word of

the Cross" (l,18ff) remains of central importance throughout and

3is directly related to the various troubles he confronts. Thus,

through a denial of God's wisdom revealed in the Cross, the

Corinthians boasted rather of their own wisdom and hence of them¬

selves and of the flesh. Par from being tcXEtot as if

they were living wholly in the New Age, they were on the contrary
/

capxixoi and so were being quite childish really. Paul ironically

wishes that they were childish in fleshly matters (l4.20ff).

That vt^7C toe is used as a term of censure at 3.1 is not as

obvious as it might seem, in that Paul is apparently looking back

1 U. Wilckens Weisheit und Torheit Ttlbingen 1959 •

2 W. Schmithals Die Gnosis in Korinth GUttingen 1956•

3 See Dahl "Paul and the Church at Corinth" p.332$ G. Bornkamm
"On the Understanding of Christian Worship" in Parly Christian
Experience London 1969, pp.161-179, esp. p.166.

4 No doubt some of Paul's language reflects the argument of his
opponents, a fact not perhaps sufficiently noted by du Plessis
Teleios who argues strongly against a gnostic understanding
p.l78ff, cf. p.20ff.
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historically to his first preaching of the gospel, 2,Iff. But

1) the transition in v.2b to v. 3 and the heightening of capxivoi

to oapx ixo lwould suggest that the image is not wholly out of

his mind. If vryxtoeis a state of ignorance and existence in

the flesh, they are still prone to it and indeed have never really

left it since they quarrel and indulge in their own wisdom. It

seems better to take oapxixoias heightening oa.pxt voC > although

J. weiss favours capxivoC*" as a heavy criticism with oapxtxot

as a lessening of the censure. But Paul's criticism of his readers

is not that they were fleshly before they received Christ, so were

all his converts, but that they still persist in the flesh, V.3&AX'

obbk (l ) vijv is strong in its criticism.

2) The recurrence in 14.20 of the child image in the context of

exhortation is also worthy of note if one is correct in linking

the letter as a whole to the factions outlined, although it is

also related to 13.11 and the warning there against over-stressing

spiritual gifts.

Also, we may detect behind this account of Paul's preaching

a defence of its validity. If 4-3 echoes some kind of criticism

of Paul on the part of his "enthusiastic" opponents, perhaps 2.Iff

and 3^1 also echo some criticism, namely that Paul was not up to

much as an orator and that what he gave was pretty weak stuff,ydXn

of) pp(~ixn • Paul for his part defends himself, in that if

it seemed so then the reason lay not with himself but his readers -

his weakness was only to show the Spirit's power the more (2,5)

1 Erster Korintherbrief Meyer's Kommentar zum Neuen Testament
lOte Aufl. GOttingen 1925, p.71. Contrast J.B. Lightfoot Botes
on the Epistles of St. Faul London 1895, p.185 " oapxixot ...

implies more of a rebuke, though the less strong word in itself."
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and that it seemed weak to them was evidence of their unspiritual

condition (3»1» 3)•

Returning then to our original question, a common interpretation

of 3'Iff is that which argues that Paul is criticising the

Corinthians not for being vrjxioibut for remaining so and for not

progressing to a higher stage, to maturity. In this sense, all

Christians apparently are vrpctot at the beginning of their Christian

life; they are babes with the aim of growing to maturity, and at

3.1 the vrptirn is contrasted with ceXetot 2.6. The perspective

on tradition would then be one of growth from infancy to manhood,

Paul's criticism being that they had ceased to progress. This idea

is one which is certainly close to Stoic thought, e.g. Epictetus

Discourses Book 2, 23.40 hiei Ota Xdyn-o xnt 'TOtnircric

mapaOoceo'C dAuriv £xt to teXetov 6rt ; and also Book 2,

16.39 oh UeXpic rpri he tcl motOtn, dTCovaXnxttoOrjvat xai dVceoOai

'Epocprjc crtepsa^tepaC » where one notes also the idea of growing

up and partaking of solid food (cf. Hebrews 5.14). In this latter

respect the words from Philo De Agric. 9 are often cited be

vryxtotc iifv dr-ct yn.Xa 'cpocpq 'ceXeiotc: be -co dx. xupwv xcii.m.a.'ca,

and Pythagoras is said to have divided his pupils into vip/ciot - "ceXetoi

To this view that one advances from immaturity to maturity in learning,

one may easily link the idea of stages of growth as represented in

milk and solid food, so that grades of instruction correspond to

stages of growth and advancement. All this seems to fit

1 For further examples see Weiss Erster Korintherbrief p.xviiiff,
and p.72ff; T.D.H.T. 1 p.646 " ydXa" (Schlier); cf. J. Dupont
Gnosis pp.151-2; .;.L. Knox Et. Paul and the Church of the
Gentiles Cambridge 1939, p.111.



well with what we find in 5.1 - Paul chides his readers for not

being advanced enough to move on to maturity and to receive higher

instruction reserved for the -ceXeioi 2.6. He himself is their

teacher, their father in the gospel 4.15 (cf. Rom. 2.10 teacher of

vrjxtoi )» but his pupils have become stunted in their growth.

This view, however, is open to some objection and we may list

the following points: it is hoped to show that vryxtoc is not so

much an early stage of growth to be left behind as one progresses to

deeper things, but a position of immaturity incompatible with that

spiritual understanding which as Christians they ought to have.

a) A serious objection is that noted by J. Weiss^" that the contrast
» 2

with vrptiocat 3.1 is not -xeXeioc. but mveuM-aTixot . Wilckens

who finds in Paul here a double standard, that ta xveup.atixd

can only be understood by the mature Christian, agrees that the

correlate to -xiXeioc, is xveuiaciTixo^ 2.6 (cf. 3.1). However,

the widespread contrast of -reXe i oe and vifaioc is briefly made

behind the primary antithesis of xveujaat ixoc / oapxixoc .

We should recall, however, that at 2.6ff Paul is dealing not with

the "intra church" trouble at Corinth as yet, but prefaces his

argument with the contrast between the gospel and the world, so

that teXstot refers to Christians. Thus Weiss remarks " tfXftot

3
sind alle Christen, in denen der Geist lebt". Also, the cor¬

relate at 3.1 to v TjfK tot is not ocipxtxot but oapxivoi .

1 Erster Korintherbrief p.74.

2 Weisheit und Torheit pp.52-3.

3 Erster Korintherbrief p.xixj cf. du Plessis Teleios p.184
"In this connection 'teleios' is a general term for Christians
as such". Spiritual here refers not to special gifts of the
Spirit which comes up at Chap. 12, but to the general gift of
the Spirit to all Christians who are baptised.
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Paul, having established his point about the contrast between

God's wisdom and the world's (wisdom here is not for a special

group within the community), returns to his rehearsing of his

first preaching of the gospel, 2.Iff (cf. 3.1ff). His lament

is that the gospel has not had the impact on them that it should

have had, of making them spiritually minded. Although the child

image vTfainc at 3.1 seems to come in as an extra alongside the
main contrast of fleshly and spiritual existence, it also seems

to mean to be fleshly and to walk xa-ra tfvOofvtov » ^-n "the sense

of being devoid of understanding (cf. Rom. 2.20 noting the parallel

between d<poov(ov and vrpctW )• One might compare here 14.20
where the image of the child and maturity are brought close

together; there it is not, however, a question of development

from one to another but of contrast, i.e. the true Christian is

one who is not in a state of childish thinking. Perhaps, also,

we may detect on Paul's part a double censure in asking his readers

to be spiritual who, we may suspect, prided themselves on being

just that, and that if they must be "childish" then at least they

should be in their attitude to false ways.

We may leave open the question of whether the Katthean logion

11.25ff was known to the Corinthians and had been taken up by them.^"
On the whole one is not inclined to connect the two despite the

similarities, especially in view of Paul's quite different use of

the child theme, which seems much more in accord with the Ancient
o

World's estimate of the child with its low intelligence.

1 See for example J.K. Robinson Trajectories p.40; M» Suggs Wisdom.
Christology and Law pp.86-9; C. Morrison "Baptism and Maturity"
in Interpretation 17 (1963), 387-401.

2 See above p.60ff.
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b) The idea that Paul is criticising them only on the ground of

their lack of progression is difficult in view of 1,4 and the fact

that it is only in certain matters that the readers are vq»x tot ;

otherwise they are rich in every way (1.5 cf. 4.8, 11.2). In these

matters, therefore, through the contrast between childishness and

maturity, Paul asks the Corinthians likewise to live as they ought,

to realise afresh the spiritual life they have received through the

gospel and apply it more properly to their conduct and thinking. We

may recall here how in Stoic thought the mature man is he who is

orientated toward the goal of wisdom, and that maturity is the mark

of those devoted to that end - such a man, says Epictetus, must give

himself wholly to the call of philosophy and not act immaturely as a

child which is fickle in its pursuits (Encheiridion 29.7 cf. 51.1-2).

For Paul, the Corinthians who have received the Spirit should allow

the Spirit to reign and so live mature Christian lives.

c) The other uses of vrpiioc, in Paul may help to elucidate this

interpretation that v-px i oc, implies not an initial stage of develop¬

ment but a contrast with mature spiritual conduct which ought to

characterise the Christian,

1 Cor. 14.20 has already been seen to imply a contrast, and so

2
also does 13.11 where Paul contrasts "now" and "then" in terms of

childhood and maturity. The point is not the grsdual growth from

one to the other but of contrast; one notes xatapY'nO'noeTai ,

and also v.9-10 which is not the gradual filling out of the partial

to the complete, but the contrast between the two.

1 See above p.63.

2 See du Plessis Teleios p.l85ff.
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Gal. 4.2ff also provides a contrast and is relevant, even

though Paul is here drawing on legal thought to make his point.^
here implies a state of bondage to the and is

applicable to Jew and Greek. The opposite is sonship and freedom

through the gift of the Spirit. In the gospel one possesses

maturity* without it one exists in a state of bondage* in Christ

one is no longer in a state of vt]%i6xr\c (cf. Col. 2.20 where the

new life in Christ is death to the old bondage to the ototxeta ?).
So also in 1 Cor. 2.6ff there is a radical contrast between the

wisdom of God and the rulers of this age, for whom it is but folly*

as vrjAtni, the readers are under the sway of the latter still and

for them God's wisdom is still foolishness. In both Gal. 4.3 and

1 Cor. 2.6ff the rpaic refers not to a special group but to Christians

generally so that with the Spirit comes maturity, the opposite of

being vTptior • Rom. 2.20, as we have seen, equates vryxioi and

ft(prove c and being blind and in darkness. Here Paul describes the

role of a Jewish teacher and in view of 1 Cor. 3.1 perhaps he saw

3
himself in this role also. In regard to what has been said about

vqxlor in Paul, one untutored and marked by immaturity, it would

seem difficult to read vTqTtioiat 1 Thess. 2.7 - given this under¬

standing of vr\xmc; , he could scarcely have become such; rather

Tpttoc fits better in the context of Paul's not claiming apostolic

rights.

Prom the above survey one concludes that VTptioc is a des¬

cription of those who lack that mature understanding of the faith

1 v.3 n 'xwc xol breaks through the image to its application.

2 The moiXFie are better taken as spiritual powers rather than
"ABC" and rudimentary knowledge, contrast Hebrews 5.12.

3 See 'T.D.N,T. IV " vn%io£' p.919 (Bertram).
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which as Christians they ought to have. Thus vnxtoL £v Xpicwp

at 3.1 are "immature Christians" not in the sense of "beginners in

the faith" whom Paul is chiding for not progressing, but rather he

criticises them for not allowing the Spirit which they have re¬

ceived full sway, and for persisting in an attitude which they

should have left behind with their old lives.

This conclusion differs, therefore, from that of W. Grundmann j"1"
Grundmann follows the distinction made in diet between the initial

kerygma of the Cross and a more advanced wisdom, noting that Paul

qualifies his condemnation of the readers as oapxLXOi with

vryxiotc; £v Xptaup "d.h. er spricht ihnen das Christsein

nicht ab, tadelt sie aber wegen des Pehlens des pneumatischen

Wachstum". The vrqxioi correspond for Grundmann to the Ppecpr]

of 1 Peter 2,2 but are regarded by Paul as having become stuck.

This, however, is not to take sufficient account of the distinction

between on.px i vol and oapxtxoi , and of the fact that the con¬

trast between flesh and spirit is uppermost in Paul's mind, rather

than continuity between child and maturity.
2

So also C. Morrison argues for a link between 1 Cor. 3.Iff
..

and Matthew's and Jesus' teaching on the child generally, on the

basis that while for Jesus childhood and repentance are closely

connected (Matt. 18.3)# from the point of view of the church,

having been baptised and become as little children with repentance

now behind one and the life of the Spirit dominant, one must grow

and mature. This, however, would seem to cloud the differences

1 "Die NHIIlnI in der ParMnese" p.191.

2 "Baptism and Maturity"; see above p. Ill note 1.
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in the use of the child image in the interests of a harmonizing

view, and to confuse baptismal regeneration with begetting through

teaching.

Here the following points require some clarification:

l) 3.1 £v Xpi ottJ") ~ 1>lie difficulty that Paul faces is that while
all Christians are recipients of the Spirit (2.12), yet he could

not address the Corinthians as spiritual. The question arises

therefore of how we are to understand the readers' vr\%Corcr\c,
as being f-v Kpto-rco » in view of their share in the gospel and

all the blessings which it has undoubtedly brought them. Perhaps

one could translate " vq-xioi although in Christ", "immature

despite their fellowship in Christ", but this is difficult in view

of the fact that they have been obviously blessed in Christ. More¬

over, Paul, for all their immaturity, does not deny their Christian

status but on the contrary fully expects them to realise what he

is saying and the importance of it for their existence as

Christians.

If the image of the teacher in Rom. 2.20 as &t6doxa\oc; yrprctW

is at all relevant, we may recall that Paul is still looking back

to the occasion of the first preaching of the gospel to them, and

is also perhaps countering a charge of weakness on his own part

(cf. 1.30). At that time they were but men of the world, so to

speak, (cf. eapxivoi'c which is neutral in tone), whom in the

nature of the case he could not call spiritual. Happily they

believed his preaching and accepted the gospel. Now he asks them
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to realise what had been imparted, to be mature in their com¬

prehension of it ( oapxixoi implies criticism), to start

living in effect as mature men turned towards God's goal or teAar

in Christ.

We may therefore with J. Weiss1 take £v Xpicmp not in

its deep mystical sense, but in a more neutral or loose fashion.

Thus the phrase can in places become simply "Christian" (cf. Rom.

16.8, 10, 13} 1 Cor. 4.10), or something like "from the Christian

point of view" (cf. Col. 3.18, 20; at 1 Cor. 7.38 fev Kupuc

is virtually "in the church"). Accordingly we may translate 3.1

as "immature Christianly speaking". As we have sought to under¬

stand it, Paul is summoning the readers to spiritual maturity in

the sense not of progressing from an initial simple level to a

deeper knowledge, but of allowing the Spirit which they had received

to work within them. If in fact maturity for Paul here is the

mark not of those who have achieved some deep esoteric knowledge,

but of those who in the Spirit's strength are orientated towards

the goal or tf'Aoc of Christ, then what is at stake is not a

failure of progression but a failure of comprehension ( AAA' oftSe

[p'Cij vuv 6uvact)e ) - maturity is possible for every

Christian who has received the Spirit, and Paul is urging the

Corinthians to grow up in the sense of realising what they have

received.

1 hrster Korintherbrief p.72 note Is "Paulinische Probleme II"
T.S.K. 6Q (1896) 7-33. esp. pp.14-15.
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2; The'treXeioi at 2.6 are best taken as referring to Christians

generally who allow the Spirit to work fully who are xvpuitottlxoC .1
The context at 2.6 seems to deal not with stages within the faith

but with the faithas a whole over against the non-Christian
2

world,'" and by a style of argument that only by God can God be

known, argues the complete separation between God's wisdom and

that of the world. Thus bj "wd* in the passage ("we" is-con¬

trasted with the rulers and v.8, 14) one ought to

understand Christians generally. Throughout the section 2.5-16,

Paul's language may reflect that of his opponents, i.e. beyond

the use of Stoic categories that the teXeioc is he who forges

ahead in the pursuit of wisdom (for the Christian he who truly

allows the Spirit to work and to point Mm to God's 'tPhoc ),

there may also be a Mnt that the enthusiasts themselves were

claiming to be teXeioi # If this is so, Paul for his part

wrests it from them to apply it instead to the true Christian.

He contrasts true Christian "gnosis" with their own "gnosis"

and suggests that to be FV icveujiati, ia truly to know God

(2.10,12).

1 See J.N. Sevenster Paul and Seneca Leiden 1961, p,144ff.

2 iiu Plessis Teleios p.180.

3 B. Gaertner "Pauline and Johannine 'to know God'" K .T.o, 14
(1967-8), 209-231.
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3) One should be careful to distinguish between baptismal re¬

generation, begetting through instruction 4.15, and the image

of the child vrjvct or 3.1 as an image of understanding. The

first need not concern us here: Paul does not make use of this

terminology but prefers the more orthodox rabbinic description

of recreation, and in view of 1.14ff is not concerned with bap¬

tism as such as the correct understanding of his gospel re¬

flected in the true baptismal life of the Christian. In view

of 1.17 the description of the readers as vr)7ttoi at 3.1 has to

do not with being born again at baptism, but with understanding

the gospel as Paul proclaimed it. So also one should be careful

to distinguish between 3.1-2 and 4.15 - vrptioic —

nunc fxot t, on and 6ta -cou f {joyy*^ iou—up-ac; ^Yevvrioa

(of. 1 Thess. 2.7). Certainly in both it is very much a matter

of Paul's authority; 3.1 implies Paul as a nurse. But

one is hesitant to say, therefore, that Paul "begets" his readers

so that they then becoaie babes in Christ whom he feeds. Thus,

we should note that a) in the image of begetting through in¬

struction and of imitating at 4.15 it is tp'xvn that is used;

b) the image of the child and nurse at 3.1 and that of the

child and father who begets at 4.1-5 are parallel, the one

perhaps dealing with an attack on his authority and the other

with his right to assert it. This being 30, one cannot
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argue that Paul begets his readers through the gospel, feeds them

milk, which is the word of the Cross, and that now they must mature

to more advanced tilings - on the contrary, by being Paul's true

children, Texvn , in the gospel they cease to be vVfatot

There is no hint at all that the readers ever cease to be his chil¬

dren or that he ever relinquishes his special care for them as

father. At 4.8 Paul is not so much declaring that they do not need

him any more (indeed he seems to be poking fun at their endeavours

on their own) as expressing a wish that they would come to share,

along with him, true understanding of the gospel. In any case it

is not until 4.14 that the image of father/begetting appears so that

we may not combine it with nurse/milk at 3.1. At fumran 1 fH.7.20-1

we do find a combination of such images in which the Teacher regards

himself as father and nurse, and the community as his children in

the imparting of knowledge to them - "And I sought support in Thy truth and

I And Thou hast made me a father unto sons of kindness

And a nursing father to men of wonder and they have

Opened (their) mouths as suckl/ings of the breasts of hi3 mother/

/And/ as the play of a child in the bosom of
2

Ilis nursing fathers."

The background no doubt is found in, e.g., Ps. 131, the

widespread use of milk as an image of special instruction and

3
education, and the idea found in normative Judaism of a teacher

as father who begets through his instmiction, e.g. b.0anh.l9b, cf

1 do at 4.17 Timothy, as Paul's true child, te'xvov dYO-XiTCOV
xat Ttimrov is sent to remind his other children, 'Crxva AYO/ATpTa

2 1'.. Mansoor The Thanksgiving Hymns Leiden 1961.

3 bee below on 1 Peter 2.2.
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991 "he who teaches the son of his neighbour the Torah, Scripture

ascribes it to him as if he had begotten him" regarded as a ful¬

filment of the command "to be fruitful and multiply".1
We may briefly note another complex of ideas which is dram

2
into the theme of begetting through instruction, that of building -

thus one finds a play on nil. as "beget" and "build" and on Q 7 ma

as "sons" and "builders", cf. Ruth 4.11, 1 Sam. 2.35, Jer. 12.16,

Gen. r.53.9.^ So at Qumran the "children" of 1 QH, 7.20-1 are

also a "tested wall" 1 QS. 8.5ff. So also Paul as their teacher

and father likens himself to an architect and his readers to a

building built on the foundation of Christ - this for Paul is

Christ Crucified 3.10 £0T)Xfi (cf. 2.2 ffxpivn )•
If the above is allowed to stand, then the image of the babes

offers a perspective on tradition which is not that of gradual

growth therein from infancy to maturity but that on the contrary

to be truly in the tradition is to be mature in so far as it is

life £v tcvp i5ij.ot i & it is the cessation of being in the state

of vTjxtoC which is descriptive of life outwith the Spirit, a life
4devoid of understanding of what the gospel means. This, therefore,

1 Jeb. 6.6 See T.D.N.T. " Yevv(~" I p.665ff (Biichael). See above
pp.89-90.

2 See below on Paul and 1 Peter.

3 See J. Kassingberg Pord "Thou art 'Abraham' and upon this Rock —>
H.J. 6 (l965)t 289-301, esp. p.296ff} J.D.M. Derret "The Stone
the Builders Rejected" T. u. U. 102, Stud. Evang. 4, 180-186,
esp. p.184} T.D.N.T. IV" A t8n<?( Jeremias). p.270; k. Black
Aramaic Approach pp.11-12, 107; See also H.K. Orlinsky "Qumran
and the present state of O.T. text studies - the LAX text"
J-B.L, 78 (1959), 26-33.

4 So II. Preisker Das Bthos des Urchristentums Gutersloh 1949, p.132
"

Wfrtoif aopxixoCf xcnSt'a U Kor« 3.Iff, 14.10) entsprechen
einander. Lie Unmtindige, wie Kinder kommen dem Apostel die
Korinther vor, die ungetauft und darum ohne xveuiua sind," -
contrast Grundmann "Die NHlIIOIin der Par&nese" p.191 "d.h. er
spricht ihnen das Christsein nicht ab ".



makes Paul's criticism of the Corinthians' wisdom really quite

devastating.

We may now at this point turn to the other two questions

related to the manner in which Paul's censure of the vn7tlot

operates, namely whether there exists indeed a double standard

for babes and for mature, and then how Paul's authority is to be

understood in relation to the child image.

l) When we looked at Matthew, we saw that 19.21 did not imply

a double standard of discipleship but is rather the radical

demand of Jesus in face of the Kingdom. A similar problem con¬

fronts us here, save that what is involved here is a double

standard of teaching and insight rather than of discipleship.

Many scholars have located such a standard around a) the contrast

between vrptiot and 'ceXetot and b) around the corresponding

contrast between milk and solid food. We have already found

reason to contest the interpretation involved in a), arguing that

■ceXetoi refers not to a more advanced stage in the faith but to

the true Christian state £v nvewatt .

So far as the second contrast is concerned, b), we have indeed

already noted in Stoicism a distinction in which milk represents

the elementary teachings and solid food the Stoic virtues for the

X 2
mature. (The attempt of Reitzenstein^ to derive "milk" here from

the practice of the Mysteries does not seem very appropriate if

only because of the contrast between milk and solid food; the

1 See Weiss Erster Korintherbrief p.72; Sevenster Paul and
Seneca p,144ff.

2 Die F.ollenistischen hysterienreligionen Leipzig 1927, p.329.
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evidence of 1 Peter 2.2 on the other hand seems better founded

for such an interpretation). ..hen, however, this is applied to

Paul's argument in 1 Corinthians in support of a double standard,

it becomes somewhat difficult: a) it would seem strange that Paul,

in trying to demolish factions within the church, should himself

set up distinctions within the faith;"'" b) 2.6ff is not the higher

teaching for the mature but the contrast between God's way and the

world's - it is not until 3.Iff that Paul returns to grips directly

with the intra-church situation, having outlined as a basis the

contrast between Christianity and the world; c) Paul as an apostle

knows of no other teaching than Christ Crucified (2.2), there is

no higher wisdom than this and this is the gospel by which he
2

begat them. Nor does one find convincing arguments which say

that Paul, of course, does not give the higher wisdom because his

readers were obviously still only viTKiot •

3
So also W.L. Knox attempts to distinguish between milk and

solid food. In original fashion he argues that Paul's experience

at Athens led him to change his gospel in the sense of adapting it

better to the subtleties of Greek argument. On his first visit

to Corinth what he gave had been milk, an elementary version -

the solid food was a better adapted gospel. Although a full

critique of this position would take one too far afield, one does

not find it convincing as a solution here, and it is difficult to

1 Du Plessis Teleios p.180.

2 Contra Grundmann "Die NHIIIOI in der Par&nese" p.191, who locates
the difference between milk and solid food in the Cross as basic
teaching and 2.6ff as the higher wisdom for the mature.

3 St. Paul and the Church of the Gentiles p.lllff.
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link with the censure in the contrast between and

%vei)|iOTLXOt . Knox takes it that when the Corinthians began

to pride themselves on their gifts, Paul reminds them that what

he preached was only then very elementary. Another argument put

forward for a distinction between milk and solid food is one based

on Paul's own skill as a teacher; thus, e.g. A. Robertson remarks"''
that "the wise teacher proves himself to be such by his ability to

impart what is simple and yet gives insight into the full in¬

struction that is to follow."

However, rather than locate the contrast in diet either in

the content of Paul's teaching or in his own self for that matter,

one prefers to seek the answer primarily in the Corinthians them-
2

selves. If, as seems likely, Paul is countering an attack on

himself and his gospel, e.g. 1.17, 2.4, that he was a poor orator

and that his teaching was not up to much, then 3.1 niay be linked

to 2.Iff as part of his defence. So also 2.16b rpatc has a note

of authority about it as if Paul is making a strong counter to

something his opponents were claiming for themselves; and since

Paul's gospel and his authority as an apostle to proclaim it are

closely connected, the t)U,f£V would refer both to himself and to

those who, in obedience, follow or ought to follow him.

If his gospel seemed weak, then the fault lay with the

Corinthians themselves, who in reality were quite immature with

all their worldly wisdom - it was obvious that they had not grasped
*

the meaning of the gospel which in their eyes, as in the world's

1 First Epistle to the Corinthians A. Robertson and A. Plummer I.C.C.
Edinburgh 1911, pp.52-3.

2 See Schnackenburg 'Christian Adulthood according to Paul" p.357ff.
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eyes, was simply foolishness. Paul could not, as he might have

wished, speak to them on equal terms as it were, and it was more

perhaps his manner of teaching and speaking which he had had to

watch, but not so as to reflect a different content of teaching.

That there is no distinction as such between milk and solid

food in the content of Paul's teaching fits better the nature of

his gospel (2.1) that all he knows is Christ Crucified, and the

image of the nurse 3.2 ^TtO'Ct erawhich appears briefly suggests

that there is some criticism of his authority. So also would

this fit with the foundation (3«10) that he has laid, i.e. in the

image of the building it is not that special teaching follows on

elementary; the distinction between the apostles and the various

materials is not in this, but in the consistency between them and

the t>e|j.e\iov • It is not without significance that at 3J8 as

at 2.6 Paul again adds a section on wisdom, only here it is a

condemnation of worldly wisdom of which the Corinthians have far

too much. Paul, as an apostle, could preach only one gospel and

could lay only one foundation, which in fact was already laid

(3.11) - in both cases Christ, and more particularly Christ

Crucified.

Paul here is presumably not describing the process of building

since the readers are already described as an otxo6oM.il tut

rather, in the context of the Corinthians' misunderstanding of the

gospel preached, is referring to the kinds of teaching consistent

with his proclamation of Christ. E. Best argues"*" that the

1 One Body in Christ London 1955. p.l6lff. Contrast P. Vielhauer
Oikodome - Das Bild vom Bau Karlsruhe-Burlach 1940, 85ff, who
agrees that it is a matter of continuity in teaching, "die
Weiterbildung des Kerygmas in Lehren". Gem-eAwov Qeivat refers
to Paul's preaching, £7toixo&OM.eiv to subsequent teaching of.
Rom. 15.20 where Paul's preaching is equivalent to laying a foundation.
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foundation laid cannot be teaching about Christ but Christ himself,

and that it is not consistent to talk of the building work as

teaching but the actual building as the church. Yet, since Paul

is wrestling not with those who had forgotten what he had given to

them but with those who had misunderstood it, the foundation is

undoubtedly Christ himself but this cannot be separated from Paul's

understanding and teaching of him as the Crucified One. So it is

surely no accident that Paul uses "building up" of the worship and

the life of the community with reference to love, i.e. the true

understanding of the gospel and true participation in it means

sharing in the New Age, brought about in the death of Christ, God's

wisdom (cf. 2 Cor. 5.14ff.) For Paul the readers are God's

temple and hence worship must edify all, but the norm is Christ

with the understanding of him as the Crucified One.

Also, as we have noted, here Paul's gospel and his authority

as an apostle are closely bound up together: not only did the

Corinthians misunderstand his gospel but, as a result, his apostle-

ship as well; and so it is through imitating him that they cease

from their baby state and realise the maturity of the Spirit which

is theirs already. Paul seems to be faced with a misunderstanding

of his apostleship on a double account - from the side of those who

disparaged it along with his gospel 2.Iff (cf. 4.5), and from the

2
side of those who exalted it 1.12. It is interesting that he

rejects those who would support him at the cost of church unity,

i.e. as apostle he is always subject to the Lord and to the purpose

1 See G. Bornkamm "On the Understanding of Worship" pp.164-5.

2 We need not here go into the problem of the "Christ party"
or whether it is in fact a gloss.
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of edification of the church. Paul thus puts his apostleship in

perspective, 3.9 (cf. 1.12, 4.l).

2) Paul's authority and the vry*ioi - following on from the

above remarks we may here consider the second related question out¬

lined, that of Paul's authority, and consider it under two headings,

a) the concept of imitation end b) the traditions that Paul quotes.

If the above arguments are sound, then Paul's contention with

his readers is not over a failure to move on to a more esoteric

teaching which he might have given them, but a failure to adopt a

mature understanding of the gospel as befits those who have believed

it and received the Spirit (cf. Gal.5.25)* tohat he had handed on

to them and what they had made of it were in clear contradiction, and

the continuity in the process of handing on the gospel, in which it

is received and becomes operative in the life of the recipients, had

here broken down. Paul, for his part, resolutely maintains his

gospel of the Cross as God's wisdom and bases his own apostleship

upon it and his exhortations to understand it aright,

a) Imitation; At 4.16 Paul urges the Corinthians to imitate him,

following upon a reminder that he is their spiritual father in the
1

gospel, and with a mapoxaAo^ which recalls 1.10. To follow
2

Paul is to come to a true understanding of the gospel he has given

them, and to put an end to strife which is the consequence of their

worldly wisdom. This call for imitation belongs very much to his

1 See Dahl "Paul and the Church at Corinth" p.319.

2 D, Stanley "'Become Imitators of Me' - the Pauline Conception
of Apostolic Tradition" Biblica 40 (1957), 859-877. "In short
Paul as -ci5*oc is the representative of apostolic and evange¬
lical tradition. cwcoc is his personal kerygma as
preached and lived by him".
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(4.14), and the personal responsibility he feels for them (cf. 1

Thess. 2.11, Gal. 4.19 where his "birth pangs" are similar to

1 Cor. 4.15» as a struggling all over again for them to realise

the gospel message, Philem. 10). So also it may underlie 5*1»

if it is not dictated by the image itself, since his authority as

an apostle was under attack, although, as we have seen, his be¬

getting them through the gospel does not correspond to his feeding

them an initial milk diet from which later they would be weaned.

In view of this, it is noteworthy that Paul's theme of imitation

occurs in those letters which Paul himself had founded; it is

absent from Romans, Ephes. 4.32ff speaks rather of the imitation

of God, and Gal. 4.12 is uncertain since he addsoTl xAyo1

although he had founded the church there.

The idea of imitation seems to be fairly widespread in the

Ancient World, and is frequent in Rabbinic circles as a theme of

instruction between teacher and pupil. The idea of the imitation

of God seems to be more common in Hellenism and in Philo, and if

it occurs in Rabbinic thought is connected with obedience to the

2
Torah (cf. Matt. 5*48). Thus Gehardsson remarks "the pupil had

to absorb all the traditional wisdom with 'eyes, ears and every

member' by seeking the company of a Rabbi, by serving him )

following him and imitating him and not only listening to him".

3o Paul seems to confine imitation mainly to himself, apart from

1 See above pp.IhHISD and the reference tob.Sanh. 19b, cf. 99b.

2 B. Gerhardsson Memory and Manuscript Uppsala 1961, pp.182-3;
cf. Tradition and Transmission in Early Christianity Lund 1964.
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hphes. 4.32.1
For the Corinthians, therefore, imitating Paul becomes the

way of appropriating the power of the Cross, of understanding

God's wisdom and putting an end to their own worldliness; and

thus allowing this gospel to be reflected in their lives so they

put an end to their present childish state and find maturity in

the Spirit. Paul strengthens this by declaring the link between

his gospel and his apostleship, at which they scoffed, and its

contrast with his readers' view of themselves, 4.8ff. Paul as

an apostle exhibits a weakness and humility which are not to be

scoffed at but on the contrary truly express the gospel and allow

God's power to be at work (cf. 15.10).

V/hat Paul means by "imitation" has been a matter of dispute,

whether obedience to his authority simply or himself as a personal
2

example. The former is argued strongly by W. Kichaelis, the

3 4latter by D. Stanley and W. de Boer. Perhaps we need not decide

between the two, especially as Paul seems to leave the matter open,

5
e.g. 4.17 where personal example and instruction are combined.

In view of the rabbinic background it seems difficult to exclude

1 On 1 Thess. 1.6 cf. below.

2 'Vueonai " T.D.N.T. IV. pp.659-674.
3 "'Become Imitators'" p.859ff.

4 The Imitation of Paul: an exegetical study Kampen 1962.

5 What exactly the obovC are is difficult to know - that they
are taught seems to militate against Paul as an example, but
in view of his close link between gospel and apostleship it
seems difficult to exclude it entirely. One suspects the force
of the argument to be that Paul reminds them of their place in
the wider church. See de Boer The Imitation of Paul p.l47ffi
H.D. Betz Nachfolge und Nachahmung Jesu Christi im Keuen Testament

Tflbingen 1967, p.l55ff.
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any kind of example, but perhaps de Boer also goes too far in

saying "Paul shows himself to have been a keen observer of human

nature in calling his readers to imitate as beloved children, for

there is no atmosphere in which the child's imitation so flourishes

as that of abundant parental love".^" Nor does de Boer's "never

is there more freedom from guile, more openness and naturalness
2

than in the acts of children" do justice to the distinction

between vn7itot 3.1 and -cexvo 4.14.

Paul, in connecting a description of himself as apostle with

the gospel he has given - a description which contrasts strongly

with the Corinthians' self-importance - would seem to put himself

forward as an example. He is, however, an example in the context

of the gospel he proclaims - as God's wisdom is revealed in the

foolishness of the Cross, so God's power is effective in his weak¬

ness, so will it be for them in obedience to his gospel and in

following his example. Thus imitation stands not for a means of

progressing from an initial stage to a more mature one, but for

a means of recovering a truly Christian state so as to realise
3

with Paul what the gospel means.

This idea of shared experience, that obedience to Paul which

brings the realisation for themselves of what the gospel means,

imitation which is really participation, may also lie behind 11.1.

1 The Imitation of Paul o,78

2 The Imitation of Paul p.78

3 E. Guttegemanns Per leidende Apostel und sein Ilerr Gdttingen 1966,
notes the close connection "Die Christen sind denn (i.i^rycaC des
Apostels, wenn sie durch die apostolische Verkftndigung das Gein
£v XpiOTty appliziert bekommen and ihrerseits den hoyoc
annehmen \1 Thess. 1.6)," p.193, cf. p.l90ff.
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Here Paul acids to the imitation of himself xaOwe xAyo' Xpio-cou

which recalls the similar xai tot) xuptou of 1 Thess. 1.6.

This latter passage of 1 Thess. 1.6 is perhaps best understood as in¬

dicating that in enduring hardship bravely they discovered for

themselves the power of the gospel and shared a common experience.

This authenticated Paul's authority as well so that his word was

seen to be a word of power in which God was at work.''" This seems

preferable to taking it as a self correction lest Paul be thought
2

to be boasting or that they simply modelled themselves on Paul or
3

Jesus or the Judaean church, 2.14. So also it would seem that

1 Cor. 11.1 is similar to this - certainly the xofchvc xdyo1 Xptorou

again is no afterthought on Paul's part but serves to bring the

readers into the gospel's meaning and to bear out his authority as

apostle which derives its character also from the gospel.

Again, this passage says not simply that Paul is an example

of moral excellence, but that the true Christian life demands self-

control. No doubt the readers would, in their enthusiasm, agree that

xdvta fFeati but the gospel of the Cross requires care for

others v.24 otxohouet (cf. 3.10ff). Just as there is con¬

tinuity between Paul's understanding of his gospel and his office

v.32-33, so also there should be such conduct on their part as a

sign that they, too, have understood what they have received.

Perhaps there is some truth in I. Abrahams* statement that Paul

"was making allowance for the fact that to imitate a concrete

1 Gee H.D. Betz Kachfolge p.l43ff» Stanley "'Bicome Imitators'"
p.868.

2 Kichaelis " umeount " T.D.N.T. IV n.672.

3 he Boer The Imitation of Paul p.92ff, p.107.
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imitator was easier to follow than in the track of an idea"^" but

Faul here is not putting himself in between the readers and the

historical Jesus so to speak; behind Paul's gospel of Christ

Crucified there lies the whole concept of Jesus as the lowly
2

Righteous One whom God has exalted, a theme we have already en¬

countered in Matthew.

Thus for Paul (cf. Phil. 2.5ff) the obedient self-giving of

Jesus which lies behind the Cross becomes the normative pattern of

the Christian life as based upon the gospel of the Cross. Here,

however, discipleship is a matter not simply of obedience to Christ

as a moral example but involves a whole theological perspective on

Paul's part, depicting God's way with the world. Thus the Cross is

God's wisdom which the world cannot understand, and recent discussion

3
on Phil. 2.5ff has shown the cosmic dimension of the hymn, i.e. that

the humiliation-exaltation of Christ is not simply a moral example but

the sign of the inbreaking of the New Age and participation in it.

Thus the theme of imitation means for the readers a recall to the

foundation of the gospel of Christ Crucified on which they are estab¬

lished as God's building (2.9 Oeov ), and to participation in the

New Age. Here it would seem that the vrptioiof 1 Cor. 3.1 are quite

the opposite of Matt. 11.25 for here participation in the New Age and

the knowledge of God's wisdom are incompatible with a state of

vr)7ti 6-tr|C • One may therefore differ from the conclusion of

1 Studies in Pharisaism and the Gospels 2nd Series p.141

2 W.D. Pavies Paul and Rabbinic Judaism London 1965, p.265ff»
H. Anderson Jesus and Christian Origins Oxford 1964, p.267ff;
Guttegemanns Per leidende Auostel p.194.

3 See G. Bornkamm "On Understanding the Christ Hymn" in Early
Christian Experience London 1969, pp.112-122.
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de Boer that "the aim of the nurturing process by Paul was to

bring his children to a living and personal imitating of Christ

in their own right""'' i.e. that they must progress from immaturity

to maturity, grow up to be like their father so to speak, and
2

learn "mature imitation of Christ". In this Paul acts as a

stepping stone. If, however, vnxtoi 'CKXVO, are n0^ to be
combined as we have seen, the imitation and being in a state of

VT}7t tot r)C exist more in contrast, and imitation reflects a true

understanding of the gospel as Paul declared it. Moreover, it is

not so much to bring them to imitate Christ in their own right as

to share with Paul the full meaning of the gospel. In this,

nevertheless, there is no hint of Paul relinquishing his special

concern for his readers as a church he himself has founded. He

hints at such independence (4.8) somewhat critically, and it would

seem that the texva - Tcatrjo relationship endures.

b) Paul's use of tradition; In this we come again on rather a

3
large subject in itself and one can deal with it only as it bears

upon the child image and our understanding of Paul's gospel as

tradition. Just as his call for imitation serves to secure the

Corinthians in a right understanding of the gospel they have

received, so also Faul's citing of traditions of various kinds

1 The Imitation of Paul p.166

2 The Imitation of Paul p.166 cf. p.169

3 Apart from the ecumenical debate surveyed in the introduction,
see K. Wengst "Der Apostel und die Tradition" Z.T.K. 2 (1972),
145-62; L. Goppelt "Tradition nach Paulus" h.u P. iv (1953),
214-33; G. Eicholz "Verkiindigung und Tradition" Bv.Theol. 24
(1964), 565-86; L. Cerfaux "La Tradition selor. ^t. Paul"
Recueil L. Cerfaux II Gembloux 1954, pp.255-82.
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serves to combat false understanding of the gospel. In both,

his status as an apostle, as one called to proclaim the gospel,

is decisive (9.Iff).

This relation between his gospel and the traditions he cites

is a delicate one. Thus, at 15.Iff there is a close connection

between the language of faith and proclamation on the one hand and

that of transmitting and receiving on the other."'' If we have

been correct in linking the trouble at Corinth as a whole to their

misunderstanding of the gospel and the place of the apostle in

preaching it (3.21 cf. 1.11, 3«3)» playing down God's wisdom, i.e.

the Cross in favour of their own, then this too may lie behind

15.Iff (cf. 3«l). With many scholars we may accept the idea that

Paul is here not countering a denial of the Resurrection but a

claim that the Resurrection has already occurred and that the
2

Corinthians are already living in the New Age. Consequently, in

citing the tradition at 15.3ff Paul is not reminding them of what

they had forgotten but, in the light of the misinterpretation of

his gospel, is dealing with a misinterpretation of the tradition

as well. Such an "over enthusiasm" stems from a failure to under¬

stand God's wisdom and follows from their own sophistry (cf. 2 John

v.9 where any advance is really a departure).

As at 5.1 we may detect again a hint of Paul's defence of

himself as an apostle and the direct connection between his apostle-

ship and his gospel. At 15.9ff he seeks to show God's sufficiency

is paramount and his own natural abilities of no consequence.

1 Goppelt "Tradition nach Paulus" p.216

2 J. Schiitz "Apostolic Authority and the control of Tradition"
R.T.3. 15 (1968-9), 439-57.
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There would seem to be here more than purely historical reflection

on his own part, i.e. not only is he the last in order of succession

but somehow his being least redounds to God's grace, in contrast to

the Corinthians' pride. In this, therefore, Paul is not simply

a Rabbi despite his use of tradition language - perhaps in this

Gerhardsson goes too far.''' Paul does not derive his gospel from

the tradition (v.2ff) but uses the tradition to reinforce his

gospel. On the other hand, his gospel is not his own privately

thought-up affair but something which, for all his independence,
2

he shares with the church. This continuity in which he claims

to stand is seen at 4.7 - the readers were in the intolerable

position of owing everything to others and yet claiming independence

from it, through the very misuse of what had been given to theml

In this, therefore, we should note a certain distinction between

gospel and tradition, i.e. whatever be the exact meaning of iCvi

Xoyu- (35*2), it is not a sacrosanct formula which enshrines the

gospel as if one could preserve the truth by reciting the tradition.

Simple adherence to tradition (11.Iff) may not be enough to prevent

2
error.

The tradition of the Lord's Supper at 11.22ff may also be set

1 Memory and Manuscript p.288ff

2 15.1 ou-wc xripuow , 15.1 rwiYYeAioajj.r|v cf. 7.17, 4.17, 11.16,
14.23, 36 where Paul stresses that what he says he says to all
his churches. Gal. 1.11 is not a denial of this but his
asserting his right as an apostle called by God to proclaim the
true gospel.

2 Wengst "Der Apostel und die Tradition" "Die Pormel kann also
aach Pauius nur sprechen, wer sie in seinem Sinn versteht. So
greift er hier zwar auf Tradition zurttck, erhebt aber faktisch
in ihrem Gebrauch sein Verst&ndnis derselben zur Norm." pp.160-1.
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against the background of Paul's gospel, especially if we recall

his use of the building metaphor (3.10ff) with Christ as the

foundation in relation to his frequent use of "build up" in the

context of worship. Again, one suspects that Paul is not re¬

minding his readers of what they had forgotten but pointing out

what they themselves should know, especially if we follow Bornkamm

in finding not a lack of understanding of the Supper as a sacrament

but a crude sacramentalism."'" Paul, therefore, seeks to show that

as a sacrament it has meaning in relation to the life of the church,

so that "discerning the body" means recognition and caring for one's

neighbour in love. At 3.9 the readers are already described as

a building, based upon Christ - so also in Paul's understanding

of worship he bases this upon his gospel of Christ Crucified, the

building up of the Body in love over against knowledge which "puffs

up".

So far as the actual use of tradition is concerned, especially

the unusual dx6 'ton xupCou , attempts have been made to locate

the background a) in a Damascus Road kind of revelation (cf. Gal.

1.12), directly from the Lord himself ; or b) taking seriously the

tradition language, in Paul as a Rabbi handing on what he himself

had received - so especially Gerhardsson who does not feel the

unusual dinstead of Ttapd to be difficult; or c) taking

seriously the dxo preposition, some opt for a combination - so

4
especially Cullmann who, as we have seen, argues that the exalted

1 "Lord's Supper and Church in Paul" in Barlv Christian Experience
pp.123-160.

2 See Cullmann "The Tradition" p.60ff

3 Ilenory and Lanuscript p.320ff

4 Above p.l5ff.
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Lord is behind the on-going tradition process as it develops in

the church. Go also Cerfaux*" argues that the command "do this"

was given to the Twelve as representing the apostles, and Paul

also being a member of the group could therefore say that he had

received it from the Lord.

It would, of course, take us too far afield to discuss these

views in depth, having noted the variety of interpretations of

Paul's use of tradition in ecumenical thinking. Of the various

views, Cullmann's is appealing in that it does justice to the

present reality of Christ within the readers' life and worship.

3o at 7.10 where Paul quotes a pronouncement of the Lord, there

is also emphasis on its authority not only in terms of origin but

its present relevance. We may not, however, go as far as Cullmann

in finding the exalted Lord behind the tradition as it develops.

If, in fact, Paul is countering not a neglect of the Supper but

its misuse and is arguing on the basis of a tradition the readers

already know and accept, then the 6%o 'ton xuptOD recalls the

authority of Paul as apostle to interpret the tradition in the

light of his gospel, and that this gospel truly establishes what

the readers have received in common with the whole church. Thus,

we may say that it is not so much a matter of the Lord behind the

developing tradition as of Paul's understanding of his gospel of

Christ Crucified and of himself as an authoritative apostle who

imparts it.

Following on from this and to move away from an over-emphasis

perhaps on the Christological nature of Paul's gospel as tradition,

we may note briefly and in conclusion the theological nature of

1 "La Tradition selon Gaint Paul" necueii L. Cerlaun II 253-263*
p.260-1.



the discussion. We have already observed"'' that behind Paul's

description of the gospel as the message of the Cross there lies

a whole theological understanding of God's wisdom in relation to

the world. It informs the nature of his own task as an apostle

of God (15.10), and it is on the foundation of Christ crucified that

the Corinthians are established as God's Building, Temple (3.9,16).

3o the understanding of the gospel and its outworking in the life

of the Christian occurs in a cosmic context in terms of God's in¬

volvement with the world and the church's response to it. It

becomes a matter then supremely of the clash between the world's

wisdom and God's, and of the nature of existence in the New Age.

Paul's proclamation of the gospel and the traditions he hands on

in connection with it reflect his understanding of God's relation

to the world and counter a false -understanding on the part of his

readers.

If, then, we may summarise this study of 1 Corinthians:

a) We have seen how Paul's argument is varied and deals with a

number of subjects but at the same time has an underlying theme,

that of God's wisdom revealed in the Cross over against the false

interpretation of his readers. The various troubles with which

he deals would all seem to have at their root the Corinthians'

"enthusiasm", which acts to the detriment of both Paul's gospel

and his authority as an apostle who had declared it to them.

b) In this the child image plays an important part. The word

of the Cross is not elementary instruction which should have been

left behind, but the central theme of the gospel which the readers

1 See above p.19, 131ff.
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have never really understood. The vrj^tot represent an un-

baptised state almost, one at least incompatible with an under¬

standing of the Christian life; so also the TfXeioi represent

the Christians who are truly motivated spiritually, a devastating

criticism on Paul's part of the "enthusiasts".

c) Paul urges them to live a proper life in the gospel as they

should; he asks them to imitate himself whose apostleship reflects

his gospel, and such traditions as he quotes are also understood

in the light of his gospel as the word of the Cross. The serious¬

ness of the whole situation is seen in that Paul is wrestling not

with those who had forgotten what he had given to them but with

those who had interpreted it in their own way with the result that

a crisis had occurred in the tradition process - the "dimension of

intentionality", to use Galloway's phrase,""" had been lost.

The vrpTim in Ephesians

The use of the vfptioc image occurs at 4.14 in the context

of a hortatory vcapnxaXcr section. In attempting to understand

the meaning here, two features of the letter as a whole are of some

importance: a) the hints of baptism that would seem to be present

and the concern that the readers should live up to the new life in

which they now stand - 4.5 explicitly mentions baptism and there

is the language of "putting off", "putting on" (and perhaps, as E.

Best suggests, rlr mVcov 4.15 may also have a baptismal ring

to it.) l/hether or not 5.26 contains a baptismal reference is

1 PaitL. in a Changing Culture p.57. Gee above p.29.

2 One Body in Christ t.149.
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disputed.^ b) There is a frequent contrast made between the

readers' present Christian state and that of the world of which they

once were a part (l.l3» 2.1, 11, 4.17» 21, 5.7» 16), a world charac¬

terised by sinfulness, estrangement, lack of direction and ignorance.

To this we may further add 4.14 and the varieties of the teachings

of men. In contrast to the picture thus painted of the world and

its ways there stands the description of the church which is seen as

one of cohesion and unity, possessing insight into God's plan (3.Iff)

and in which variety is subservient to unity (4.7). The relation

between the two is seen in cosmic terms (1.10).

Here l) the principalities and powers 3.10 are separate from

the church since it is to them that the church must make known

God's wisdom - whether this is condemnation or is ultimately re-

2
conciliation (as E. Best suggests) is difficult to decide} 2) Christ

is here the cosmic Christ as in Colossians, but with the emphasis more

perhaps on Christ as Icing and head of the church. In Colossians the

emphasis is on Christ as Lord of all things and not just as inter¬

mediary in a kind of gnostic system.

Again, one finds here the contrast between immaturity and

maturity, viq^toc and avt]p -zeXfioc, , but one must ask how

they are contrasted; is it a case of growth and development from

beginners in the faith to maturity, or, as is the case with

1 Corinthians, of a contrast between two states rather than stages?

One is inclined to adopt the latter answer. Taking account of

the two features of the letter we have noted above, vrpciot is

perhaps better understood not as an incipient stage but as a

1 See J.D.G. Dunn Baptism in the Holy Spirit London 1970, p.l62ff.

2 One Body in Christ p.145-
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state characterising pre- or non-Christian existence. Thus, one

is not rendered, a vqxioc in baptism, but rather the concepts of

growth and unity in the faith are in contrast to the state of the

world. So therefore it is not a question of growing from in¬

dividualism ( vnxtot) to maturity/unity ( avrjp a

growth in unity in contrast to the disunity which is characteristic

of the world.

Here we may note several points: a) that it is not a growth

from individualism to unity simply, since unity is something which

characterises their past also in baptism (4.1, 3ff), so that

growth is also a striving to realise what they already possess.

One notes, 2.21, where the readers are already a building and yet

(v.22) are still growing; they must live a holy life now and yet

must grow into a temple. Growth is seen both from the ground up,

i.e. the building grows upon a firm foundation, and from the top

down, i.e. Christ fills the church with the fulness of God.

b) The maturity of the individual is bound up in the maturity and
p 2

unity of the whole, so vtavtec plural 4.13 grows to kv6rvr\<xa .

In 4.14, however, the plural x&vxec is in contrast to the singular

avrjp v.13 - cf. urixett (4.17) contrasting with the world

outside. Thus one cannot simply equate xdwsc. and vr}7Ctot

in interpreting the pattern of growth toward maturity. c) In

favour of so understanding vrpttcu as a designation of the state

of the world, one may compare the "rootlessness" of 4.14 with the

"grounding" of 3.18, and the variety of the teachings of men with

1 See Grundmann "Me NHiilOI in der ParSnese" p.l94ff.

2 See du Plessis Teleios p.189-
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"speaking the truth in love""'" (4.15). Such grounding and con¬

versation would then be characteristic of those who no longer are

babes but instead are united in Christ upon solid ground.

In this matter, therefore, one feels obliged to disagree with
2 #l) E. Gaugler who states that the vtttcioi are immature in the

sense that they have not yet achieved the goal, and also are

different from the world for "die Heiden sind nicht vn?tioi

(Unmtlndige) sondern tot". Yet, as we have argued, the

are not those at an early Christian stage but those in a non-

Christian state. Of course, the writer declares that growth is

necessary, the goal of the ovr)p -ceXetoC has not yet been reached.

However, in Christ the Christian is already tending toward that goal.

Accordingly, the thrust of the writer's argument would seem to be

not so much growth from an immature stage to full maturity as growth

to maturity/unity which contrasts with the world's disunity.^
^ 4

2J H. Schlier who notes that while the term denotes immaturity what

is implied is the uncertainty and weakness of an insecure faith.

One prefers, however, to contrast the plural vrptioi with the
v

singular avrjp rather than to trace the development from early

faltering steps in the Lord to full maturity. After all, unity

1 It is difficult to know whether^ v goes with AA"nOei5oV'Cer
or ctuf'noaijxev since they belong closely together. Perhaps
in view of 5.1 the latter is better, cf. 4.3 where the Spirit
is the power of growth and cohesion, so that love and growth
are integral.

2 Per Epheserbrief Auslegung neutestamentliche Schriften 6,
Zurich 1966, p.180.

3 Contrast, however, J. Armitage Robinson "we are to grow out of
our individualism into the corporate oneness of the full-grown
Man", St. Paul's Epistle to the E-phesians London 1903, p. 100.

4 An die Epheser Pttsseldorf 1965, p.203.
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characterises both origin and goal (cf. 4.4ff).

Nifatoi therefore stands over against the linked images of

the building and the body:

a) In contrast to the ignorance of the world (3.10, cf. 4.17ff)

there stands the gospel as revealed through the apostle (3.Iff),

which gospel the readers have received and believed (l.3> 4.20-21).

The church as a building is founded securely on the apostles and

prophets, and possibly this may include their teaching as well as

their persons, in view of the variant doctrines hinted at in 4.14.1
So, then, this teaching and knowledge edifies compared to the rival

persuasions of worldly men (2.20 contrast 4.14 cf.5.17)

So far as the building image is concerned, it is difficult to

know if AxpoycrvCn toc, is foundation stone or final/locking stone.

The latter (Abschlusstein) is suggested by J. Jeremias, and would

fit well with the writer's emphasis on Christ as the centre of the

3church's life. Accordingly, we should probably take the disputed

verse 1.23 to refer to Christ filling the church even as he is

filled with the fulness of God, i.e. xAT)po>(J.a as "that which is

full" rather than "that which fills''.^

1 But see E. Best One Body in Christ pp.162-3. The prophets are
most suitably understood as New Testament ones, contrast 1 Peter
1.11, and probably the apostles also are a continuing class.

2 Article " Axpoyii'vCatoc .. t.D.N.T. 1, p.791ff» n.A. Dahl
"Bibelstudie 'tiber den Epheserbrief" Kurze Auslegung des Epheser-
briefes Gdttingen 1965, 7-83, esp. p.37.

3 See E. Best One Body in Christ p,142ff.

4 See S. Hanson Unity of the Church p.l26ff; E. Best One Body in
Christ p.l39ff» J,.A.T. Robinson The Body London 1952, p.67,
distinguishes xefPcand s0 that Christ's de iure
headship becomes de facto.
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If they are built up in this fashion they must also live

according to what they have been taught (4.20 cf. 1.13) - truth

and love are hallmarks of the Christian existence and are the

opposite of being in a childish state (4.15 cf. 3.17-18). 80

the "Christ lesson" (4.20-21) which the readers have learned, the

truth which is in Jesus (reading &X■qOeta. rather than AXr)0e ta )
is in contrast to the errors of crafty men (4.14 note laTpceti v.14

and v.17). Taking this "learning Christ" in a way similar to

Col. 2.6, one understands it to mean not so much a rabbinic idea

of transmission in terms of the words and deeds of Jesus as life

in relation to the heavenly and cosmic Christ."'' 3o one ought to

note how the recalling of them to what they already know is linked

to radical change and to the putting on of the new man (v.22).

The living of this life in accord with what they already know is

the opposite of being in a state of vtjjciott]C.

Moreover, just as speaking the truth in love (4.15) is the

criterion for growth and the end of being vrpttot , so also is

this walking in love (5.l) the criterion of being true children.

As in 1 Cor., we detect a difference between cexvn and imitation,

2
and being vqxioi, . Again, we are faced with a difficulty of

-T

understanding how imitation works, whether it is example (de Boer)J

or obedience (Kichaelis). For de Boer, the readers are already

1 .v'egenast Das Verst'&ndnis der Tradition p.l30ff; Betz Nachfolae
P.157.

2 Here it is imitation of God, but one notes 5.1 such imitation
is closely linked to Christ's love.

3 The Imitation of Paul p.75ff«

4 " ULUKO^in 1" T.D.N.T. IV p.671.
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God's children so that their action flows from that fact, while

for Kichaelis the 4>c texva &Ya.xr}Tais "brought in to reinforce

the command for obedience, in which case one suspects a certain

shift of emphasis to the notion that it is by being obedient that

the readers show they are God's children, i.e. that lineage is

dependent on action rather than constitutive of it. One prefers

the view of Michaelis, certainly the xaOtoc of 4.32 and 5.2 are

not only exemplary but provide reasons. One wonders, however, if

it is not the case that whether by example or obedience one is

oneself ^ycxtttoc in the act of walking £v Aydxri snd. that

love (5.2) and forgiveness (4.32) become real at the point of

personal enactment.

b) Over against the plurality and uncertainty of the v17x101

state is the growth and cohesion of the body, all xavtec (4.13)

growing to the avrjp TeXeiop . One cannot separate building

image from body image - the two seem to coalesce in the writer's

mind (e.g. 4.12 otxo6o|i.r)v 'trou ooVcttod f 2.25 where words used

of the body are applied to the building, cf. 3.17). The dvr)p

'CeAeioc is the goal of growth and the opposite of vrjxiot .

So E. Best remarks that "excessive individualism is a sign of

childishness; unity is a sign of perfection".1 The church, of

course, has not yet attained in Christ to perfection, it must grow

to that. Yet its orientation to that end and goal in Christ marks

it off from the individualism and disunity which are characteristic

of the world.

The ohurch (4.15) grows into Christ, but perhaps one should

1 -One Body in Christ p.148
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see this in terms of intimate unity rather than complete identi¬

fication; thus the head-body metaphor symbolises the unity and

communion which exist between Christ and the church, which unity

"comes from the Head who contributes the love to the Body".'*' H.
2

Schlier seems to go too far in so stressing the gnostic background

that the &vr)p is Christ who guides believers to unity with

himself in the Celestial Man; taking to TcaVca with church so

that aftPnot'iiPv is transitive "cause all things (the church) to

grow ". Yet rather than to TcdvTa being the church, it

would seem (l.23 cf. 3.10) that the church must proclaim God's

salvation to all things that all may be summed up in Christ (l.lO).

To sum up, we have found the child image and its use in

Ephesians to be similar to that of 1 Corinthians. It denotes not

so much an incipient stage beyond which the readers must progress

in the faith, as a state characteristic of those who are easily

swayed by various teachings and incompatible with a firm grasp of

Christian principles on the part of the baptised Christian. So,

over against such varieties of teaching, the church's teaching

provides cohesion and growth, expressed in the images of the Body

and the Building.

1 One Body in Christ p.147

2 Christus und die Kirche im Epheserbriefe Nendeln Liechtenstein
1966

3 See the discussion by E. Best One Body in Christ p.l45ff•
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3.

In the letter to the Hebrews the writer is also very much

concerned with tradition in the sense of the readers* grasp of

the gospel, or rather the danger of losing their grasp (2.1,

13.7)-"'' The trouble may in part have been due to other teachings

(l3.9, similar to Ephes. 4.14). Against this background the

so-called "pedagogical argument" of 5.11ff forms an important part.

The readers apparently were Christians of long standing with a

good deal of work and witness to their credit, but who were now

in danger of drifting away. There is therefore a continuity

between hearing the gospel then and the obligation to respond to

present exhortation, having heard and responded initially, ,cf. 6.4,

10.32, and we may note the writer's stress on "today" (3.12ff) and

on "hearing the word" over against the faithlessness of Israel

(4.2, 12.25).

In what follows it is hoped to show that the argument of 5»llff

deals not so much with a failure to attain to maturity as a danger

of returning to "square one", as if their present Christian state

had almost never been. While his argument is similar to Paul's,

the writer seems to go further in making use of mainly Stoic ideas,

especially defining milk as basic catechesis, but one suggests that

his concern is not so much with that but with the danger that the

1 He is also concerned with the power of the gospel to call
people out from former ways and traditions, 13.13. What
exactly this camp is is difficult to say, perhaps Judaism.
See F. Filson Yesterday London 1967, p.60ff.
At any rate the author is concerned with the readers' loyalty
to Christ who is constantly present, 13.8, over against
weariness and a temptation to let go and lapse back into that
from which they came.
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readers might actually be in need of it, i.e. are in danger of

having to begin all over again. In this, if we allow for the

different circumstances in each, vrixiOC retains, therefore,

something of the sting it has in Paul.

Many commentators argue that vrjxtor is here a (retarded)

stage of the Christian life. Thus, e.g. C. Spicq states "C'est

dire que les E^breux qui en sort restes a la connaissance du

simple catechisme n'ont pas fait les progres normaux vers la

perfection T.H. Robinson remarks that the readers are

"like a child who has never learned to use its limbs and to develop
2

its latent powers;" one must be born again and become as a

little child, but there is something quite wrong in remaining

3
as an infant. In this he follows a similar line to those who

trace a connection between the vrpttot of the gospels and the

epistles, and also seems to combine the child image- with language

of regeneration. Thus generally from this line of argument we

may say that there is basically nothing wrong in being a vifatoc ;

it represents an early stage of Christian growth. The censure

is at the point of failure to progress and get beyond to maturity.

This point of view is open to several criticisms:

l) It does not fit very well with the fact that the danger con¬

fronted is not that of stunted growth but of apostasy and falling

away. The idea of a child growing and being checked in growth is

1 C. Spicq L'Epitre Paris 1952 aux H^breux: also "La Perfection
Chrltienne d'aprfes l'Epitre aux E^breux" Memorial J. Chaine
Lyons 1950, pp.337-552. cf. H. Williamson Philo and the Epistle
to the Hebrews Leiden 1970, p.277ff.

2 The Epistle to the Hebrews p.66 Moffat N.T. Commentary London 1933-

3 The Epistle to the Hebrews p.67.
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difficult to reconcile with a community which is on the point of

regression. H.W. hontefiore?" in noticing the fact that the

writer does not indeed go back to teaching the rudiments as he has

threatened to do, rightly rejects such explanations as that there

is a pause in composition, or that the author had been exaggerating.

The explanation lies rather in the fact that "failure to progress

brings danger of collapse, 'qui cessat esse melior cessat esse

bonus'." So also Grundmann remarks "Dieses Abgestumpftsein l&sst
2

sie zurttcksinken auf den Sustand der vttjciol ." In this way

the idea of the writer's going ahead to break new ground is to be

reconciled with the readers' slipping back in the faith. One

may ask, however, whether such a scheme is likely to succeed, and

whether in fact an appeal to the imagination in that respect would

succeed for those who had apparently lost out on that point and who

werevoit»pol--ta tc <5xoai<; (5.1l).

2) Babes as a description of an early Christian stage and as a

stage of (moral) inexperience 5.13 is strange when put alongside

6.4 where the baptised Christian is enlightened and has partaken

of the Holy Spirit. The same would be true at 10.26 where the

knowledge of the truth is contrasted with sinfulness. Moreover,

if the readers are still only vnxtoi "the idea that they are

lacking in experience becomes difficult if one recalls that they

have apparently been practising Christians for some time. Surely

moral discernment (if that is the correct meaning ofAoyoi) 6 txaioouvriC

5.13) is or ought to be a possibility for all Christians, even

1 The Epistle to the Hebrews Black's N.T. Commentaries London

1964, p.104.

2 "Die TffllllOI in ger Pardnese" p.192.
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though one is required to exercise one's critical faculties (5.14b).

3) The statement of the writer that there can be no second

chance, the way in which he seems to stress the seriousness of

what they possess as Christians (6.4ff) accords better with a

possible return to paganism than with a failure to progress.

In view of this, KSsemann rightly notes that the contrast

lies between the enlightened and the ignorant, and that what we

have to do with is the opposition between "heavenly" insight and

"earthly" ignorance. He therefore disagrees with the attempt of
2 * *

0. Michel to locate the contrast between vryxtot and TeXetoi

in Old Testament and Rabbinic thought, in the relationship between

pupil and teacher so that it is a question of growth to maturity

through learning. Michel understands perfection to mean being in

a right relationship with God, similar to such other concepts as,

e.g. t Oixciioc as in Gen. 6.9, Deut. 18.3. He

quotes 1 Chron. 25»8 LXX where the "perfect one" is described as

3
he who has learned and can teach. Similarly, therefore, at

Heb. 5.11» the mature are teachers over against the ignorant}

those who have passed through the stage of immaturity ( vnx to t)
4

and are able to teach. Michel accordingly makes much of the con¬

cept of luavoavetv - just as Jesus was o uoOo'v , so also must

the readers persevere, " uavOrfve 1 v ist der Weg zum trAetouaOot

1 Das wandernde Gottesvolk GOttingen 1957, p.84-

2 Der Brief an die HebrHer Gflttingen 1949, pp.139-40; "Die Lehre
von der christlichen Vollkommenheit nach der Anschauung des
Ilebr&erbriefes" T.S.K. 106 (N.F.I 1934-5), 333-355.

3 "Die Lehre" pp.338-9-

4 An die Hebrfier p.140, "Die Lehre" pp.346-7.
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He consequently states that "wir haben nicht zwei verschiedene

Gemeindegruppen vor uns, sondern verschiedene Stadien auf dem

Lebensweg des Christen"."'"
KSsemann, however, points out that Michel's idea of "learning"

as the progression to maturity and of Jesus having learned as long

as he lived do not agree very well with the idea that apparently

the readers should long ago have been past being in need of in¬

struction. Moreover, beingfttSdcrxakoi(5.12) does not refer to

a special group of teachers but probably belongs to a device found

in Stoic circles that one should realise and make full use of what

one already knows. Thus, e.g., "what sort of a teacher, then, do

you still wait for, that you should put off reforming yourself

until he arrives? You are no longer a lad t odx t, ov^ » but

already a full-grown man (dvr)p t}6r) Te'Xeioc)"« It is in this

sense also that we may best understand Hebrews 5.11ff - the readers

ought to realise what they already know and all that it has brought

them (6.4ff). In this sense they are mature or ought to be, but

have not, of course, yet reached the goal as if they had nothing

more to do (cf. the mature man in Paul as one who, in the Spirit,

is orientated to the TeXoc). This again is like the Stoic,

e.g. "the fitting thing for you to do is to live as a mature man

3
who is making progress".

1 "Die Lehre" p.349.

2 Epictetus Enchiridion 51.1 transl. W.A. Oldfather, Loeb Classical
Library 11, London 1928.

5 Enchiridion 51.2. We need not here go into the background of
this section; Kasemann Gottesvolk p.85 interprets it from a
gnostic point of view, but in view of the affinities with Stoic
thought we may follow this line rather than a fully developed
gnostic one. See above p.63 and p.112.
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The writer's use of Stoic themes in his argument is strong

and has been well documented. Thus A. Nairne remarks that the

"four verses (5.11-14) are more than usually tinged with the

literary flavour of the period".^ Spicq goes further and attempts

to show that the writer has actually borrowed a definite form of

argument from an actual Alexandrine, Philonic source, but in this
2

he is criticised at length by R. Williamson who urges caution on

the matter. Rather, he concludes, Hebrews and Philo moved in

similar backgrounds and it would be hazardous to attempt to find

direct literary dependency.

H.P. Owen has gone further in another direction with regard

to a Stoic background in detecting in our passage the use of a

3
developed philosophical xo.tSeia . He argues that there are

present three stages: vector followed by-tjFXeioe; (based on

moral behaviour,\oyoc; otxatoouvrjc" being understood as "principle

of morality"), followed again by a third stage when solid food may

be taken. In Stoic thought this last would be oo<pta or mxrcnptov

which for the writer is the doctrine of Christ as High Priest.

That the writer proceeds directly to the third stage (6.l) is best

explained a) by the fact that with apostasy near and with time

running out, the only cure was to go forward with "an appeal to

the imagination", and b) by the fact that OepieAtoris but dull

catachetics and to go back over that would only make matters worse.

1 The Epistle to the Hebrews p.65 Cambridge Greek Testament,
Cambridge 1917. See J. Moffat The Epistle to the Hebrews
I.C.C. Edinburgh 1924, p.69ff.

2 Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews p.277ff.

3 "The Stages of Ascent in Hebrews 5.11-6.3" N.T.S. 3 (1956-7)
243-253.
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In this, however, one feels that Owen has perhaps been too

ingenious and. has read too much into the passage. For the

writer vrj7Ctor andtf'Xe tocexist in contrast (as they do in much

Stoic thought also) rather than in terms of continuity, at least

in the sense that the writer laments the readers' lack of maturity.

If in fact he does criticise them for being in danger of going

right back to the very start, then the reason why he does continue

at 6.1 lies in the knowledge that the readers are not that bad.

If then we may paraphrase what we have understood to be the

force of the writer's argument, it would be that the readers who

are slothful and in danger of apostasy (2.1, 3> 5.11, 6.12) are

really in danger of going right back to the beginning, of being

in the awful position of never having been evangelised. This

for him is no exaggeration but serves to bring out the very real

danger in which they stood. We should notice that the reference

to milk (5.13) precedes babes, i.e. the author seems to build up

his criticism - they are in need of being taught all over again,

they need milk and those who need milk are babes, babes ignorant

of good and ill. For the Stoic, vrfKinc represents instability,

lack of rational balance1 (cf. Is. 7.16, Deut. 1.39). For the

writer, the readers are not so much unstable because they have

restricted themselves to the theological alphabet, so to speak,

but because the need to teach that alphabet shows that they are

2
in the unhappy position almost of never having been taught, i.e.

v.l3b adds to v.13a. Thus the readers are like those who never

1 See Spicq aux hebreux 1 p.55; Williamson Philo and the Epistle
to the Hebrews p.295.

2 Contrast Williamson Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews p.295.
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heard the gospel, and what a judgment, therefore, that is on those

who have tasted the gift of the Spirit and have been enlightened 1

In this regard, we may note the following points:

a) The writer apparently goes further than haul in describing the

milk diet as basic catechesis summarised at C.l, but perhaps we

should be careful about reading too much into the distinction between

this and solid food, even though the basic instruction seems to con¬

tain little Christological content as ouch. Lichel, for instance,

describes the catechesis as "' nfangsverldindigung"^" over against

deeper teaching found in Chapters 7-10. Cne feel: , however, that

th_ writer is concerned not so much with detailing this initial diet,

but that the readers seem to require it, and, in this waj, the dis¬

tinction in diet itself forms part of his argument that his readers

should be mature. In this case the o-repFa tpocpr) is not an eso¬

teric teaching reserved for those who are more advanced intellectually,

but reflects the failure of the readers to understand what they

already possess. Go Owen remarks aptly enough: "the author's

message is onnFpurjvFivtoc (v.ll) not because it is intrinsically

remote (as is the crepea -cpocp rj of Ihilo and Paul) but because
2

the community is dull of hearing". Go, also, B. Rigaux remarks

"dans 1'entendement et la parole des parfaits, il n*y a pas

uniquement une science depassant celle des fondements". But one

need not agree that this separates Paul from Hebrews - although

Hebrews perhaps owes more to Gtoicism, both in their hortatory

1 an die Hebrfler p.6?.

2 "Stages of Ascent" p.251.

3 "Revelation des Myst^res" p.258.
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purpose make essentially the same point; for Paul it is "become

in the Spirit what you already are", for Hebrews, "recover what

you are in danger of losing".

We may perhaps, therefore, leave open the question whether the

ototxei-ai (5.12) are a kind of derogatory ABC,"1" "an arbitrary

selection" dealing more with "dogmatic precision than with spiritual
2 *

reality", or whether, as 8e(i,eXtov (6.l) suggests, there is a

continuity between this and the understanding the writer expects

of his readers (cf. 3.6 oi'xoc )• The writer seems rather to use

such an argument as this, including the distinction in diet, as part

of his exhortation, 13.22 Aoyou 't'qc xapaxVncewc i*e« he

is not so much interested in defining different levels of tradition

relevant to different stages of growth, as in urging his readers

to hold on to what they have (2.7, 3*14) while pointing out the

danger they were in, namely of wiping out all their hard won gains

(10.32) and having to go back to the very start, as if it had

never been. That the writer therefore proceeds at 6.1 is not

because re-doing the foundation would only make matters worse and

time was short, as indeed it may have been (Owen), nor is it ex¬

aggeration simply because the danger was real enough, nor because

failure to progress meant only to regress (hoffat and hontefiore).

Rather it was because the writer knew that tilings had not reached

1 This seems preferable to the view of J.C. Adams "Exegesis of
Heb. 6.Iff" N.T.3. 13 (1966-7), 378-85, that it represents "what
Christ himself taught" (p.3Sl) with the understanding that what
was wrong with the readers was that "their faith is in what he
said, not what he did" (p.384), the need for accepting not only
his message but also his person and work.

2 Owen "Stages of Ascent" p.248.
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that point (6.9) and. that they had not committed apostasy. They

still ought to be mature and he proposes to treat them as such.

b) We may, with du Plessis,1 take 6.1 £%t fr}v teXe lOTryra cpepo'urUa

not as "let us press on to what is mature", a movement from elemen¬

tary to full understanding which does not wholly agree with the

readers' falling away, but as "let us devote ourselves to mature

matters" 3ince this is what, as Christians, we purport to be (cf. 2.1).

Thus, as parallel to 6.1a Acpevxrc tov 'trie dpx.'H*' 'to") Xptotou

Xoy^v the -teXe l <yxr\'xa denotes not so much perfection as the end

process of ripening, but mature matters, subject matter appropriate

to the mature; du Plessis maintains that "the primary property of

'teleios' here is the 'maturity of apperception' in pedagogical or
2

tutorial respect".

c) The crceped tpocpn we may link to Anyou 6 txo ioot3vt)C in

the contrast between vrptioi and trAeiot, . The writer here seems

very much at home in the ideas of his day, e.g. his use of d^eipoc ,

efic and of the adult mature person as one who exercises his reason

and critical faculties. One may perhaps even detect a hint of

criticism in this mention of experience (cf. 5.12 6ia tov xD^vov )

over against the readers* long standing as Christians.

How exactly we should understand Xnyov 6txatoot)VT|C is not

clear. Hiring suggests "theology" and others something like the

4
doctrine of justification by faith. This latter seems out

1 Teleios pp.208-9.

2 Teleios p.208.

3 The Epistle to the Hebrews London 1970, p.42.

4 See Spicq aux Hdbreux, p.144-
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of place especially where the writer is making use of Greek

ethical ideas. On the other hand, many argue for a wholly

ethical emphasis (e.g. Owen "moral standard",^ with XoyX as

standard or norm). But this is not entirely satisfactory since
2

apostasy would seem to involve more than moral danger. Williamson

links it with an understanding of Christ; in effect with good and

bad Christological interpretation of the Old Testament, which he

also admits would have moral and ethical results.

Some help may perhaps be obtained if we compare 12.11 where

also one finds a similar YPT'WM.vaoM.e vonc; and o ixa ioouvt)<" ,

here in a context of a call to the readers to understand their

troubles in a theological perspective (v.9)» a call which serves

to reinforce what they already possess and should truly realise

(v.12-13). Something of this may lie behind 5.14 where the

mature man is one who is in control of the situation and can

accurately discriminate between good and evil, who can choose the

right path (cf. Test. Asher 1.5» 6.3). The emphasis here is

perhaps on experience and the close relation between living one's

life and using critically one's powers of discernment. Con¬

sequently, such a man will accept adversity and even find it useful

in the pursuit of an upright life (l2.1l). That God disciplines

those he loves, that suffering can be understood positively as a

sign of God's favour is an idea found both in Jewish and Greek

thought (cf. Prov. 3.11 quoted by the writer, 13.24. Ecclus. 22.3»

Job 5.17; in Philo De Praemiis 163 and in Seneca De Prov. iv.7).

1 "'Stages of Ascent*" p.245

2 Philo and the Epistle to the Hebrews pp.289-90
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In this way the mature person, and the Christian as a man of faith,

in the pursuit of a righteous life, combines both ethical and

theological reflection. In this way also, endurance becomes

possible and emulation of men of past ages is very meaningful,

(6.12, Chap.11).

This, however, leaves unsaid the great theme of the writer,

for he does not advocate a kind of Stoic endurance for its own

sake but is concerned with his readers' faithfulness to their

calling and to the purposes of God. This theological concern

is given expression in his theme of Christ as High Priest and

Christ as , who as Mediator is qualified by his having

been obedient and known weakness and suffering. This description

of Jesus as the lowly righteous one whom God has exalted is one

we have already encountered in the Gospels and Paul, and is one

which is especially emphasised by the writer. He especially com¬

bines deepest humiliation with highest majesty - Jesus as the one

who is pre-existent (l0.5ff) and who sustains creation (l.3)»

Jesus as the one who knew human weakness and suffering and death.

Although much emphasis falls on Christ's heavenly intercession,

he intercedes as one who has known mankind, one who can truly

sympathise (2.10, 18, 4.14). Thus, as Leader and Pioneer, as

one who has himself endured, he can guard and help those who also

must endure. In this (cf. 12.2, 13.13) the writer comes near to

an idea of imitation, but for him Jesus is not just an example but

the ground and cause of hope and salvation - it is on him that

faith depends. It is only because his course is complete that

endurance on the part of the readers will bear fruit. The knowledge
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of this, as mature Christians, should bring them consolation and

encouragement and help them to live a good life amid difficulties.

We may add another small point to this theme of the exalted

Christ who has himself shared their sufferings which serves as

an exhortation to hold on to what they have received and not to

slip back into former ways, even at the cost of hardship (13.13).

At 10.32 the writer recalls their past faithfulness to their

Christian calling, so that the witness of past experience con¬

firmed the gospel testimony.Cheefful acceptance of hardship,

then, may also have something to say to the endurance of hardship

now. And incidentally if we have been correct in linking 5.14

with 12.11, then such an understanding of affairs at 10.32 could

scarcely be made by vnxiot t but is rather the mark of maturity.
The writer is very conscious of the present, of "the existential

power" of the gospel (the army of the faithful of all ages is

even regarded as incomplete without them (ll.40)), with a stress

on now and today; but significantly this does not obliterate

previous responses but rather the obligation of having accepted

the gospel then increases the urgency of hearing it again. Thus,

within the tradition handed on is included the readers' past ex¬

perience as part of it, and the recall to what they should know

is the recall to rediscover it anew in themselves. In this we

should note, too, how the details of Jesus' humanity so much em¬

phasised by the writer belong integrally to the exalted Christ, so

that they are almost continued and rendered ever present in the

abiding Christ, i.e. the one who is "the same yesterday, today and

1 See above p.21
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so that that weakness and humiliation belong in all their relevance

to the gospel in its claim upon the readers in the present.

In sxim, then, we note that in Hebrews vfptiot stands not so

much for "Christian beginners", those newly baptised whose only

fault is a failure to progress to a mature understanding, but as

a description of those who fail altogether to understand what has

been given to them, who lack the reasoned maturity which should

become the true Christian."'' In this the writer is in some 'ways

similar to Paul although making more use perhaps of Stoic cate¬

gories of thought. For both Paul and the author of Hebrews, the

meaning of their readers' baptism and hence their very existence

in the Christian life is called in question, but from different

perspectives. This is perhaps most clear from the imagery of the

wanderings of Israel in the desert (l Cor. 10.Iff and Heb, 3«10);

for Paul it is a warning to live a godly life in the Spirit such

as i§ given to them at baptism, for Hebrews it is a warning against

lack of faith in Cod. Unlike Paul, Hebrews does not connect the

example of Israel with the sacraments, but considers baptism from

the wider perspective of faith and perseverance and the implications

of apostasy. It is not, of course, that the mature man is already

perfect (12.2) but it is the mark of the mature man that he should

understand what he has received and resolutely persevere. Con¬

sequently the writer does not elaborate upon a double standard

within the faith, the distinction in diet serving his main argument

of encouraging the readers to maintain their faith. He couches

1 Contrast Kichel "Die Lehre" pp.346-7*
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such encouragement in a picture of Jesus as High Priest associated

with the theme of the suffering Righteous One of God whom God has

exalted.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Having considered the use of the child image at other central

points in the New Testament, in order to ascertain more clearly

its use in 1 Peter, we may now return to 1 Peter and to the image

of the child at 2.Iff.

In explanation of the phrase <V< Apt i, ye vvr)Ta Bpecpr] »

reference is often made1 to a very similar phrase amongst the Rabbis
2

that a proselyte is "as a newly born child". The parallel would

seem to be strengthened in view of the hints of baptism in the letter

generally, especially 3.21, the language of regeneration in the

Oection 1.3 - 2.10, the unusual ppe<pr| - literally "embryos", and

the apparent similarity to 1 Cor. 3»1 and Ileb. 5.12ff, all pointing

reasonably to the readers as newly baptised Christians. It is

also appealing in that something of the way in which the Rabbis

understood the phrase may be found to be present in 1 i-ater - thus

a) the comparison of the proselyte with a newly born child meant
3

that he had no past, his previous life was as if it had never been,

and in 1 Peter the writer frequently exhorts the readers to have

done with their former life, contrasting it with their new life in

the gospel;

b) the comparison meant also that the proselyte was without sin.

1 doe F.L. Gavin The Jewish Antecedents to the Christian sacraments
London 1928, p.51; E. SjOberg "Wiedergeburt und NeuschGpfung im
palastinischen Judentum" dtud. Theol. 3-4 (1949-50), 44-85;
Strack-Billerbeck Kommentar zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und
Lidrasch ii p.420ff; W» van Unnik "Christianity according to
1 Peter" p.81; D. Daube The New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism
p.l03ff. —- —

2 Yeb. 22a, 48b, 62a (cf. Bek. 47b)

3 djdberg "l.iedergeburt" p.48.
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E. Sjdberg indeed argues"'" that this was not the point of the
2

comparison. He disagrees with Strack-Billerbeck's statement

"Worin die Gleichheit mit dem Kinde besteht, muss Zusammenhang

ergeben, meist liegt sie in der Freiheit von Stlnde und Schuld",

on the grounds that one cannot make Rabbinic understandings of

childhood and sinlessness normative for the particular comparison

of a proselyte to a newly born child here.

Yet it does seem difficult to exclude this latter understanding

altogether. After all, something of this other general idea is

bound to have entered into the particular comparison here, and

also included in the wiping out of the proselyte's past is the

forgiveness of all his sins. To be fair to the Rabbinic mind here,

one cannot separate the legal status of the proselyte from its

moral and religious implications, even though the comparison of

the proselyte with a newly born child features so often in legal

issues. So also the writer of 1 Peter frequently exhorts his

readers to lead a life without sin and free of wrongdoing, cf. 2.1

Axo0£|ievoi in relation to being <5pTlYevvr)ta PpecpT).

Despite this, however, there are difficulties in accepting

the suitability of this Rabbinic idea here, even though it is

remarkably similar. The point is that the Rabbinic comparison

is just that - a comparison; the proselyte is always likened to

a newly born child, but never is it said that he actually is. one

1 SjfJberg "wiedergeburt" p.46.

2 ii. pp.422-3; see C.G. i.ontefiore and H. Loewe ft Rabbinic
Anthology pp.301-2; cf. Ilermes Sim, ix, 29.3 " ('r VT!7C,'n
Pppcpr] rtocv, r>Xc. of>6e|i.ta xaxta <*vapafvet bCi tr)v
xap&iav, 3Ce aiSo T.F. Torrance "Proselyte Baptism" N.T.5. 1
(1954-55), 150-154, esp. p.152.
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or has been"newly born". Thus BjOberg correctly remarks'*" that
"der Proselyt gleicht einern Heugeborenen. Es wird nicht gesagt,

dass er neugeboren ist". But this is exactly what one finds at

1 Pet. 2.2, that the Ppccpr) are newly begotten, and therefore the

comparison involved in is not that of the Rabbinic phrase.

Further to this, the idea of divine begetting which lies behind

dpttYCvvr]Ta (cf. 1.3, 23) is something avoided by normative

Judaism, which prefers to express God's activity in terms of re¬

creation. Even Philo apparently seems to avoid saying that the
2

Israelites were begotten by God. To this extent Paul also follows

this tendency, expressing God's act in Christ not as rebirth but as

re-creation; and incidentally since he avoids the idea of re¬

generation, one finds another reason for rejecting the idea that at

1 Cor. 3.1 the vrymioi are newly begotten at baptism. It is signifi¬

cant also that at John 3.4 Kicodemus, as an orthodox teacher, has

difficulty just at the point of "being born anew". Furthermore, if as

we have seen in the introductory chapter on 1 Peter, the baptismal

1 "Wiedergeburt" p.45, cf. ,<indisch Die Katholischen Briefe
P.59.

2 Ps. 2.7 in the Targum becomes "and innocent as though I had
this day created thee", cf. also Tanchuma to Exodus 4.12
"I made thee a new creation as a woman conceives and brings
forth" (cf. Gospel of Thomas log. 10: "(My) true (Mother)
she gave me the Life".) Qumran 1 QSa 2.11 perhaps talks
of God begetting the Messiah (cf. Ps. 2.7), T'i?' ,

but this reading is disputed and one may read:
dee F.il. Cross The Ancient Library of 3.umran London 1958
p.64, "Qumran Cave 1" J.B.L. (1956). 121-125. esp. p.124.
oee Btlchsel " YRVvaf!> <> T.D.II.T. 1, 668-9, also R. Brown
at. John's Gospel p.lySff and C.K. Barrett The Gospel
according to dt. John London 1965 pp.171-2 generally. On
the question whether "begetting" and "creating" belong to
different circles see F.C. Burkitt Christian Beginnings
London 1924, p.109.
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context of the letter should not be over-stressed, then the com¬

parison between 2.2 and the Rabbinic phrase becomes that much more

remote. So also xpooepxonevoi (v.4 cf. 3*18 -jcpocaydyTi )
need not mean "proselyte" or suggest the np of the Qumran recruit,

but may simply be an echo of Ps. 34 from v.3.

If a Jewish proselyte context is not suitable, will a

Hellenistic initiation one fit any better? The idea of divine

regeneration and particularly the unusual Avayevvav. d pt tyevvTytoc
1

may point in this direction. Perdelwitz, as we have seen, puts

the letter as a whole against the background of the Mystery Cults,

and the passage most cited for 2.2 is from Sallust's 'De Deis iv

" kxi toutoic yaXaxToc -cpocp-h ("creep Avayevva?M.evwv".

No doubt the readers living in Asia Minor would be familiar with ideas

of the Mysteries, and the use of ydXa here, in contrast to that of

Paul and Hebrews, suggests something pure and spiritual, a kind of

divine drink affording growth. Thus a cup of milk, or honey and

milk mixed together, was given to the initiate and one may find an

echo of that here (cf. Ep. Barnabas 6).

There are, however, objections to this approach also. The

use of milk itself need not require a context such as this since it
3

seems to have been widely used as an image in the Ancient World.

In Judaism, in fact, it was used as a description of the Torah and
4

learning. Nor is it in any case a divine drug here which

leeSee R. Reitzenstein Die Hellenistischen Kysterienreligionen p.262.

2 See K. Schelkle Die Petrusbriefe p.54ff•

3 See above p.119; in the later church Clement of Alexandria
discusses at length the idea of God's Word as milk on which the
Christian babe is nourished - "to the babes who seek for the Word,
the breasts of the Father's kindness supply the milk" Paedagogus
1 c.8.

4 See below pp.175-6.
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guarantees salvation in the sense of removing its recipients from

their present responsibility in the world. It is difficult, as

Perdelwitz' attempt shows, to interpret the letter consistently as

a polemic against the Mysteries, and such an approach can hardly

do justice to the theme of the readers as God's people Israel and

the strong eschatological emphasis in the letter. Nor may we

press overmuch, as we have argued, the writer's use of vw and <5ptt
which may belong to the early church's paraenesis rather than

point to a specifically baptismal context.Moreover, the idea

of rebirth mentioned at 1,5, 1.23 and 2.2 need not contain a

reference to baptism itself (cf. Titus 3«5 where indeed the two

are specifically connected, but contrast James 1.16 and 1 John 3.9

(cf. 2.28-9, 4.7, 5.1, 4, 18) where they are not} also at John 3.5

Bultmann and others have argued^ that uOatoc: xa C ps an

sertion). One notes in Jas. 1.18, John 1.13 and 1 John 5.1, 4

that rebirth is linked rather to the gospel and faith in Christ.

Thus there would seem to be a certain fluidity in the use of re-

3
birth imagery, and baptism is not necessarily implied or prominent.

In 1 Peter rebirth is based at 1.3 on Christ's Resurrection,

and at 1.23 on the living and enduring word, taking the adjectives

with Xovoc rather than with (note in both cases Std as

preposition). At 2.2 it is connected with partaking of the divine

milk, since their origin and goal and the means of growth are all

1 See P. Tachau 'Kinst' und 'Jetzt' im IJeuen Testament Gflttingen
1972 p.l6ff.

2 See R. Brown St. John's Gospel p,141ff.

3 See M, Chevallier "1 Pierre 1.1 a 2.10: Structure Litteraire et
Consequences Exdgetiques" R.I1.P.R. 1971 No. 2, 129-42, esp. p.l39ff.
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the same. While, therefore, we may not rule out baptism altogether

in 1 Peter - the reference at 3.21 would be strange if it did not

feature generally in the writer's thought in some way - nevertheless

we may say that an understanding of the gospel and of Christ himself,

of the necessity of obedience and faith, are uppermost in his mind

as a description of the baptismal life of the Christian, rather than

baptism as such."'' This would seem to be borne out by l.lOff, 1.22ff,

2.8, 3.1, 4.17s 5.12 which all deal in one way or another with the

gospel and what they have received. Even 3.18ff and the explicit

mention of baptism are, as we shall see, most suitably understood

against this background of the writer's understanding of the gospel

and of the readers' faith in it and obedience to it. Thus, we may

say that at 2.Iff the image of the child points not so much to an

explicitly baptismal context as to a particular understanding of the

gospel, which for the writer forms the central element of the bap-

2
tised life of the Christian. Consequently those themes of the

letter which seemed so close to the Jewish understanding of the

proselyte as if he were a new-born child - the exhortations to have

done with former ways and to live a sinless life - are based not so

much on baptism itself as on an understanding of the gospel and its

implications for the readers' life.

1 Bdchsel's criticism that ".^indisch's statement that 'according to
the whole context baptism is to be assumed already as the
background' is not only unsupported but incorrect" seems
therefore a little harsh; "yfvvouo " T.D.h .T. 1 p.674-

2 Thus one notes how the imperative of the quotation Yfuoo,o6e
has been changed to F t tyevoaobe i.e. tasting is not the
result of the new birth so much as part of all that regeneration
means, and forms the basis for the imperative.
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In asking what this understanding of the gospel is for the

writer and what its implications are for the readers, we approach

again the question of the gospel as tradition. We have already-

noted that in the process of handing on the gospel there is always

an element of interpretation and adaptation at work, and judging from

the variety of Christologies in the New Testament, it is not simply

the case that Christ as the content of the gospel is handed on from

one to another hut there is constant change and reinterpretation in

the process. Accordingly, as we have discovered through the image

of the child, it becomes a matter not simply of receiving the gospel

but of how it is understood and assimilated, with the possibility

(as we have seen in 1 Cor. and Hebrews) of failure to understand it

properly and carry through its implications for the Christian life.

There is always an element of risk in the tradition and the

traditionary process.

ue may note something of this also at 1 Peter 2.2. The

writer apparently (l,12) had not himself evangelised the readers,^"
but on the other hand the gospel they had received was itself the

cause of the difficulties which now faced them - the hostility and

non-acceptance of the gospel (2.8) in effect began with the first

preaching of it. The writer for his part seeks to answer the

problems by showing how the gospel may deal with the difficulty it

itself has brought. Ee reinterprets it to show its relevance for

1 Contra Grundmann "Die NHill^Iin der Parftnese" p.197. E. Best
remarks that "1.12 does imply that he was not one of the original
missionaries of the area" 1 Peter p.14.
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those who have accepted it. The writer of our letter may not

indeed be an original thinker in the manner of Paul or John or

Hebrews and may lack the depths and insights of those writings,

but he is an extraordinarily eclectic writer and it is here that

his genius lies. He has the ability to adapt and combine diverse

elements to serve his purpose, to demonstrate the relevance of the

gospel for his readers and to exhort them to renain obedient to it.

For the writer the gospel means "the sufferings and subsequent

glories of Christ" (1.11-12) - even this is not a "novum" on his

part since, as we shall see, behind it lies the figure of the obedient

Righteous One which we have already encountei'ed, and which seems to

underlie a great deal of the New Testament understanding of Christ.

Yet bis use of it is unique.

Luch of the remainder of this chapter will be concerned with how

the writer unfolds this understanding of the gospel in relation to

the readers us "newly begotten babes" and their present circumstances,

but we should briefly note here how such a summary of the gospel as

this is relnted to other passages of profound Christological content,

e.g. l.lSff, 2,21ff nd 3.18. CI riot's sufferings and subsequent

glories the writer declares to be the sum of the gospel that had been

preached to them (1.12/, and running all through the letter is this

theme of the riders' continued adherence to the gospel given to them

( .23ff, 2.2, 3.1 and 4.17).

In the letter, more emphasis is laid upon Christ's sufferings

than upon his death as such. Of course these sufferings include his

death also, and there is no doubt about the vica^i.us nature of that

death (1.20 "for your sake'; 2.21 "for you"; 2.24 "our sins";
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9.16 "for sins"). In this, he seems to draw upon a variety of ideas

rather than upon one particular sacrificial rite, e.g. l.lSff suggests

the Passover Lame, while 2.22ff recalls the Servant of Is.55.12 and _

also the idea of the Scapegoat of Lev.16. While the writer obviously

sets forth Christ as an example for the readers to follow in enduring

adversity, yet it is by virtue cf Christ's atoning death that they

are rendered sinless. Consequently Christ is not simply a paradigm,

a model to be copied, but is unique and pro-eminent as the one who by

his death and resurrection has made blameless endurance possible.

I,., however, the readers are made righteous by Christ's atoning

death, the writer is also concerned to portray that death as the ex¬

pression of a life of sinless obedience, and dwells much on the

sufferings of Christ as the Righteous One of God (cf. 2.21ff} 5*18

ounior , cf. Eeb.12.2; Luke 21.19} 1 Thess.1.6} 2 Thess.3.5).

Co then within the context of the pre-eminence of Christ, the portrait

of Christ as an example to be followed is a compelling one for those

who in obedience to their calling find themselves in straitened cir¬

cumstances. They who by Christ are made righteous are enjoined to

follow Christ who himself suffered blamelessly and was vindicated by

God.

Vincent Taylor points out "the small extent to which the re¬

surrection is related to the atoning work of Christ, despite its

prominence in Petrine thought (cf.1.3, 21, 3.2l). Only in 1.21 does

it appear in a soteriological passage} and here it is appended to,

rather than integrated with, the statement about redemption, in a

reference to the faith of the readers in God1'." Yet the thought of

1 Vincent Taylor The Atonement in New Testament Teaching London,
1963, pp.32-33.
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Christ's exaltation is "ever very far away; apart from 1.21, it is

there at 2.25 in the description of Christ as Chepherd and Guardian,

and at 3.18 in the contrast Oava-ttrOeic ufv oapxl fh'vnxru'neeid

however of interest to note

that in these soteriological passages, reference is made to the

effect of Christ's atoning death upon the readers before mention of

his resurrection. This suggests that as Christ' : death delivered

them from sin, so it is that in living holy and obedient lives they

know also the victory which he has wrought for them.

Again, we ought not to forget the essentially theological frame¬

work of the renders* faith (l.2l), based upon what God has done in

Christ, which perforce includes the resurrection; just as by

Christ's death God nukes men righteous (3.18), so by Christ's re¬

surrection they por ess a living hope (l.3). So Christ's suffering/

death and exaltation/resurrection are closely connected as part of

the theological structure of the readers' faith in a time of trial and

testing. As God vindicated Christ his Chosen One who suffered and

died to make them holy too (2.23, 3.18), so they in enduring hardship

as God's holy and obedient people realise the victory he has pre¬

pared in Christ on their behalf. Indeed though Christ was vindicated

after suffering (l.ll), that victory is so near and real to them that

even now their present trials are being transformed and transfigured

by it.

The writer also seems to share the idea of the gospel as dynamic

encounter: the word about Christ is itself Christ's word in which,

the power of God is seen to be actively at work (cf. 1 Thess. 2.13,

Gal. l.ll). Thus the gospel has already made itself felt in the

readers' lives and they can call upon experience ^VFi)oao0e(2.3) to
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corroborate wliat tie writer is saying."'" Also, lie malcea c close c::a-

nection tlerefoiv between gospel end Christ, but . itliout going as far

as tie Johannine iuontification of Xoyocand Christ; thus at 2.2

nfm~ may be ambiguously eitlier "in it" or "in him", and this is

backed up with a play on xorjccer - Xpintoe . ihe milk on wldch

the Kbes f i ed is in some way Christ himself, just ,• s the word

preached to them is the ii parting of Christ himself - to it they

owe t1 eir origin as babes both in time (l.25 pfpo of the evangelists)

and in principle (l»23) as divinely begotten.

Tins for the writer, be; ring tie word is f ith is receiving

Christ, but for him Christ is the one wl o suffered and was exalted

(l.ll). The Christ-milk on which they feed is tie suffering and

glorified one, and it is through faith in and obeuience to Jurist

understood in this way th t they grow. 2 ., 5 recalls 1,12 as regards

the preaching of the word, and also 1.2?ff - pique perhaps comes in

under the influence of the Is. 40.6 quotation and preserves a certain

distinction from Aoyor as God's word, while yet maintaining that

God'a. power is at work in the proclar ation of ts.e gospel by men. 3o

also oeoc ( tjlusv ) has been changed to xwpioc in the quotation,

so that God's word \diich endures is the word of CI riot, 2.3 xupiop.

The adjectives qualifying milk in v.2 nay also point in tl e direction

of the gospel understood ;s Christ's sufferings and uihse inent

glories, in that Christ is the one whoir Cod exalted and hence the milk

is spiritual and will truly afford salvation Aoytxov • and in that

Christ exalted yet suffered as God's righteous one the rrilk is also

1 The eucliaristic argument, suggested b; a. Lolimeyer "Von urch-
ristlichen 'h-ndmahl" Theol. Rund. 9 (1937,', 273-312, esp. p.296,
is not convincing despite the use of is. 54 in the later church
in this regard; it is supported by Kelly amongst modern scholars
a,,... sl-j i . u , otci aiiu. jUu6 p.87, Lowevex , the iaea would seem
to be not so much union with Christ in the sacraments as the

understanding of the gospel* see L, Lest 1 ieter pp.98-99*
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nSoXov
•

That Aoyix6v means 'spiritual" seems preferable to the A.V.

"milk of the word" which links it directly with 1.23. In view of

the close association between gospel and Christ already present in

ydXa , it seems awkward to make a further link in the adjective.

Others, on the basis of otoic thought ana the use of Horn. 12.1, prefer

"rational' , but again one neea not find a Stoic background here and

the idea oi a Xdyoc OXR oan-r ixoc does not seem to be present at

1.23 (nor it James l.L_»), The translation "spiiitual" is favoured by

the linl: between Xoy (.xdc and xvfouo/ccxoc in the i ysteries and the

Hermetic Corpus."'" It it., therefore, a "divine drink'1, in the sense

the t Cod Lavin0 s^alt^d Curist - 2.2 dpftyevvryTO also recalls 1.3

(*ivr:YFvv'innr rpdc - those who partake of him through faith in the
2

gospel r-ceivtd obtain salvation. It may also hint at the references

to God's spirit at woxm in the process of handing on the gospel, 1.12

(cf. 1.11 and 1.2;, and in the life of those who receive it, 2.3 (cf.

2.1C); d6 oX o v recalls the preceding 6oXov and perhaps also 1.22,

2.1. lather, however, than being a polemic against the "impure"

practices of the iys lories, it recalls Christ as the rijiteous one

which underlies the uescription of the gospel at 1.11.

This gospel which the readers have received, Christ as the

suff-rir aim' enaltcd one, coi Lrasts strongly t ith their former

ways which hie., had inherited from their ft tl ere 11.18) and perhaps,

even, t lore is a play (backed up by the use of regeneration) between

what they have received from their human fathers end what they have

1 oce Reitzenstein he : clhcy:.h::h:lsc.;i-n ; ;,'stcrlenreli,-'.o.onon p.328ff}
P. Hnopf Pir Briefo Petri unci JndS I oyer's Homnentar sum lleuen
Testament, Gttttingen 1212, pp.85-66} 1erdelwitz "has Problem"
p.65ff; T.P.H.T. iv " Xoyuoc » (t ittel) p.l12ff; see also
C.P.3. i oule "aanctuary and Sacrifice in the Church of the Hew
Testament" J.T.S. n.s. 1 (1950), 29-41, es; . p .31-35.

2 Though a divine drink it is not, however, an automatic thing
"sdndlos i achend, heiligend", cf. keitzenstein me ,,. y-ia■ a. .tlschen
h.V3terienreligionen p.329, Perdelwitz "Das Problem" p.61.
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received from God as their spiritual and true Father (1.17 cf.

notably Matt. 11.25). W.C. van Unnik has shown admirably"*" the

importance of such inherited traditions in Greek thought (there

is nothing here of a polemic of the church against Judaism) as

something real and vital, and the measure of the writer's criticism,

therefore, in terming them vain is noteworthy; one might also

contrast the &vaotpO(pr| based on each (1.18 cf. 2.12 etc.). It

points also to the probability that the writer's frequent ex¬

hortations to obedience and to have done with former ways reflect
2

a real temptation on the part of the readers to commit apostasy.

The writer's description of such traditions as vain contrasts with

the purposeful and enduring nature of the gospel (l.3 Ytnoav

1.23, 2.2).

If, then, the context of 2.Iff is not explicitly a baptismal

one but reflects especially in Y<^a an understanding of the gospel

and Christ himself, as the suffering and subsequently glorified one,

what are we to make of O'C dp'tivvrfta Pppcpr) ? We shall

argue that the writer has here woven together two themes, that

of Israel as reflected in Pprcpr] , and that of regeneration as

reflected in AptiYevvT|Ta . The common denominator about which

they revolve is the gospel, because, as God's obedient people Israel,

their obedience to the gospel is obedience to God who has begotten

1 "The Critique of Paganism in 1 Peter 1.18" in Neotestamentica
et Semitica Studies in honour of Principal Matthew Black,
Edinburgh 1969, pp.129-42.

2 See I.H. Marshall Kept by the Power of God London 1969, p.158.
E. Best 1 Peter p.85 suggests that at 1.13, if sobriety is taken
closely with the preceding reference to "minds", then the writer
may perhaps be urging the reader to stana firm in face of strange
ideas (cf. 1 Thess. 5.5-8) occasioned by the immediate ex¬
pectation of the End.
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them through it. The description ApTiyevviTca. Bp<?q>r| is

virtually tautologous, since BpeqJT) are literally embryos, or

very young children (cf. 2 Tim. 5.15 &%o (Bpecpoud ffrom child¬

hood", Luke 1.41, 44, where it is used of the unborn child).

Thus one is tempted to pay attention to the adjective as well as

the noun; also, the image of the child is to be distinguished

here from its use, as we have noted it, in Paul, Hebrews ana

indeed Matt. 11.25, in that the writer connects the image directly

with regeneration. In this he seems to approximate to e.g. John

1.12-15 where child, faith and divine begetting are linked together

(cf, 1 John 5.9-10, 5.Iff). The writer's use of the image here,

however, is particularly interesting and striking in the close

way in which he combines child/understanding and regeneration

themes, and in the way that this combination seems to be part of

the larger framework of his thought.

l) That the writer makes much of the identification of the church

with Israel is very evident.^" The controversy between church and

Judaism seems to be over, and the church has appropriated in whole¬

sale fashion the titles of Israel for herself. So, for example,

the church is seen to be God's elect and holy people, Israel amongst

the nations (2.12 cf. 4.1?)• Indeed the whole complex from 1.1

culminating in 2.9-10 is full of allusions to the Old Testament,

with the church now appearing as the Hxodus community (cf. 1.18).

The lamb here is perhaps best understood in this light of Hxodus

1 See P. Richardson Israel in the Apostolic Church Cambridge 1969,
pp.171-5- ~~ '
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and Passover, although W.C. van Unnik has argued strongly1 that

rather what is meant is the proselyte offering of Lev. 22.25,

taking this as the clue to the letter's meaning. One notes that

Christ is not explicitly identified with the lamb but that the
2

adjectives reflect not only ritual purity but moral sinlessness,

recalling 1.11 and Christ's sufferings as the Righteous One.

In regard to the imagery of the church here as the obedient

Israel, the Exodus community awaiting the End, one is struck by

the similarity to many of the ideas at Qumran - even the idea of

being pilgrims (l.l, 2.1l) refers not so much to distance from the

homeland (contrast Hebrews) as to keeping apart from what is un¬

clean: the writer's intense apocalyptic expectation makes the

former unlikely (l.3, 4»12ff). The close similarity between 2.4ff

3
and Qumran has been well documented, and the readers of the letter

are also obedient to the truth and are garrisoned as a community in

it (1.5, 1.22 of the unusual^f^Ol £VvteC 2.5). In view of this,

the child image at 1 QH. 7.20ff, which we have already compared to

Katt. 11.25ff and to 1 Cor. 4«14ff, is again noteworthy in relation

to the Ppeqrn at 2.2. In the Qumran image the Teacher, presumably,

likens the covenanters to babes who feed upon milk in accepting the

instruction he gives them, so obtaining the knowledge of God's

1 he Verlossinp: 1 Petrus 1.18-19 en het Probleem van den eersten
Petrusbrief kedeleelingen der Hederlandsche Akademie van
ietenschappen, pp.1-106, esp. p.36ff.

2 See P.J.A. Hort The First Epistle of St. Peter 1.1-2.17
London 1898, p.77; E. Best 1 Peter pp.90-91.

3 8ee particularly B. Gaertner The Temple and the Community in
Qumran and the Lew Testament Cambridge 1965, esp. p.72ff;
D. Flusser "The Dead Sea Sect and ore-Pauline Christianity"
ocripta Hierosolymitana iv (1958), 215-66, who attempts even
to posit a common original at 1 Peter 2.4ff.
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" ] r It is also interesting to note, as K. Mansoor points

out,'*' that the Qumran image may in part be drawn from Num. 11.12

and the picture there of Israel as a recalcitrant child during the

Exodus, with Moses as the father.

2
Milk, as we have seen, was widely used as an image of special

instruction and understanding - similar to 1 Peter 2.2 but more
rz

elaborate is Odes of Solomon xix.lff (cf. iv.10, viii.16, xxxv.5)

"A cup of milk was offered to me;
And I drank it in the sweetness of the delight of the Lord.
The Son is the cup
And He who was milked is the Father;
And He who milked Him is the Holy Spirit
Because His breasts were full;"

We may also refer here to the way in which the Targum trans¬

lates Is. 28.9: "To whom will he teach knowledge? them that

are weaned from the milk and drawn from the breasts" by "To whom

was the Law given, and who was commanded to understand wisdom?

Was it not the house of Israel, who were beloved above all nations

4
and cherished above all kingdoms?"

Thus we may surmise that flpecpri / ya\a, fits well enough

into the context of the readers as God's people who possess insight and

1 The Thanksgiving Hymns p.91; see also 0. Michel and 0. Betz
"Von Gott gezeugt" Judentum. Urchristentum, Kirche - Festschrift
J. Jeremias Berlin I960, pp.3-23, esp. p.14; "Nocheimnal 'von
Gott gezeugt'" N.T.S. 9 (1962-3), 129-130.

2 See above pJ09Note 1

3 The Odes and Psalms of Solomon Rendel Harris and A. Mingana
Vol. 2, London 1920.

4 cf. Targum Isaiah 55.1-2, and also the examples cited in
Kontefiore and Loewe A Rabbinic Anthology pp.163-4, 189-90.
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understanding; and this is further strengthened if, as we shall

see, later, we recall that the readers are like Christ himself,

also regarded as God's suffering righteous ones after the manner

of the Maccabean martyrs and of the Righteous One of the Psalms

and in the Wisdom of Solomon.

2) The concept of divine regeneration was, as we have already

seen, something which normative Judaism tended to avoid. Attempts

have been made to detect this idea at Qumran in the covenanters as

a spiritual family, but the evidence is not very satisfactory.^
Even if the difficult 1 QH.3 does refer to the birth of the com¬

munity by the Teacher, in the light of 1 QH,7.20ff, in both cases

this is not so much divine regeneration but only what one finds in

normative Judaism, the idea of begetting through instruction. So

also 1 QH.9.35-6 (cf. vs.30-31) and the description of God as

Father does not go so far as to say that God actually begets, and

the theme of being God's spiritual family may be expressed without

reference to divine begetting or regeneration. We need not find

this here any more than at Katt. 11.25 where God is also described

as Father, imparting secrets to the understanding community. This

being so, at 1 Peter 1.17 the idea of God as Father and the readers

as his spiritual family need not require "regeneration" but the

relationship is made that much more close through the idea of divine
2

begetting which he uses. If the writer was not the first to

connect the church and Israel, neither was he probably first in the

field with regeneration through the word (cf. James 1.18, 1 John 3.9).

1 Gee 0. Michel and 0. Betz "Von Gott gezeugt" p.3ff-

2 Gee above p.98 Note 1.
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His geniu3, it would seem, lies in his bringing them close together

in the composite image of the child here in serving his purpose of

exhortation.

In view of these facts, therefore, we may suggest that the

writer has indeed brought together the theme of Israel as God's

chosen and obedient people, and of regeneration and growth through

the word, so that he has underpinned the readers as Ppecpr] who

possess true understanding (l.21 "truth" over against "vain

traditions" 1.18) with regeneration. We may support such a con¬

clusion at 2.2 by noting how at 1.3ff regeneration is combined with

inheritance, and how at 1.22 obedience, which recalls 1.13ff and

the readers as God's holy people, is combined with regeneration

through the word.

Such a conclusion seems preferable in face of two other

suggestions beside the "wholly baptismal" one:

a) That, e.g., of M. Boismard^" who notices a Rabbinic comparison

to Israel as a new born child on receiving the Law, Cant. r. viii.2.1

(cf. Pesiqta 61b), which is appealing in view of the writer's stress

on the readers as Israel, the Exodus motif and so on. Yet,

ultimately, this is a variation of the proselyte theme already dis¬

cussed, and the comparison remains only that and does not imply

divine regeneration as in 1 Peter 2.2.

b) J.H. Elliott also notices the unusual combination of word-

birth-growth imagery (2.1-3), and that of election (and holiness)

as God's people (2.4ff). The two lie alongside each other and

1 Quatre Iiymnes Baptismale3 p.30ff.

2 The Elect and the Holy Leiden 1966, p.206.
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are linked on the basis of a common relationship to the person of

Christ. This, however, would seem to be simply stating the obvious,

and, as we have suggested on the basis especially of Qumran, the theme

of God's people is present already in ftpscpT) and yaXn. > denoting

God's righteous ones who possess the truth. That the idea of special

understanding lies behind both "babes-growth" and "stone-building"

images makes the transition from one to the other less abrupt than
1

it seems.

The common basis of this combination is the gospel and an under¬

standing of Christ contained in it: a) in the following sections we

shall examine how the author works out the relation between the

readers' election and holiness as God's people and the gospel as

Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories - in this there is at work

an "ambiguity" about Christ's sufferings, including both his death

and his righteous endurance, which allows the writer to make a close

connection between Christ and the Christian; also there is at work a

double understanding of Christ as the Righteous One and the readers

as righteous ones; (Although this description of Righteous One and

righteous ones does not occur explicitly in 1 Peter, who prefers to

describe the readers as chosen, holy and obedient, yet we may properly

use it in working out the parallel between Christ and them in the

writer's mind. As we shall see presently it does lie behind 1.11,

whereby Christ as God's Righteous One (cf. 3.18) endured faithfully

and triumphed, and the readers as God's holy and chosen people in

Christ are exhorted likewise to be righteous and endure faithfully

(2.20ff, 3.14ff, 4.13ff).) b) so also by summarising the gospel

that had been preached to them (not by himself presumably (1.12)) as

1 Contrast F.W. Beare The First Epistle of Peter p.95.
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Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories, and by maintaining their

divine regeneration through the word, he binds this gospel and its

meaning most securely to their existence as Christians; so much so

indeed that they can actually imitate Christ (2.21ff, 4.l).

In interpreting and adapting a variety of strands and ideas in

this way, the writer comes to grips with a "crisis of tradition" in

which the question is urgent: Why suffer for the gospel one has

received, why not return to the old ways of one's fathers which present

an attractive and real alternative? Against this background it is

interesting to recall here, by contrast, the Jewish description of a

proselyte as if he were a new born child in a context of suffering -

"R. Hanania son of R. Simeon b. Gamaliel said: 'Why are proselytes at

the present time oppressed and visited with afflictions? Because

they had not observed the seven Noachide commandments (i.e. they suffer

because of previous wrongdoing as Gentiles). R. Yose said: One who

has become a proselyte is like a child newly born. Why then are

proselytes oppressed? - Because they are not so well acquainted with

the details of the commandments as the Israelites."^ (i.e. in citing

the comparison Rabbi Hanania must be wrong because a proselyte's past

was non-existent and hence the reason must lie elsewhere). It is

clear that 1 Peter 2.2 (where the readers are 4 p-r iye vvryta Po^<pr)

who know Christ as the suffering and exalted Righteous One) is quite

different from this as an answer to the problem of suffering.

Before proceeding to examine how the writer unfolds the im¬

plications of this interpretation of the gospel for his readers, we

may briefly summarise our findings thus far -

a) To think of a baptismal context for 2.2 is not wholly suitable,

neither with reference to Jewish proselyte baptism nor Hellenistic

initiation rites. Rather the writer's concern is with the gospel

1 Yebamoth. 40b.
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handed on to the readers and their obedience to it (l.llff, 1.23ff,

2.8, 3.1> 4.17) and this for him is the essential point of the bap¬

tismal life. We have suggested that the letter really deals with a

crisis of tradition in which, at a time of challenge and difficulty,

the readers are forced to weigh the worth of the Christian gospel

which they have received against former ways and customs.

b) Behind Pprcpr) and ydXa there lies the idea of particular

understanding and insight as part of the writer's exhortation to them

to retain their allegiance to the gospel. The evidence from Qumran at

thi3 point is impressive, especially in view of the close identification

in the letter of the church and Israel. In his description of the

readers as Cod's obedient Israel, God's suffering righteous ones, the

milk nourishment afforded them is very much tied up with the Tightness

of the church's claim about the gospel. Presumably the nourishment

hinted at in 1 QH. 7.20ff represents the pesher traditions by which

the community understood the Old Testament. This is similar to 1 Peter

1.10-11 (cf. 1.22 "the truth", in which the witness of the Old Testa¬

ment is made plain with reference to Jesus* sufferings and glories).

The milk here (2.2), however, is ultimately personal, denoting Christ

himself, though with particular reference to the suffering and exalted

Righteous One of God. For the writer, the Old Testament witness

points not just to Christ but to Christ understood in this way.

c) Regeneration through the word underpins this theme, so that

the gospel, understood as Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories,

to which they must be obedient, informs their very existence as

Christians and the pattern of their Christian lives in the world.

That the writer is concerned with the gospel as it presents

an answer to the readers' problems seems preferable to the

interesting theory of F. Danker that the section 1.24-2.17
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represents a consolatory use of Old Testament prophecies."'' In

these, Israel's sufferings had been seen mainly as the result of

her disobedience. The writer, however, in the light of the

current situation adapts the quotations within the general con¬

text of an emphasis on Israel's original calling and purpose.

So then "the sufferings of the new community come not because of

disobedience but in spite of obedience. This is consolatory

because the new Israel is assured that her situation is not the

same as that of Israel at the time the prophetic consolations were

2
given." In this way Danker notes that the writer attempts to

come to grips with the current situation in a genuine fashion.

"The writer of 1 Peter utilises the prophetic consolation and ex¬

hortation but in application to a fresh situation where the cause

3
and effect relationship is completely different." The writer,

therefore, we might say, adapts traditional understanding in the

light of a new and pressing need.

One notes, indeed, the importance of the Old Testament for

the writer and its influence on his understanding of his readers

and even of Christ himself as God's Righteous One. But deppite

this interesting attempt to show that the writer is no mere

traditionalist, one feels that Danker has not sufficiently noted

the place of the gospel in the writer's thought and its application

to the readers as consolation and obligation. This would seem to

be necessary both at 2.8 and 4.17 where the readers, as Israel, are

1 "1 Petefc 1.24-2.17: A Consolatory Pericope" Z.N.W. 50 (1967),
93-102.

2 "A Consolatory Pericope" p.100.

3 "A Consolatory Pericdpe" p.100.
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placed firmly in the context of response to the gospel, and it is

also congruent with our understanding of the child image which

binds the two closely together. As we shall see, there is a close

interaction in the writer's thought between the readers as Israel,

the righteous obedient ones, and the description of Christ as the

Righteous Obedient One (l.ll). It is from this interaction that

the aims of consolation and of exhortation are derived.

In the foregoing we have noted how the writer describes his

readers as God's chosen and obedient people Israel through the

gospel which they received and believed; to this he bringsanother

concept - that of regeneration so that he binds this gospel which

they have received to their very existence as Christians. This

gospel the writer understands as Christ's sufferings and subsequent

glories (l.ll). In the following section it is now hoped to show

a) on the one hand how, through linking the themes of Israel and re¬

generation in relation to the gospel thus understood, the writer

maintains in his own way that which we have noted at other points

in the New Testament, that the Christian shares Christ's way in

humiliation and exaltation; and b) on the other hand how, in

working this out, he combines two different emphases contained in

this gospel of Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories.

a) For the writer, the readers share in some way in the experience

of Christ, so that what was true for him is also true for them.

In its own way 1.11 is a remarkable summary of the gospel - that

he describes it in this manner is not due indeed to his own originality

since the paradoxical theme of Christ's sufferings and subsequent
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glories is one which we have already come across, and which has

made a profound impression on the New Testament at many points.'*"
We may, however, admire its succinctness here.

It is not, of course, possible here to deal with so large a

theme beyond recalling, e.g., that for Matthew Jesus is the lowly

king who is yet the Judge (25.31ff) and that for Luke Jesus goes up

to Jerusalem on a journey through death to glory. Moreover, the

disciples in following Jesus share the same road and themselves

take up the Cross. In Hebrews we find the great High Priest who

learned obedience through suffering and who is also &px"nYO£ for

his followers (13.12). In Revelation the Lamb in the midst of the

throne combines humiliation and exaltation (5.6ff, 7.14) and he is

the one who leads his followers (14.4). So also Jesus, as God's

Righteous One who, being obedient, was exalted, is of importance to

Paul - not only is it a matter of Jesus' death, but the death of the

Righteous Obedient One in fulfilment of the Law which is vital for
2

Paul. Moreover, the Christian, because he acknowledges this

Christ as Lord, must partake of that righteous obedience in his life,

(cf. Phil. 2.6ff in its context of v.5). In 1 Peter also this

theme is apparent in which the readers follow in the way of Christ

who passes through suffering to glory.

Here we may perhaps make two brief observations: a) In pre¬

senting Christ as an example to be followed, the writer also uses

1 See E. Schweizer Lordship and Dlscipleship London I960}
H, Anderson Jesus and Christian Origins Oxford 1964, Chap, vi
"Earthly Suffering and Heavenly Glory" pp.241-306.

2 W.D. Davies Paul and Rabbinic Judaism p.265ff} Anderson Jesus
and Christian Origins p.270ff.
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image elsewhere, e.g. discipleship in the gospels, Paul's request

for imitation, in Hebrews Jesus as Pioneer. It is difficult to

draw absolute distinctions between authors, but 1 Peter does offer

the person of Christ as a real example for imitation, Paul's use

of u Lp.T)oi<: is as we have seen very much tied to his understanding

of the gospel and his authority as an apostle to impart it, and this

distinguishes it from 1 xJeter and Ms quite direct imitation of

Christ. b) Following on from this we may note how Paul understands

"suffering with Christ"."1" In distinction from 1 Peter, Paul rarely

talks of Christ's sufferings (2 Cor. 1.5» Rom. 8.17, PM1. 5,10 and

Col. 1.24), and prefers rather to speak of Christ's death and of

the Christian dying with Christ, being crucified with Christ, being

dead to sin and so on. Consequently, suffering with Christ belongs

to what Paul means by the Christian's having died with Christ and

to the fact that he lives in the New Age of Cod inaugurated by

Christ and under his Lordship. Participation in Christ'3 sufferings

rather than being a kind of "Passionsmystik" refers therefore to
*•» 2

participation in the MessiaMc Woes (cf. 2 Cor. 1.5 toii Xpiotnu),

i.e. as Paul has died with Christ and so participates in the New

Age, so the tribulations that occur for him and the church as

1 See E. Best One Body in Christ p.l30ff} R.C. Tannehill Dying
and Rising with Christ Berlin 1967, f.84ff» A. Schweitzer The
h-vsticism of Paul the Apostle London 1931, p.l41ff}
C.M, Proudfoot "Imitation or Realistic Participation" Interpretation
17 (l963)» 140-60} M. Carrez "Souffrance et Gloire dans Paul"
R.H.P.h. (1951), 343-53.

2 E. Best One Body in Christ p,130ff; Tannehill Dying and Ising
with Christ p.84ff. See above pfljl on Phil. 2.5, where
Jesus as the Righteous One is not simply an example but is
decisive for the whole new existence inaugurated by God through
him.
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Christ's body are seen as participation in the birth pangs of the

New Age as the Old one is passing away (Rom. 8.18). Fellowship

in Christ's sufferings as participation in the Eschatological Woes

is, as we shall see, a theme also of 1 Peter, but he links this to

an imitation of Christ that is different from Paul's. Also in

1 Peter, the Pauline dialectic of dying and rising with Christ is

absent in that for the writer the Christian's life is based on the

having been raised with Christ (1.3)» nor is there in 1 Peter the

Pauline concept of "the body" - in the two 'imitatio Christi'

passages (2.21, 4.l) the Christian is not related to Christ through

the concept of the body but through imitation.1
We may now return to our original point, having noted some of

these differences. 1 Peter, by linking obedience to the gospel

and regeneration through it, and by describing that gospel as Christ's

sufferings and glories, follows a wide trend in the New Testament

whereby the Christian partakes of the same experience as Christ wuom

he follows. Through regeneration, this gospel becomes part of the

very fabric of the Christian's life; just as, we may say, in 1 Thess.

2.13 the gospel in which God's power is at work was seen to have

been accepted through the same power being at work in its recipients,

so here the gospel of Christ's sufferings and glories is at work, is
2

coming true, in the readers' existence; and, conversely, that this

is so is proof of the gospel's trustworthiness. The question now

arises how the writer works this out in relation to the situation,

how the gospel of Christ's sufferings and glories is related to

1 See J.A.T. Robinson The Body p.48, Note 1.

2 It "actualises" itself, to use Geiselmann's description, above p.25.
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Israel, God's elect and holy people.

b) In developing this relation between gospel and readers, the

writer makes use of two distinct though closely connected emphases.

If we may again summarise them at the outset, they are l) the

gospel as consolation in accordance with the readers as God's

chosen people, and 2) the gospel as exhortation in accordance with

the readers as God's holy people. In so far as the gospel re¬

ceived has been ultimately the cause of the readers' troubles by

marking them off from their surroundings (cf. esp. 4.3ff)» the

writer, as we have said, faces a crisis of tradition, i.e. is what

they have received worthy of their adherence to it when it brings

such difficulty, and if so what solution can it itself offer as a

means of coping with the situation? In distinction from Paul, as

we noted above, the writer speaks frequently of Christ's sufferings

and only once apparently at 3.18, reading AvceOavev , of Christ's

death. He seems to prefer the idea that Christ suffered, which of

course does include the fact of his death, almost as a kind of

studied ambiguity in order to give him a close point of contact

with the readers. We may now examine in detail his use of these

twin emphases of consolation and exhortation.

l) The gospel as consolation

We may begin here by comparing 1.11 with 4.13 and noting what

seems to be a contradiction, namely that 4.13 speaks of the messianic

Woes and eschatological glory while 1.11 speaks of Christ's personal

sufferings and glories. At 4.13 (,cf. 5.1) we find totC t"i) XplCtow

vto.uiTM.aatv , literally "sufferings of the hessiah", and the
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context (cf. esp. v.17) is strongly eschatological so that the

sufferings which the readers endure are part of the hessianic

Woes.* On the other hand, 1.11 would seem, most suitably, to
2

refer to Christ's personal sufferings and glories. Selwyn indeed,

noting the somewhat awkward form of the verse, argues carefully for

a translation "sufferings of the Christward road", and maintains

that the prophets here are not those of the Old Testament but of

the hew Testament who look forward to the Messianic Woes and to the

glories that follow. By and large his suggestion does not seem

to have won much approval; it does not solve the awkwardness of the

passage, and one prefers to follow the traditional interpretation

that these are prophets of the Old Testament speaking of Christ's

personal sufferings and glories. The unusualness of the expression

may be accounted for from the point of view of such prophets looking
3

forward from their perspective, and the plural possibly refers to

the totality of events involved in Christ's exaltation (cf. 3.22)

rather than, as Selwyn maintains, to the glory to be enjoyed by

Christians.

The relation therefore between 4«13 and 1.11, the sharing in

Messiah's sufferings and glories, would not seem to be simply that

4
the readers, in suffering, share mystically in Christ's sufferings,

nor is it simply that Christ is an example for the readers, in that

1 See Best 1 Peter p.l62ff.

2 Selwyn First Epistle of Peter p.299ff; cf. C.A. Scott "The
Sufferings of Christ. A Note on 1 Peter 1.11" Expositor 12
(1905), 234-40.

3 Eort First Epistle of St. Peter p.54.

4 Eest 1 Peter p.l62ff.
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as Christ suffered and was glorified so also will they."'" The

idea of imitation is twice used, at 2.18ff and 4.Iff, and on both

occasions Christ serves not as an example of suffering but of sinless

suffering. This belongs to the other emphasis used by the writer

and will be considered below. Moreover, any idea of Christ as

example is absent from 5.6 where one might have expected it,had

the exemplary nature of Christ's sufferings as such been prominent

in the writer's mind.

Rather, the connection between 4.13 in which the readers re¬

joice in the Kessianic 'woes awaiting the glory to follow and 1.11

which deals with the personal sufferings and triumphs of Christ is,

as we would understand it, that the gospel is proof that God will

vindicate his elect and consequently it is indeed worthy of their
2

continued belief in it. The relation between Christ's sufferings

and glories is seen as proof that, despite rejection by men, the

last word remains with God, and consequently since this "reversal

of fortunes" is written into the gospel itself, they should not

worry that men may reject the gospel and themselves who adhere to

it. Thus, in this emphasis of the writer the idea of Christ as

the Righteous One (3.18) which, as we have seen, lies behind the

gospel of his sufferings and subsequent glories, tends to remain

in the background in favour of the readers as righteous ones (4.18).

1 Contra hichaelis "7taox<n " T.D.H.T.Vp.922.

2 Comparing e.g. Luke 24.26, we may note a certain shift in that
no longer is it a question of Christological apologetic, i.e.
why did Christ die, as an explanation of the actual events of
Easter, but serves rather to emphasise the importance of the
gospel for its recipients in face of suffering, as an answer to
the question: why do Christians suffer?
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Also, Christ's sufferings are viewed not so much as stemming from

righteous obedience (in Paul to the Law), as from rejection hy¬

men, and the stress falls on iac tauta 6oPac anc* the

fact that God has exalted him. For the readers, therefore, as

righteous ones the gospel (l.ll) is proof of God's vindication of

the righteous.

We recall here a) that the writer sees his readers as God's

chosen people, and also note in this connection the place that

Psalm 34 has in his thought. It is quoted twice, 2.3, 3-10-12,

and is possibly alluded to elsewhere. This psalm treats of God's

deliverance of the afflicted righteous,"1" the necessity for them to

adhere to his precepts and how God will not allow evil to triumph.

Thus the Ppr<p"H at 2.2 are seen as God's righteous ones who have

tasted the Lord's goodness, quoting Ps. 34.9} it is interesting

therefore to note that the Psalm in 1 Peter always refers to the
2

readers and not to Christ as part of a Passion apologetic. 4.13,

which speaks of the Messianic Woes, mentions that the readers
■7

"rejoice in suffering" recalling 1.6. b) W. Nauck while dis¬

counting Selwyn's somewhat elaborate "Persecution Document" theory

has nevertheless isolated this phrase "rejoice in suffering",

tracing its origin back to the inter-Testamental period (cf. Baruch

48.48, 52.5, 54.16; and finding its context among the faithful

righteous who endure trials, set against an apocalyptic drama of

strife between light and darkness (cf. Wisdom 2.10ff, 3.5-6 cf. 1 Pet. 1.7)•

1 Gee also Danker "A Consolatory Pericope" p. 99-

2 B. Lindars New Testament Apologetic p. 97.

3 "Frejide im Leiden" p.68ff.
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Such a context would suit 1 Peter in which the End is soon expected,

when God will vindicate the righteous and silence opposition;

2.12 fits better the Day of Judgment1 in view of the general

eschatological framework of the letter than the time of the con¬

version of those who behold the Christians' good deeds. The

readers' suffering is seen against the background of the cosmic

Christ (3.18ff) with Satan as a prowling lion (5.8) and themselves

as God's elect called out from the surrounding darkness (2.9).

Although the writer's choice of "suffering" (l.ll) forges a link

between Christ and the readers, and consequently Christ also in

suffering is seen as the Righteous One, this latter remains in the

background in favour of the readers being the suffering righteous

ones whom God will vindicate; also, Christ's sufferings and glories

according to this emphasis point not so much to the obedience of

the Righteous One as to his vindication, despite his being rejected

by men. Thus the reversal of fortunes, a feature of apocalyptic

in general and which appears in this letter also, is given its

sanction in the gospel itself. The balance shifts in the writer's

use of the theme here from Christ as the suffering Righteous One

to the readers as God's righteous ones, with the declaration that

God's vindicated Christ is proof that God will vindicate his elect

who adhere to the gospel and suffer on its account.

Within the context of 4.12ff and the readers' rejoicing in the

Kessianic Woes, it is not at all surprising therefore to find a

reference to the gospel (v.17) and to their opponents' rejection

of it. We have already noted how obedience to the gospel is for

1 dee W.C. van Unnik "The Teaching of Good works in 1 Peter"
H.T.S. 1 (1954), 92-110, esp. p.l03ff.
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the writer the important thing rather than baptism, that this is

the ''Jchwerpu.ukt" so to speak of the baptismal life (9.12, reading

crcfj'te imperative rather than FCTfjxo-ce indicative, 1.23, 2.8,

3.1). On those who obey the gospel, the corollary of 4.17, God's

righteous elect, the Iiessianic Woes are coming, but since the

gospel itself points to vindication, adherence to it is a consolation

since their faith is faith in the exalted Christ (cf. 1.21 and the

close connection between dorav and %Ccxiv)t and the sufferings

they endure are but the prelude to glory (l.6 AXtyov 5.10 AXtyov

contrast 5.10 -puv alo'viov 60F0V ; cf. Uisdoir 3.5 "And having

borne a little chastening, they shall receive great good")."*"
Having considered 4.13ff in relation to the opposition to the

gospel 4.17, we may further strengthen our conclusion by looking

at the section 2.4ff, which also includes the question of dis¬

obedience to the gospel 2.8. It is not, of course, possible to

deal with all the points of this complicated and much discussed

passage, but only with what seems relevant to our enquiry. The

writer, one suggests, has strung together in a free composition

traditional elements which lay to hand, moulding them to his own

purpose. This seems preferable to R. Harris' testimonium, theory,
2

or to Gelwyn'3 idea of a hymnic source. The writer continues

here from 2.Iff to develop his combination of ther.es reflecting tic-

readers as God's people regenerated through the word. Concerning

the writer's use of Old Testament quotations, J.II. Elliott argues

1 bee Hebrews 12.7 where discipline is a sign of God's favour (above
p.143). In 1 Peter if suffering has a purifying effect, it is
for the testing of faith 1.7, 4.12 rather than the removal of sin.
See below p.217ff.

2 Firsj " l.:tlc of t. letcr p.268ff. See discussion in J.H.
^lliott The ulect and the holy p,129ff •
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at some length that vs.4-5 are a midrashic commentary making along

with the following vs.6-10 two stages of expression: "v.6-7 (8)

and 9(10) represent a primary layer close to the wording of the

Old Testament and v.4ff a secondary stage of reflected formulation".*
One prefers, however, to take the view that the quotations simply

confirm what has been said or introduce a new point in the argument.
2

This view is put forward by E. Best after an examination of the

writer's use of Scripture generally.

We recall that behind the description of the readers as Bpecprj

(v.2) there lies the idea that they are the privileged recipients of

revelation, similar to what obtains in the Q Synoptic tradition with

vrfaioi , and at Qumran; this revelation is the gospel so that the

milk on which they feed is indeed Christ the suffering and sub¬

sequently glorified One. This the writer works out in v.4ff

through a series of epithets descriptive of Israel applied to the

readers, combined with an understanding of Christ as the one who,

though rejected by men, was yet chosen by God (cf. l.ll). Since

3this whole section 1.3-2.10 is predominantly consolatory in emphasis,

stressing the privileges of their election by God (l.3ff, 1.12,

1.18ff, 2.7, 2.9-10) and since the question of their obedience to

the gospel is still very much in his mind (2.7-8), it would seem

that, as at 4.12ff, the writer understands the gospel of Christ's

sufferings and subsequent glories in a consolatory way here, i.e.

Christ is the one who, though rejected by men, was yet chosen by

1 The Elect and the Holy p.20.

2 "1 Peter 2.4-10 A Reconsideration" Nov. Test. 11 (1969), 270-93.

3 See Danker "A Consolatory Pericope" p.93ff.
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God, the emphasis again being on the vindication of the elect.

At 2.10 in comparison with Rom. 9.25, the quotation from Rosea is

altered. It no longer refers to the admission of all equally to

the privileges of Israel, but to the readers as Israel in the con¬

trast between belief and unbelief. It is faith in this one who,

though rejected by men, was chosen by God that the readers possess

(2.6) and consequently God will vindicate his chosen ones} cf. v.4

which hints at Ps. 118 but with reference to the readers. This is

made clear especially at v.7 by the insertion in the context of the

unbelievers of Ps. 118.22 before Is. 8.14, that God, as it were, has

turned the tables and consequently it is they who believe the gospel

who possess honour, v.6 tiU-i . To establish this further, we may

note one or two points.

a) We may note the absence of the prefix ekC to 01x06ou.ficue

v.5 (cf. 1 Cor. 3.10ff, Ephes. 2.20, Col. 2.7), following Nestle text,

and also the absence at v.6 of reference to foundation, which occurs

twice in Is. 28.6. It may be due simply to the greater importance

of the Temple imagery for the writer rather than the building imagery,*
but equally it serves to bring out the importance for the writer of

the readers* faith in Christ as a key factor in the building process,

in so far as the stability of the building depends upon their faith

as "living stones" in Christ as "Living Stone". They are a building

not so much through being built upon Christ as a building through

faith in Christ.

b) If one is correct in finding in the language of v,4 the

1 See R.J. KcKelvey "Christ the Cornerstone" N.T.S. 8 (1961-2),
352-359} The New Temple Oxford 1969, p.128. So indeed in
relation to 4.17 we may note Ezek. 9.6 that God's judgment begins
with the temple. cf. L. Gaston No Stone upon Another Leiden
1970, p.219ff.
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influence of Ps. 118.22, quoted later at v.7 in full, then it may

be of significance that the "fate" of the stone, its reaching the

head of the corner, is replaced by the description of the stone

drawn from Is. 28.16 that it is elect and precious; i.e. the

emphasis falls not so much upon the stone as on its elect and chosen

nature despite its having been rejected, and this again gives a close

point of contact with the readers' situation.

c) As at 4.12ff and the use made there of the content of the

gospel as Christ's sufferings and glories, there seems also to be

present here a certain shift in emphasis in the use of the quotations.

They refer no longer to a defence by the church of the Passion, and

the controversy between Judaism and the church (see above p.189 Note 2),

but to the importance of faith in the gospel, with a reminder to the

readers that they should not give up even though they find themselves

rejected by men. Rather ironically, whereas at Matt. 21.42, Ps.118

served to argue the removal of the promises from Israel to the church,

here in 1 Peter it serves to support the church now as Israel in face

of unbelievers; so at v.7 the quotation confirms the "rejected by

men" of v.4 with reference to their critics, and at v.12 the church

as Israel is amongst the nations.

Also as at 4.12ff Christ is not predominantly an example, as

if to say that as Christ was rejected by men but chosen by God,

so also are they. Rather the writer seems to take rejection for

granted, beginning from where the readers find themselves, as a

common denominator, and stresses the theme of election despite

rejection in exhorting his readers to continue to adhere to the

gospel. God will vindicate his chosen people who believe the

gospel, because the gospel in which they believe is proof of it.
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d) The link made between Christ as the living stone and

the readers as living stones is a striking one. Christ as the

living stone recalls 1.3 and the resurrection, i.e. the exalted

Christ, and so also the figure of the Christians as living stones

recalls the fact of their regeneration through the gospel, parti¬

cipants in Christ's risen life. The fact that the readers are

described as stones is noteworthy in itself - it is an unusual

description, perhaps hinted at in Bphes. 2.10, but recalls again

a theme of the Qumran community. Indeed, 2.4ff as a section is

very similar to expressions and ideas which occur at Qumran} thus

the covenanters describe themselves as tested stones in a firm

wall (cf. 1 QS. 8.4ff» 1 QE. 6.25). So also the readers in 1 Peter

appear fleetingly as a garrisoned community (l.5).^
The connection between the image of the child and that of

building (eased perhaps by XpooepXO|J.evoi , under the influence
2

of Ps. 34) is, as we have seen, not so abrupt as might be thought.

Thus child and building imagery are played on in Rabbinic thought,

are found together in Paul, and also at Qumran where the covenanters

are nourished upon secrets and are built up on a foundation of

truth (cf. 1 Peter 1.22).

In view of this, and taking into consideration the varied use

1 In so far as the readers as a garrisoned community rejoice
in suffering, we may note LXX Ps. 115.24 t
r&cppavU<~p.£v tv afrtfj " in relation to the stone theme.

2 dee above p.107 Also J.K. Ford "'Thou art Abraham'" p.296ff,
and C.N. Hillyer "Spiritual Milk Spiritual House" Tvndale
Bulletin 20 (1969), 126, though his citing of Gen. 16.2 may
not be apposite in view of 1 Peter 2.2 divine regeneration.
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of the stone imagery in Christological understanding,1 what the

writer appears to have done is to combine two ideas that were

known to him - one of a stone complex referring to Christ and one

referring to the community as stones. This seems to be preferable
2

to the suggestion of B. Gaertner that the writer developed the

notion of Christians as stones from Christ as the living stone.

Because of his emphasis upon the readers as God's righteous and

chosen people, the idea of the Christians as living stones would

seen to be primary. Through regeneration they share in Christ's

risen power, and this he then connects with Christ as the living

stone, "living" being interpreted as chosen by God, corresponding

to 1,3 resurrection/exaltation, despite being rejected by men. The

writer's development of the description of the suffering and glorified

Christ (l.ll) in this passage as the rejected and elected stone

suggests that for him the Resurrection is the sign of God's approval

and the confirmation of Christ's being chosen (cf. Rom. 1.4)•

Christ's exaltation implied in the description of him as a "living

stone" is interpreted with reference to the stone's being chosen

and precious, though it/he was rejected by men. This connects

closely with the thought of the readers as God's chosen people -

cf £velm.ov with v.7 and also etc xe<paAf|v yo^vCac v,7

as a description of Christ's exaltation in the context not so much

1 See C.N. Hillyer "Rock-Stone Imagery in 1 Peter" Tyndale Bulletin
22 (l97l), 58-81; Lindars New Testament Apologetic p.!69ff.
S.H. Hooke "The Corner Stone of Scripture" in The Siege Perilous
London 1956, pp.235-49; J. Jeremias T.D.N.T. IV \CtioC " P*268ff;
Selwyn First Epistle of St. Peter p.268ff.

2 The Temple and the Community in Qumran and in the New Testament
p.75. In support of the primacy of the community reference see
L. Gaston No Stone on Another p.213ff, esp. p.222.
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of the readers themselves as of their opponents and of opposition

to the gospel.

u'hen we recall the connection, already noted, betv/een child

and building images, it is unlikely that the begetting through in¬

struction, as e.g. in 1 Cor. 4.15, is the same as the regeneration

of the Ppscpri here, since dp-Ttvfvvrytn refers to divine re¬

generation. Moreover, the writer had not himself evangelised the

readers, begotten them in the gospel so to speak.1 nevertheless,

through the connection of child/growth images to that of stone/

building, we may say that the understanding of the gospel and of

Christ himself, which is the content of their nourishment and means

of growth, is the same understanding by which they are able to be

built up, cf. 1.5 the readers as a garrisoned community who possess

the truth (1.22). At 2.2-3 in the link between the two images

there is a consistent description of the readers as God's favoured

people who, through the privileged knowledge of the gospel, of Christ

as the one who was exalted after suffering, themselves remain secure

in that knowledge that God will vindicate his elect.

This adaptation of the gospel they have received, this inter¬

pretation of the tradition is aimed by the writer at encouraging

the readers to adhere to their calling in face of hardship which

makes a return to former ways and traditions ver„ enticing; a

return both to the anonymity of their surroundings, no longer being

marked out as "different" by reason of the gospel's requirements,

and to the honouring again of their fathers' ways which exerted so

strong an influence on the general life of the day. The writer's

1 See above p.167.
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summing up of that kind of life which was theirs before conversion,

(4.3ff) may indeed be accurate, but for all its faults and the

criticisms that could be brought against it from the Christian

perspective, we should remember that it was the traditional pattern

and that departure from it was bound to raise all manner of

questioning just because it would have been so noticeable; in

this way we may perhaps sense something of the tension involved in

the situation, recognising the tremendous influence and pull of

tradition. Equally, however, the writer felt that the Christian

tradition should also exert an influence and that a stronger one.

Co in interpreting the gospel for the current situation, he declares

that the truth which they possess contrasts with their opponents'

traditions; theirs is vain over against the purposeful one which

the readers possess (l,18 cf. 1.4, 2.2). I.oreover, in his purpose

of exhortation he highlights the irony of the situation, comparing

3.15 with 4.5 - "sub specie aeternitatis" the matter is really the

other way round; note Aoyov in both cases, 4.3ff emphasising the

difference between the readers and their opponents with their vain

ways, and also the use of 0 tenant 4.2 in relation to Y(~>cov 1.3

and their life as Aptivewrite Ppe<pT| 2.2. Those who question

them (the questioning need not imply formal proceedings and may even

refer not to criticism as such but simply to seeking information)

will themselves have to render account about their conduct.

In this context it is perhaps possible to interpret the

difficult 4-6 in two ways and we need not arrive at a definite con¬

clusion one way or another - both would seem to have points to com¬

mend them and both are open to objections. If, as seems likely in
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view of the sense of vexpouc in v.5, vrxpotc; does not mean

"spiritually dead", then we may take it to mean that either the

gospel was preached to Christians who have since died^or that it
2

was preached to all dead people both righteous and unrighteous.

In favour of the first, it may be argued that this would indeed

be a comfort to the readers either in the sense that they should

never fear death since they are safe with God, or that because some

Christians have died that is no reason to give up their calling in

face of more tangible pursuits. Against it, one could say that

"dead" is not the usual expression for Christians who have died

but rather being "asleep", and also such an interpretation changes

the meaning of "dead" in v.5 which refers to everyone. In favour

of the second, the fact that the gospel is preached to all, even

the unrighteous dead, emphasises the importance and decisiveness

of it, and by association the importance of the judgment of God (v.5).

Against it, one could argue that this would scarcely be comfort to

suffering Christians to know that the gospel was preached to all

so that the unrighteous were apparently receiving a second chance.

On the other hand, however, such preaching is understood to have

already taken place and would not therefore imply a second chance

for the readers' critics, and such a universal evangelism serves to

bring out the importance in the present (v.5) of obedience to the

gospel. Moreover, it is not said what the outcome of that evange¬

lisation had been. But, keeping in mind the writer's purpose as a

1 Oelwyn First Epistle of ot. Peter p.337ff} Kelly Epistles of
Peter and Jude p.l72ff; U.J* Dalton Christ's Proclamation
p.42ff for discussion.

2 Bee E. Best 1 Peter p.l55ff.
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whole and recalling his description of the readers as obedient

righteous ones, one is perhaps inclined to adopt the former inter¬

pretation; so indeed one finds a very similar idea in Wisdom 3.2ff -

"In the eyes of fools they seemed to die;
And their departure was accounted (to be their) hurt,
And their going from us (to be their) ruin:
But they are in peace.
For though in the sight of men they be punished,
Their hope is full of immortality;"

The context then in the light of v.4 would be that the righteous man

is vindicated by God even in the face of death, which to the critic

would seem conclusive of the ineffectualness of his faith. The

contrast then between xata AvGpo'vtouc and. xata Ucov

would, therefore, contain something of the content of the contrast

between the vain traditions (1.18, 4.2ff) and the gospel as tradition,

and hence reflect the immediate difficulties of the readers.

In keeping with this emphasis of the gospel of Christ's

sufferings and subsequent glories as God's vindication of his elect,

the writer, both at 4.17ff and 2.7ff, points out the perils of not

believing the gospel. He casts such unbelief in a deterministic

framework, no doubt in keeping with his purpose of consolation in

which such opposition is seen to be inevitable, 2.8 etc o xn i

£TretiT)oav • The element of predestination is perhaps increased if
2

we read the plural rather than R. Harris' conjecture of £t;eGr|

and also take it to refer to the whole rather than just to stumbling.

To what extent this is a "praedestinatio in malam partem" is hard to

say; one finds similar ideas elsewhere in the New Testament, e.g.

1 Thess. 5.9, Rom. 8.28, Jude 4- In 1 Peter presumably it serves

1 Transl. Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha ed. R.H. Charles, I. p.539*

2 Nestle text, apparatus criticus ad loc.
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very much a consolatory purpose"'" in view of the general context,

as an answer in retrospect to why the gospel is rejected. It is

certainly not in the rigid frame of Qumran thought, 1QS. 2.5ff»

3.26ff, and would seem to leave the matter open a) from the point

of view of their opponents, e.g. 3»1 and perhaps 2.12, and b) from

the point of view of the readers, e.g. the milk (2.2) is not a

divine drug, baptism (3«2l) is not an automatic guarantee of sal¬

vation, and the danger of apostasy is always there; judgment (4*17)
2

whatever else affects the church as well.

At this point, however, concerning the relation of the readers'

conduct to their calling and to its effect upon their critics, we

pass to the other emphasis used by the writer in his description of

the gospel as Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories. Before

doing so, we may summarise the conclusions of this section.

When we compare 1.11 with 4.13 in the context of the child

image and the milk nourishment of the gospel (2.2), we observe that

the writer regards the readers as God's suffering righteous ones,

the suffering which they presently face being the onset of the

Messianic Woes. Consequently 4.13 is not fellowship in Christ's

sufferings in the hope of sharing in his exaltation, but rather the

gospel of Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories, behind which

also lies the description of Christ as the Righteous One, points to

the fact that God vindicates the suffering elect. Suffering is

here taken for granted and the emphasis falls on the vindication of

1 Danker "A Consolatory Pericope" p.96, cf. above p.54ff.

2 See C.F.D. Moule "The Judgement Theme in the Sacraments" in
The Background of the New Testament and its Gschatology "ssays
in honour of C.H. Dodd, ed. W.D. Davies and D. Daube, Cambridge
1956, pp.464-481.
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those who suffer - God will vindicate those who suffer for the

gospel's sake, the gospel itself being proof of it. In the

comparison with 2.4ff this is further borne out, the writer con¬

tinuing through the image of the building and in his epithets

descriptive of Israel now applied to the readers, his understanding

of the gospel contained in the child-growth image. As a consolation

they are asked to recall that the gospel of Christ's sufferings and

subsequent glories means the vindication by God of his elect, which

elect they are as God's suffering righteous ones. Prom his use of

the "stone" quotations, the gospel thus understood means that Christ,

though rejected by men, was yet chosen by God; under the influence

of the actual situation confronting him, suffering as rejection by

men is the point of contact with the readers, the consolation and

import of the gospel message here being God's vindication of his

chosen ones. Through the writer's linking of rtptiY£vv1TSa to

the readers as fc'pevT) » this element of consolation in the gospel

of the suffering and glorified Christ is declared to be inherent

in the readers' very existence as Christians and is part of the

content of the milk on which they are nourished.

2) The gospel as obligation

In addition to consolation, the gospel also, as that which they

have received, acts as an obligation; it provides not only for

patient endurance in the expectation of the End, but for positive

action in the present circumstances facing them. We must now ask,

therefore, how the readers as God's holy people who are obedient

to the truth (l.22) are related in this way to the gospel understood

as Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories. be have noted that
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by linking the description of the readers as Israel who possess

the truth with regeneration (through the gospel), the writer seeks

to apply the description of Christ as the suffering and glorified

one very closely to their situation. 3o if they remain obedient

to the gospel God will vindicate them, since the gospel in which

they believe is itself the ground and proof of that. In this

emphasis the stress lies mainly on vindication, with suffering as

but the brief prelude to glory (5.10) yov (cf. 1.6)> and this

suffering is understood primarily as rejection by men, since the

Parousia will prove God's cause right and will reverse the current

roles. When we turn to the gospel as obligation, however, there

is a slight shift of emphasis on to the sufferings themselves, in

that this Christ who was exalted and whom the readers confess as

Lord (3.15) was the one who yet endured suffering.

In holding up to the readers this description of the exalted

Christ as the one who yet suffered, and by implying through

obedience to this gospel that they too must follow in this way

(2.21b, 4.1), the writer follows a theme widely found in a variety

of ways in the New Testament, and one which we have already had

occasion to notice at several points in looking at the image of

the child. However, he makes his own particular mark on this

large theme by stressing the sinlessness of Christ's sufferings.

Beyond saying simply that the gospel means that there is no glory

without suffering, in effect that the readers who are already

suffering must simply suffer, the point of Christ's sufferings is

that they are sinless, that it was a God's Righteous One that he

endured and was exalted. In this, we again detect the influence
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of the actual situation upon the writer's interpretation of the

gospel, that circumstances have dictated the understanding of the

gospel in the tradition process. Since the readers are already-

facing difficulties and are suffering, the writer begins from that

point and declares the gospel to mean suffering as a result of

righteous obedience. Suffering for its own sake would seem to

be of doubtful value either as consolation or exhortation, and the

writer's search for an answer from the gospel to the problem of

suffering brought about indirectly from the influence of the gospel

itself leads him to an understanding influenced by the actual

situation. If obedience to the gospel means participation in the

way Christ himself followed, for the writer, in view of the readers'

situation, this is to be understood with reference to suffering

without sin.

The writer then brings the concept of the Righteous One to

the fore in dealing with how the readers are related to Christ

in suffering. Thus, while the sufferings of Christ (l.ll) un¬

doubtedly mean his death on the Cross, yet it is the fact that his

death is the death of the Righteous One which is important. For

the writer, therefore, there is more here than the simple "thatness",

the "dass" of the Cross, and what he has to say does not lend

itself to the thorough-going existentialist interpretation advocated

especially by the Bultmann school."'' Within his stress on the

sufferings of Jesus rather than on his death as such, there lies

the claim that these sufferings were the expression of a life of

sinlessness. Thus for the writer the readers, as the righteous

1 dee li. Anderson Jesus and Christian Origins p.276} and above
p. 21.
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ones (4.18) are matched by Christ as the Righteous One (2-18) and

so it is the sufferings of the Righteous One whom God exalted which

also is contained in the description of the gospel (l.ll) as a

further point of contact between the readers and Christ.

We may further note the importance of this for the writer in

his understanding of the relation between Christ's death and

Christ's sufferings as part of the putworking of this theme of

the suffering and glorified One. At 1.22 the readers' conduct

as a holy people is derived from obedience to the truth, the gospel,

in contrast to the "vain traditions" (1.18) which sums up the

heritage of their former life} such obedience as a holy people

is linked, we recall, to the idea of regeneration through the word,

gospel. Here, it is very much a matter of conduct within the

church and between Christians rather than between the church and

the world, between Christians and non-Christians. Consequently,

the stress is on Christ's death as atonement as the content of the

"sufferings" of 1.11} thus Christ's sufferings as part of the

gospel are seen in terms of Christ's sacrifice (1.19) which has

put an end to all sin. It is more particularly when the writer

comes to deal with the relation between the readers and the world

that Christ's sufferings take on this double meaning of death/

faithful righteous endurance. So it is in this context particularly

that he makes use of the idea of imitation, though not, of course,

at the cost of the decisiveness of Christ as if he were but the

first in a series} the writer prefaces any call for imitation with

a reference to the uniqueness of Christ (2.21a, 3.16. which is

recalled at 4.1a.) As a broad summary of the writer's view, we may



say that the readers are God's righteous ones only because of

Christ's death as the Righteous One (3.18 cf. 1.2). This

vicarious nature of Christ's "sufferings" extends both to conduct

within the church and also to the conduct of the church in the

world. In the latter case, however, in the context of the

readers' suffering in the world, the writer adds this further idea

of Christ as an example, so that those who worship him as Lord

must follow him in lowliness and righteous obedience. It is just

at the point of their involvement in the world that they must share

the same fate. This confirms what the writer seems to be saying

through the idea of regeneration, that the understanding of the

gospel, in obedience to which they are God's chosen and righteous

people, informs the very nature of their lives as Christians."''
We may now examine this further in relation to two passages, 3.18ff

and 2.18ff.

We have already seen how concerned the writer is with the

gospel and the readers' adherence to it, and have maintained that

it is into this context that we must fit the references made to

baptism. Consequently a partial solution to the difficult passage

in which baptism is mentioned explicitly (3.18-22) may be found in

the fact that the spirits to whom Christ preached are also described

as disobedient (3.20). Loreover, this disobedience on their part

contrasts with the "pledge to maintain a clear conscience" (following
2 \B. Reicke's translation and interpretation of £7tepo*TT]|j.n ) on

1 So W. Brandt aptly remarks "Wandel als Zeugnis nach dem 1 Petrusbrief"
Verbum Dei manet in A&ternum Festschrift 0. Schmitz Witten 1953,
10-25, esp, p.25 "Sie sind wiedergeboren duch das 'lebendige und
bleibende Wort Gottes' 1.23 her Wandel der Christen ist der
Kommentar zu diesem Wort."

2 The Disobedient Spirits p.l82ff. It does not matter here whether
it is "a pledge proceeding from " or "a pledge to maintain ".
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the part of the Christian, which for the writer is the meaning

here of baptism. It is not, of course, possible to go again into

the details of this very difficult and complex passage but only to

deal with points which affect our discussion here.

As to the identity of the spirits, they are perhaps best

understood as supernatural beings rather than as people who have

died, especially if, as seems likely, Christ's journey in the

spirit is not a reference to a time of pre-existence and hence a

reference to the generation of Noah's day. As background to the

ideas in the passage we may note especially 1 Enoch and Enoch's

encounter with angels who had sinned and had produced giants through

illicit relationships - Gen. 5.21-24, 6.1-4 cf. Jubilees 5» Test.

Naphtali 3»5, CD. 2.18-20. In Apocalyptic thought, the Genesis 6

story was linked to that of Noah and the Flood} also the story of

Noah was closely linked to Judgment as an eschatological theme,

and in Christian circles this was seen also as a type of baptism.

We have to reckon with a complex background and with a mingling of

themes which are combined in various ways according to a writer's

need. For the writer of 1 Peter, the disobedience of these spirits

is of some importance,^ and we may note as well God's patient

waiting, corresponding to the present brief time before the End,

and the reference to the fewness of the number corresponding to the
2

small number represented by the readers. Thus, with regard to

the spirits' disobedience we note a) the way in which cOr^onr t,

1 Gee P. Lundberg La Typologie Bantismale dansl'Ancienne Eglise
Leipzig 1942, pp.98-116.

2 It seems doubtful if the "ogdoad" idea is developed here, but
see J. Danielou "The Flood, Baptism and Judgement in Holy
Scripture" in From Shadows to Reality London I960, pp.69-84.
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refers back qualifying-jtveiVctCHv(v.20) shows that it was not just

to spirits generally that Christ preached but to those disobedient

ones of Noah's day; b) tiiese spirits were generally notorious as

examples of disobedience par excellence (cf. 2 Peter 2.4, 1 Enoch

10-16, Baruch 56, Gen. Apoc. 2.1-16), To them and to their dis¬

obedience are traced the sins of men, and even though they are

"locked up", they still exert control over them. Thus for the

writer it is just to these disobedient spirits that Christ has made

known his victory.

We may perhaps leave open a decision on what the nature of

this proclamation was, whether it was one declaring salvation or

condemnation} Dalton argues that the proclamation must be one of

condemnation"'" since it would be of no comfort to the readers to know

that the angels who control their critics were finally saved. Yet

we are not told what the response to the preaching was, even if it

was the offer of salvation, and such an understanding of the pro¬

clamation as one of salvation would be more in accord with the New

Testament meaning of "preach". On the whole, however, the writer

seems more concerned that this is the proclamation of the victorious
2 s

Christ (cf. 5.18 Christ's exaltation £a)o%o LT)0r (. q after his

humiliation Oavn-cojOe lc ; cf. also 3»22). One is inclined on the

3
whole to locate the preaching at the time of the Ascension, taking

1 Christ's Proclamation p.l55ff.

2 See Best 1 Peter p.144.

3 See Dalton Christ's Proclamation p.l77ff; Kelly Epistles of
Peter and Jude p.155; Schweizer Lordship and Discipleship p.67;
H. Schlier Christus und die Kirche im Epheserbrief pp.1-18
"Die Ilimmelfahrt des Erlflsers".
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the double ?copeu6e CQ in parallelism, with vs.19-21 as an in¬

sertion but one which, contrary to Bultmann's view,"'' does not

alter the sequence of events to a "descensus ad inferos". The

sequence of events of the gospel at 1.11 of suffering and glory

would also then be kept in mind here. Also, the location of the

prison in which the spirits are held is variously defined in

Apocalyptic thought as being above or underneath the earth (cf.

Luke 10.17). The importance at any rate of the preaching of

Christ in terms of the manifestation of his risen power will be

obvious within the writer's purpose} concerned with adherence to

the gospel over against its rejection and so the rejection of the

readers by the world around, he maintains that Christ as part of

his victory has made that victory known at the heart of opposition.

In contrast to this disobedience there stands the "pledge to

maintain a clear conscience" on the part of the baptised Christian.

The writer here, anticipating the typology of the later church,

seems to have combined again two themes if we recall that a) the

Flood is often seen as a type of the final Judgment (is. 24.1, 18,

54.8-9, Matt. 24.37ff, 2 Peter 3.3ff» Apocalypse of Noah contained
•Z

in 1 Enoch ), and b) the Flood is linked to baptism by the writer,

a feature which appears subsequently in developed form in patristic

thought (cf. Tertullian he Bapt. viii. 4)} we take the awkward v.21a

to refer to the whole event surrounding Noah and the Flood rather

1 "Bekenntnis und Liedfragmente im 1 Petrusbrief" p.5ff.
/

2 See P. Lundberg La Typologie Baptismale dans l'Ancienne Eglise
pp.73-90; Pani6lou "The Flood, Baptism and Judgement" p.S5ff,
esp. p.94ff.

3 See Charles Apocrypha and Pseudenigrapha II, p.l63ff.
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than to water alone. Also this understanding of baptism seems

preferable to the view of R.E. Nixon,"'" who attempts to find here

a reference to the Christian's baptism in suffering (cf. Kk. 10.38,

Luke 12.49). he rightly notes the importance of suffering in the

letter and the fact that the readers participate in Christ's re¬

jection. However, it does not seem to do sufficient justice to

the conduct of the Christian, an important feature of the letter,

as part of the baptismal life in obedience to the gospel. moreover,

2
it is difficult, as I.ixon himself admits, to know how we are then

to understand the negative description of baptism of) ocipxoc &%60eoiC

pwtov - "that the mere fact of physical suffering will not be a

way of salvation" seems an unlikely translation. (This negative

counterpart to baptism (cf. Heb. 10.22) we prefer to understand as

polemic against pagan lustration rites over against l) Selwyn's

and also Nixon's view that baptism is more than bodily washing since

there is a decisiveness in the of) in contrast to AXAd • or 2)

Dalton's idea that it refers to circmcision, since the absence of

3
any Jewish controversy would seem to make this unlikely, Reicke's

4
viewf however, that the writer here attacks an over-emphasis on

ceremonial purification because it leads to isolationism from the

\;orld would seem to read too much into what is said.) It may be,

in fact, that the combination of these two ideas, of the Flood both

as a type of Judgment and baptism, accounts partly for the awkwardness

1 "Baptism in 1 Peter 3.21" T.u.U. 102, Stud. Evang. 4, 437-41.

2 "Baptism in 1 Peter 3.21" p.439.

3 Christ's Proclamation p.215ff. See J. Dunn Baptism in the Holy
Spirit, p.219.

4 The Disobedient Spirits p.l87ff.
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of v.21.

The writer's thought, as we have seen, is very much set in

a cosmic, apocalyptic framework. Baptism saves then from con¬

demnation in the Judgment, now already beginning with them in

their suffering as the righteous ones (4.17), because they are

united with the victorious Christ (v,21 61' Avacrcdoeo^ ' Ir|oou

XplCtOt) cf. 1,3) who has made that victory known to the disobedient

spirits. But this baptism is also a pledge of a clear conscience

(cf. Keb. 13.18) so that the one whom they reference as Lord (3.15),

the exalted Christ (3.22 cf. 1.11 tae tauta 6o£as ),

is the one who suffered without sin. Consequently, it is faithful

endurance and blameless conduct which must characterise their lives

in allegiance to him. Thus, considering his description of baptism

as the pledge of a clear conscience, it would seem that hi3 under¬

standing of baptism is derived from his understanding of the gospel,

what it should mean for the readers in their obedience to it. Co

also T1YVixoiec at 1.22, if it contains an echo of the moment of

baptism, as a perfect participle indicating a continuing effect,

is interpreted by regeneration through the word. 3o also at 2.Iff

the connection between AxoQe^aevoi ang <nC ApTtYEVViTta. PpE<P"n

is not based on baptism as such (cf. the negative counterpart at

3.21 o6x &7tofc>eoi<; )t but upon an understanding of the gospel and

of the Lord received in it, the one who as the exalted Lord endured

without sinning; as often in 1 Peter, the indicative follows the

imperative so that v.3 A-YevoaoQe gives the ground for v.l

rVxoOestevoi .

In this regard, it is interesting to recall that the other two
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references to cuve lStjoip; at 2.19 and 3.16 (3.21 no doubt re¬

calls 3.16) are both in a context of sinless suffering, and it is

not surprising that this also appears in 4.1 immediately following.

The readers, as God's righteous ones, suffer with a clear cons¬

cience, maintaining a good conduct (3.16). But this suffering 6ta

6 ixatoouvriv is based on the fact that Christ as the Righteous

One suffered for them"'" and only in him have they been brought near

to God and are his righteous ones. Thus 3.18 6txoio<" xmep

as well as referring to 7trpl nuapTtc~v refers also to v.14 and to

the readers suffering as righteous ones. The readers in obedience

to the gospel, in worshipping Christ as Lord and already sharing in

the eager expectancy of glory, so much so that it transfigures their

sufferings (l.3ff )» yet must share in Christ's way in suffering

blamelessly. The thought of the readers as God's holy people, the

command of Lev. 19.2 (cf. 1.16), is based for the writer on the fact

that through their relationship to Christ in the gospel they must
■2

suffer sinlessly in the world (cf. 1.12 ).

3.15 recalls 1.16 in an interesting way; in both it is a

question of the conduct of God's holy people. 1.16 is fulfilled

in 3.15 by reverencing Christ as Lord, but the readers do this

precisely in suffering sinlessly, i.e. since the exalted Christ

1 If AxeOavev is the correct reading, being "lectio difficilior",
then it may be significant that the writer breaks here with his
usual use of vcddeivof Christ, in order to emphasise Christ's
uniqueness. He returns to Tca'Oetv at 4.1.

2 See H. Anderson Jesus and Christian Origins pp.279-80.

3 We might suggest therefore that this provides the content for the
writer of the "spiritual sacrifices" 2.5, the maintaining of a
good conduct and example as Christians. See KcKelvey Hew Temple
p.128 At v.9 O/WC is best taken with all the preceding
epithets and is not restricted to the priesthood idea alone.
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suffered as God's Righteous One, so also for those who worship him

obedience in sinless suffering is the norm. Thus for those who

have this hope within them (3.15) there is a direct connection

between that confidence and blameless endurance. For the readers

who worship Christ as Lord there is the knowledge that he has

overcome the disobedient spirits who control their critics. But

involved in this faith in the exalted Christ, indeed just because

of it, is obedience in sinless suffering and the maintaining of

good conduct. In keeping with the references to Christ's exaltation

which we find in this passage (vs.15, 18, 22) is v.17} rather than

this being a general maxim inserted as an independent reason along

with v.l8ff for the advice given in the previous vs.13-6, it also

is eschatological in tone and conveys the meaning that in view of

the coming Judgment it is better to suffer for doing right than for

doing wrong.This is quite within the writer's understanding of

the gospel and in keeping with 4.17ff later on, where we find

reference to the Judgment along with obedience to the gospel and

the necessity of living a righteous life. Throughout, in the con¬

trast between dyiGoxoieiv and its opposites, there is a divine
2 t #

sanction at work as well as a human one} thus 2.20 aiaapTavovreC

is "doing wrong" but also "sinning", the dvaotpdcpr) which issues

in good works (2.12) is according to 3«16 dvactpd<pr| £v XptcTOO ,

cf. 4.15 where suffering as a Christian is contrasted with suffering

for wrongdoing. The Christian's whole conduct, the focus of the

1 J.R. Michaels "Eschatology in 1 Peter 3.17" K.T.S. 13 (1967),
394-401.

2 bee W.C, van Unnik "The Teaching of Good Works in 1 Peter"
pp.92-110; W. Brandt "Wandel als Zeugnis" pp.10-25.
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baptismal life, is in relation to the exalted Christ who, as

Cod's Pdghteous One suffered blamelessly."*" So also 3.16 and the

connection between the readers' conscience, their conduct Avaorpotpr)
and their putting their opponents to shame, would seem to be taken

up at 4.16 where as Christians they are not to be ashamed of their

position in face of opposition (cf. Mark 8.38).

The writer renders the readers' obligation to the gospel in

this way even more secure by bringing in the idea of Christ as an •

example to be copied, at 2.21ff and 4.1. The latter seems in

thought very close to Phil. 2.5, but 1 Peter brings out more the

exemplary nature of Christ here in stressing the readers' parti¬

cipation in the gospel. V/e have noted that this idea of an

"imitation of Christ", understood in such a direct wajr, is not

very frequent in the New Testament cf. Heb, 13.12-13, 1 John 3.16

where also the Christian's participation in the way of Christ is
2

linked to an imitation of him. Reicke, who especially has argued

that one must understand 3.18-22 within its context and that it is

not a digression on the part of the writer, detects the idea of
1/ 0

Christ as an example at 3.18} for him,0^1, means some com-
32 % C ~

parison between Christ and the readers, and centres on

as "sin offering" (cf 2.21ff and Is. 53.10). This is taken to mean

that as Christ was a sin offering so also are the readers required

to be this - "the conclusion must be: thus we likewise must be

1 hichaels . "Eschatology in 1 Peter 3.17" aptly remarks p.400: "Thus
his (i.e. Christ's) experience is the illustration and the proto¬
type of that which awaits the Christian believer according to
3.14-17."

2 But as in 1 Peter Christ as an example is prefaced with a
reference to his decisiveness.

3 The Disobedient Spirits p.211ff.



prepared if necessary to die as a sin offering for the sake of the

pagans, namely to lead then also to God.""'" But to take this line

one feels is to misunderstand the passage.

a) The imitation of Christ, Christ as an example does not occur

until 4.1. If, as Reicke points out, there is a close similarity

to 2.18ff, then 2.20 is parallel to 3.17, and then to v.21a the

parallel is the whole of 3.18-22, with v.21b up,tv vxo\ ipiKovo v

parallel to 4.1.

b) If the reading AxcOavev is correct, then the writer makes

a clear distinction between Christ's death and the Christians'

sufferings at this point, and returns only at 4.1 to his normal

practice of using tcoOeiv .

2
One is also hesitant about Reicke's statement that "here we

have the most definite, the most energetic and at the same time

the most optimistic mission views", since the writer seems to leave

open-ended, as it were, the reaction of the world to the readers'

conduct (2.12, 3.16 (most likely a reference not to the time of

their conversion but to eschatological shame), 4.17). This kind

of ambivalent attitude also seems preferable to finding a gradual
4

development in the letter. In view of the closeness of the End,

the writer seems to leave the matter open - the readers are not a

1 The Disobedient Spirits p.217-

2 The Disobedient Spirits p.132. On the Christian's conduct as
mission in 1 Peter see generally W. Bieder "Grund und Kraft der
Mission nach dem 1 Petrusbrief" Theoloaische Studien 29 Zurich
1950; also F. Hahn Mission in the New Testament London 1965, p.l41ff.

3 Reading Nestle text, cf. 5.6 variantj see van Unnik "Teaching"
p.l03ff.

4 oee Dalton Christ's Proclamation p.68, see above pp.57-58.
cf. Michaels "Eschatology in 1 Peter 3.17" p.396.
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holy enclave who must reject the world# but neither do they seem

completely optimistic about winning the world. Thus, as we have

seen, 2.8 may not be a rigid "praedestinatio in malam partem" and

also it is difficult to be precise about the content of the

preaching to the spirits and also about their reaction to it - so

even if the content is salvation, the response is left open, cf. 2.9,

where SxwC would seem to mean both God's salvation and

Judgment (cf. 3.15)•

At 4.1 then the readers, obedient to the gospel of Christ's

righteous sufferings, participate also in the way of their Lord so

much that they may actually copy him. As they worship him as the

exalted Obedient One and are themselves assured of participation in

glory, so they must follow him in sinless endurance. 4.1 recalls

3.18 and also refers back to 3*21 and the reference there to baptism,

in that oxXfoooOe provides a counterpart to ttxoOeoic (v.2l) so

that again "having a clear conscience" is interpreted with reference

to suffering sinlessly.'*' To this difficult verse three main

answers are given as to the relation here between Christ and the

Christians. 4.1b itself may perhaps be some kind of proverbial
2

maxim, though there remains the problem of how it is to be under¬

stood.

•Z

a) Some scholars in light of 3.18ff argue for a baptismal

1 See Reicke The Disobedient Spirits pp.202-3.

2 E. Lohse "Par&nese und Kerygma im 1 Petrusbrief" p.81} I.ijrt.vrer
und Gottesknecht Gttttingen 1955, p.l95» of. p.l82ff. See also
for general discussion of the passage A. Strobel "Kacht Leiden
vom Stmde frei?" T.2. 19 (1963), 412-425* E. Sieffert "Die Heils-
bedeutung des Leidens und Sterbens Christi" p.421ff.

3 Dalton Christ's Proclamation p.238ff; Kelly Epistles of Peter
and Jude pp.168-9* cf. T.D.N.T. 7 " xdox^ " (Kichaelis) p.921ff*
Lohse Mrtvrer und Gottesknecht p.195.
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interpretation along the lines of Rom. 6.2ff. Thus "suffering in

the flesh" means virtually "dying to the flesh". It is difficult,

however, to understand suffering here as equivalent to baptismal

dying. The writer, as we have seen, uses suffering in an ambiguous

way with regard to Christ. It includes his death of course, but

has a wider connotation which connects very closely with the

readers' situation and their suffering, and since there is no hint

elsewhere that they face death in martyrdom, or that he understands

baptism as a dying,one finds the idea here somewhat out of place

and difficult.

b) A. Strobel takes 4.1b to refer to Christ himself, with OTl

as ground for the advice given in 4.1a, and regarding o 7Ca0<rv as

a strict singular. This is an ingenious solution and by it Strobel

brings out the decisiveness of Christ by whose death and resur¬

rection (cf. l.ll) sin has been overcome so that sinlessness is a

3
possibility for the Christian. Yet this would seem to be already

contained in 3.18, and a further reference to Christ in a context

referring to Christians, xai UM-etC , etc 'lb [XT\xeii ,

would seem to be a little awkward. Also, it removes the play made

1 So even at 2.24 where the idea of dying/ceasing to sin is
mentioned, it is not in a context of baptism but of Christ's
death, and the idea which is uppermost in the writer's mind
at this point, as we shall see, is that of blameless endurance
on the part of the slaves.

2 "Macht Leiden vorn Stlnde frei?" p.412ff, esp. p.419ff.

3 As to how Christ may be said to be finished with sin, Strobel
seeks to demonstrate that xauecOcu need not imply active
participation in that with which one is finished - "es ist also
durchaus mdglich, das XCTtavccK. ap.ap'ttae; die Trennung von
einem Verhfiltnis zur Stinde bes&gt, das nicht aktiver Art war",
"Ilacht Leiden vom Stlnde frei?" p.424-



by the writer on%^a-^e{t vwith reference to Christ and the readers,
if the maxim is made to refer wholly to Christ.

c) From a Jewish background and from the idea of suffering being

able to atone for sins,* one might argue that the readers' sufferings

render them sinless by atoning for them, or if the flesh is seen as

the seat of sin, by a gradual purification through suffering (although

the tenses TcaSdiv , xe7tai)'t:a t might make this latter difficult^

This, however, is also open to objection. What, for instance, are

we to make of Christ's sufferings? They cannot purify him from

sin since for the writer he is sinless in his obedience, unless we

take TCETcavtatin a passive rather than a middle sense as "freed

from the power of sin". Moreover, for the writer, sufferings else¬

where are seen as trials and not as a means of expiation - they

prove and test faith (l.7) in contrast e.g. to Macc. 6.12ff, where

the Jewish martyrs praise God because suffering gives them an

opportunity to atone for their sins.

We may, however, attempt a solution from the direction we have

been following, namely the relationship through the gospel of the

readers as righteous ones to Christ as the Righteous One. 4.1a, as

we have said, recalls 3.18 and Christ's atoning death; only now the

writer reverts to his preferred description of Christ as suffering

in order to give him a close point of contact with the readers, who

as righteous ones are liable to experience suffering in obedience to

the gospel (3.13, 17, 4.2ff). And since Christ suffered as the

Righteous One, they too are to arm themselves with that thought so

1 See Lohse K&rtvrer und Gottesknecht p.29ff; "Par&nese und
Kerygma" p.82; Davies Paul and Rabbinic Judaism p.263;
Schweizer Lordship and Discipleship p.25ff•
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as to live blameless lives. (This is to take 'cf)V atitfiv £vvoiav

as referring backwards, with v.la and v.2 close together). How

then are we to understand 4.1b? Recalling the fact that for the

writer worthy suffering stems from obedience to the gospel and

serves to pro\e faith rather than to rid the soul of sin, we would

suggest that the relation between suffering and sin at 4.1b is not

that suffering has rid one of sin but that suffering is proof of

sinlessness (cf. 2.24 Axoyevouevoi » 3.14 %aoxotte Sta

6 uaioouvr)V ). Thus suffering is not the means to righteousness

but the demonstration of it. do H. Windisch remarks that "wie Christus

in seiner Passion als der Gerechte sich erwies, so tritt auch in dem

Leiden der Christen ihre otlndlosigkeit zutage, die sie gewonnen haben.

Wie Christus leidet er, weil er keine Stinde hat; er leidet - hier

2
ftillt der Vergleich hinweg -, weil er die Stinde abgeworfen hat".

Thus a) we should understand %abdv (v.lb) in the same way

as TtaUov-EOC (v.la) i.e. suffering which is the result of righteous

obedience; b) it would be more natural, admittedly, to find the

present &dcxp"v rather than the aorist 7CnGn'v . However, the

3writer has a tendency to use the aorist in preference to the present,

and this may account for the aorist here. On the other hand, if it

does suggest some definite point in time, we might suggest that he

has in mind the circumstances of the readers generally and some

1 See Sieffert "Die Heilsbedeutung des Leidens und Sterbens
Christi" p.426.

2 Taufe und Stinde im tiltesten Christentum bis auf Origenes
Ttlbingen 1908, p.230; see that chapter generally "Der ent-
stlndigte Christ im 1 Petrusbriefe" pp.226-43, cf. Knopf Die
Briefe Petri und Judti p.161.

3 See Best 1 Peter p.26, p.152
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actual occasions of sufferings (cf. 1.6, 2.12, 4.4).

The writer lias, of course, safeguarded himself from any over-

enthusiastic view that all suffering is therefore to he welcomed

and even positively encouraged, by maintaining that only sinless

suffering is worth anything. As God's holy people, begotten

through the gospel, righteous obedience is the pattern of the

Christian life (cf. 1 John 3.6, 5.18ff). Accordingly, in leading

a righteous life, if suffering should come upon them (3.14, 4.2ff)

then that is confirmation of their sinlessness (4.1). In so doing,

in thus being obedient to the gospel, they participate in Christ's

sufferings in following him in blameless endurance.

Such a view as we have seen is close to that put forward by

II. Windisch^" who maintains that the Christians* sufferings stem

from their having done with sin rather than effecting atonement for

sin. However, to what extent the writer regarded the readers as

being actually sinless is difficult to say, and rather than follow

Windisch who argues that the writer presupposes their sinlessness to

a great extent, the frequent exhortations to blameless conduct

suggest that the temptation to wrongdoing may have been real enough.

Windisch, to support his view, has to maintain that 4.8 refers to
2

"former sins", but this is difficult. The list of sins at 4.15

seems at first sight astonishing, as if a Christian for example
3

would be capable of murder. Perhaps with E. Best we should not

1 Taufe und otinde im aitesten Christentum bis auf Origenes p.226ff.

2 For full discussion of Jindisch' argument see Spdrri Per Gemein-
degedanke im 1 Petrusbrief Gutersloh 1925, p.l69ff. 4.8 refers
to the internal life of the community cf. 1.22 - perhaps the best
view is the forgiveness of "the one who is loved" rather than
"the one who loves"j cf. Best 1 Peter p.159.

3 1 Peter p.164.



quickly decide what might obtain in those days by our own standards

but a more suitable suggestion might be that the writer is simply

taking strong examples to emphasise his point about suffering for
1

righteousness' sake. In view of the apparent nearness of the

End, 4.2 tov £7CtAot7COV xpovov would seem to refer more

to the remaining time before the End than to the rest of one's life

and so the readers must maintain a blameless witness and suffer

sinlessly (cf, 3.17).

One encounters similar ideas in the other "imitation of Christ

passage at 2.18ff. Here also the eschatological tone is present

(2.23), where God is described as the Just Judge (cf. 4.5) and the

slaves in doing good win God's favour (2.19» 20b, cf. 1.13)>

anticipating the glory which is to come. So 2.20 is also eschato¬

logical in outlook as well as 3.17. For the slaves, as for the

readers generally, the acknowledgement of Christ as Lord means

following him in sinless obedience. As God's righteousness

vindicated Christ who endured blamelessly, participation in the

gospel means the same for them (2.23). So also if we may compare

v.21 with 3»9» and the way in which their inheritance

as a holy people is bound up with sinlessness after the manner of

Christ's example, v.23 (cf. 3.9), then they share in Christ's

exaltation (cf. 1.3) by participating also in his humiliation.

It is perhaps significant that the writer in this "Haustafel"

section dwells particularly on the duties of slaves, almost as if

their situation gave an opportunity to express much of what he

was saying to the readers generally; they especially might be

1 Kelly Epistles of Peter and Jude p.188.
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open to abuse, and consequently they especially might find suitable

occasion to put into practice the gospel's declaration of blameless

endurance as seen in Christ. Whether or not the image of the child

was still at the front of the writer's mind, it is nevertheless

interesting to note in the light of 2.2 his use of t)7COYPOiiM.6v

with reference to Christ as an example, uxoYP^fiuov having then to

be interpreted in terms of following in his footsteps. The word

seems still to have about it something of the school/learning

atmosphere,^" its root meaning being the outline tracing of letters

for children to learn through copying. At any rate such learning

here agrees wholly with the content of the babes* education ex¬

pressed in the term milk, so that they learn the exalted Christ whom

God vindicated as the one who had been righteous and obedient. So

the assimilation of what the readers learn should find expression

in their lives, epitomised for the writer particularly in the

situation of those who are slaves.

Here again there is the contrast between doing right and doing

wrong in the eyes of men and of God. If, as seems probable, "doing

good" and "maintaining a good conduct" are in the best tradition of

2 % 0
the classical gentleman, the xaXoc xAyadoc t nevertheless the

reason for such conduct rests for the writer on a spiritual level;

so if the readers' obedience to the gospel finds expression in

&vacrtpo<pT| , it is based ultimately not so much on the heathen's
3

approval or disapproval but on God's. Consequently, to the

1 See Kelly Epistles of Peter and Jude p.120} W. Bauer A Greek-
English Lexicon of the Hew Testament 13th Impress. Chicago 1971,
translated and edited by W. Arndt and F. Gingrich, p.851.

2 Van Unnik "Teaching of Good Works" p.108.

3 See Brandt "Wandel als Zeugnis" p.17.



slaves* conduct he applies Christ as an example to be followed.

The picture of Christ here is drawn from Is. 53, and as with

other uses of the Servant image in the New Testament, the emphasis

falls very much on Christ's patient endurance with reference to the

background of the lowly and exalted Righteous One'*' (cf. Acts 8.32ff

where, as part of a Passion apologetic, it supports the necessity

of Christ's sufferings rather than those sufferings as having a

propitiatory meaning). 2.24ff, however, does introduce the idea

of propitiation, and although this only recalls v.21 £xa6ev uvtep

v and may have been included through the citing of a hymn or

2
traditional fragment (cf. 3.18), it shows that the application of

the Servant passage to Jesus has real meaning for the writer, as

opposed to its being a proof-text simply of the necessity for his

death. Thus, though arising out of the context of advice to slaves

the writer is led on from Jesus as an example of patient endurance

to his role as Saviour - as the Righteous One of God he is not an

example simply of blameless endurance, but one who, a3 Saviour,

has made possible and who demands that blameless endurance from his

followers. This decisiveness of Christ is continued at v.25.

Consequently, to return to Christ as Bishop is to follow his example

as that divine forgiveness is worked out in life's experiences,

cf. I.l6ff where the readers' former life is contrasted with their

1 Schweizer Lordship and Discipleship p.49ff» Lindars Apologetic
p,134ff} see also M.D. Hooker Jesus and the Servant London 1959
p.l24ff. • -

2 See Boismard Quatre Hymnea Baptismales p.lllff; Bultmann
"Bekenntnis- und Liedfragmente" p.Iff. One notes the change at
v.24 to first person plural and back again to second person at
v.24b, showing the writer's concern to adapt a hymnic source to
the hortatory purpose - see Lohse "Par&nese und Kerygma" p.87ff.
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present one, being characterised by obedience to the lowly and

exalted Christ. (Since it would seem that any suffering righteous

one was called Servant,'1' then this as a description of Christ may

have attracted specifically Servant passages as a further des¬

cription. At 2.24 such a Servant Christology may have reached its

logical conclusion in emphasising Christ's uniqueness and his

suffering as propitiation. Certainly 1 Peter 2.24ff is the most

explicit passage in the New Testament in working out the Christo-

logical significance of the Servant in relation to Jesus).

It is interesting also to note that the writer has himself

altered the LXX quotation, by putting 6,jj,apttav for Avop-tav »

thus linking v.24 with v.20 and the actual situation of the slaves,

and stressing Christ's sinless endurance. Thus the slaves in face

of harsh treatment maintain their allegiance to the gospel by copying

Christ's example; they too must share in the sinless obedience of

2
the Righteous One. Brandt at 2.20 argues that the two sets of

participles opLapTavovtec - xoA.aqHYoM.evoi and AYaOoxoiouvcec -

xaaxovTec; refer to the same moment and contrasts those who suffer

unfairly and who are overcome with thoughts of revenge, and those

who continue to love despite unfair treatment. This, however, in

view of the contrast at 3.17 and 4.15 seems somewhat unlikely, and

one prefers to follow the more usual contrast between two modes of

conduct, with God and not the master being the true Judge.

The writer's use of ^xaxoXoDUnoryce recalls to mind the

1 Ochweizer Lordship and Discipleship p. 51.

2 "Wandel als Zeugnis" pp.19-20.
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Synoptic theme of following Jesus and of how the disciples follow

in sharing Christ's lowliness; especially one may recall to mind

Katt. 16.24 cf. 11.29, apa-te -rov otraupov , Spate tov Kv-fov ,

so that the disciples as Vivien , the privileged recipients of the

truth about Jesus, follow their Lord in his humility. So also at

1 Peter 2.2 the Ppecpr] share the fate of the lowly and exalted

Christ, and this is emphasised by the writer by his linking to it

the idea of regeneration (through the gospel). However, before

we return to 2.Iff and relate what has been said to the image of

the babes, we may summarise the conclusions of this section on the

gospel understood as an obligation.

The writer derives the nature of the readers' conduct from the

gospel of Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories, as he did its

consolation, on the basis that the Lord, to whom as God's righteous

ones they are obedient, himself endured blamelessly as God's kighteous

One. This understanding of the gospel and the declaration of the

readers' regeneration through it, determines the writer's under¬

standing of baptism itself and what form the baptismal life of the

Christian should take. The writer makes especially clear the

readers* obedience to the gospel in this way through the theme of

imitating Christ (2.18ff and 4.1), just at the point of the church's

involvement in the world. Here especially, too, the double nuance

of Christ's sufferings both as atoning death and blameless endurance

comes into play. If the gospel as consolation means that God

vindicates the righteous, as obligation it means that it is the

righteous whom God vindicates, and that as obedient to the exalted

Christ, the readers can do no other than follow him in blameless



endurance. Consequently, while the idea of imitation is not

explicitly mentioned at 4.12ff, in contrast to the other sections

dealing with suffering (2.18ff and 3.13ff), yet the content of

what it means to suffer as a Christian (4.14» 16) is to be found

in following the Lord (cf. 3.15 reverencing Christ as Lord) in

sinlessness and righteousness. This is emphasised when we link

being a Christian (4.16) with the image of the child and being

begotten through the gospel (2.2), i.e. the writer's understanding

of the gospel informs the content of what the Christian life means,

and the readers' understanding of what they have received finds

expression in their life and conduct.

It is, of course, ultimately impossible to keep these themes

of obligation and consolation apart, since the writer weaves them

so closely together. They exist together just because for the

writer faith and obedience are inseparable (l.9» 1.13-14, 2.6-7,

3.Iff, 4.17). Faith in the exalted Righteous One means obedience

to him in righteousness, the faith which discerns his cosmic Lord¬

ship is made real in lowly obedience; and it is only those who

follow him in this way who may know the secret of his victory and

may find their trials already being transformed by his glory.

Having now examined how the writer develops his understanding

of the gospel 1.11, both as consolation and exhortation for the

readers, we may now return to the image of the child at 2.Iff and

relate our findings to this passage as a perspective on tradition.

Setting 1 Peter's use of the child image in its broad context in
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the Mew Testament, it is obvious that we have thought it to be

closer to what we find at Matt. 11.25ff than to Paul or Hebrews.

This seems to go against a modern trend in scholarship which tends

to take 1 Peter, Paul and Hebrews together, but our contrary con¬

clusion is here confirmed if one re-assesses the role of baptism-

initiation in the letter. The case for a closer similarity with

Matt. 11.25 is strengthened by noticing the way vifatot is used

there in consolatory fashion, with the knowledge of the secret

of Christ's person as a special understanding which contrasts "with

a spurious knowledge} this knowledge revealed by God i3 linked at

l6.13ff to the building image (cf. 1 Peter 2.4ff). This under¬

standing of Christ is very much that of the lowly and exalted One,

and to the confession of him is attached the pattern of discipleship,

so that sharing Christ's yoke is sharing Christ's Cross. We may

note in distinction from 1 Peter that Matthew, for his part, seems

to separate suffering as a participation in the Messianic Woes,

Chap. 24, from daily suffering in the world as part of the church's

discipleship (5.1l)}^" 1 Peter, in light of his urgent eschatological

outlook, sees the Christian's suffering in the present as the onset

of the End (4.17).

1 Peter 2.Iff, therefore, as a perspective on tradition, is

concerned not so much with a context of baptism as with an under¬

standing of the gospel and of Christ himself which determines the

purpose and nature of the (baptismal) Christian life. The image

of the child stands against the background of a "crisis of tradition"

so to speak and is to be viewed in this context. This context

1 3ee Hare Theme of Jewish Persecutions of Christians p.99ff» p.l63ff.
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applies, for the writer, both to the readers and to their critics*

the critics speak out of that setting of tradition which informs

their lives (l,18, 4.3ff), and in so far as the church in their

midst has foregone such ways as they still follow, it causes a

crisis for them since the tradition which directs their life is now

being called in question. Also for the readers that new tradition

of the gospel which they have received and entered into, so that

now it controls their life just as did their ancestral traditions

their old life, is called in question through opposition to it.

More acutely for them, the gospel which they thus received is the

very cause of the trouble in which they are placed, and the question

as a matter of urgency is whether indeed the gospel as tradition has

the ability to come to terms with the present. Can the lessons

which the readers as "babes" have learned answer their present need?

From our study of the letter it is clear that the writer believes

that this is so, that such learning is applicable, that the gospel

as tradition does have the ability to come to grips with the present.

As tradition it provides a context and perspective by which to cope

with the present, a "conservation" 1.5 cppoupoujie vour, 5.8, which

contrasts with the "conservatism" of the critics from the standpoint

of their tradition 4.4 Fevt£ovtai • Thus the kind of stability

afforded by each tradition by which to assess and to deal with new¬

found circumstances is appropriately different. The crisis of

identity thrust up is, from our study of the letter, a real one -

for the critics, their identity with their heritage is being

questioned by the presence of the Christians xiho have opted for a

different way of life* and for the readers, their identity is also
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questioned by opposition. The writer's frequent appeals to have

done with former ways hint at what may have been a strong temptation

on the readers' part to revert to that traditional life. In this

struggle as it were for true identity, the writer encourages his

readers to maintain their allegiance to the gospel which they they

received, declaring it to be true ancestral tradition (1.17 con¬

trast iia/Tcitoe 1.18 cf. 2.2 etc oovrriptav )•
In his belief that the gospel as tradition has this resilient

quality of being able to come to grips with the present, the writer

interprets it in terms of Christ's sufferings and subsequent glories

(l.ll). We have, however, to take account here not only of the

gospel as tradition but of the writer's adopting a traditional under¬

standing of the gospel, so that the child image at 2.2, as a Biblical

perspective on tradition, reflects tradition not only as the gospel

but tradition as traditional understanding of that gospel. His

description of the gospel, his understanding of Christ, is not

something altogether new but is found, as we have seen, at other

points in the Hew Testament. This brings us back here to our

initial assessment of the writer as one who is not as such an original

thinker^ as Paul or the writer to the Hebrews might be held to be,

but who owes a great deal to traditional themes and ideas. He is

nevertheless no mere traditionalist and his genius lies in the way

in which he combines and weaves together different strands, e.g. the

stone imagery as applied to both community and Christ, the Flood as

type both of baptism and Judgment, and more particularly his under¬

standing both of Christ and the community as God's suffering righteous

ones.

leeSee above p.33.
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The inextricable interrelationship of Christ as the obedient

Righteous One and the readers as obedient righteous ones is

decisive for the understanding of the letter and of how the writer

comes to grips with the readers' difficulties. We have seen how

he works this out in terms of the consolation and exhortation which

the gospel, thus understood, brings. He strengthens the connection

through the idea of regeneration (through the word). The ftpe<pr)

who know the secret of Christ as the lowly and exalted Righteous

One and who feed on him, ya\a , are dot lye vvryta through that

same gospel. He then goes on to develop this through the imagery

of the stone, but still within the context of faith and obedience

to the gospel.

The various strands in the theme of righteous obedience are

so intricately interwoven by the author that it is exceedingly

difficult to say whether his understanding of the gospel (l.ll)

controls his understanding of the situation or vice versa. We

have attempted to show in our study that the writer, being no mere

traditionalist, does take seriously the contemporary situation, so

that it controls in some way his assessment of the gospel as

tradition. Thus the existentialist "now" causes him to be aware

critically of the tradition. On the other hand, he does believe

that what the readers have inherited and what he himself is im¬

parting does have something to say to the present; indeed, if we

are correct in the claim that the situation has arisen in some way

out of the readers' acceptance of the gospel (2.7-8 cf. 1.12), then

the present, the "now", can only be understood in relation to

tradition, both on the part of the readers and of theiropponents
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(1.18, 4.3)• The writer, therefore, in dealing with his readers*

need and in interpreting the tradition and applying it to the

present, claims continuity both with the gospel which they first

received and with those who imparted it to them (l.11-12)} also

he claims continuity with their own past experience of the gospel

and what it has meant to them (2.3 efc tyevoooQE )• Thus a) from

the writer's point of view what he interprets to them is in keeping

with what they already know, and b) from their point of view as

rtpTlYewryra Ppecprj , what they are asked to learn and understand

is strengthened and corroborated in some way by their own experience.

So this understanding of their past makes the present more important

and crucial than ever, as well as providing the context simply for
$

its occasion.

The situation therefore determines the writer's interpretation

of the tradition and yet also the tradition helps him and the

readers to understand the situation. We may summarise this inter¬

action in this way. Through the identification of the church and

Israel, the readers, in the present circumstances of trial ana

suffering, are seen as God's righteous and obedient people. The

letter begins on this note (l.lff), and at 2.4-5» in the knowledge

of the truth, they are described as a building/Temple through

obedience to the gospel (cf, 1.5 cppoDPOUM-kVOUC 5.10 Qe^BXttncfet ).

This understanding influences his interpretation of the gospel (l.ll)

of Christ as God's Righteous One, in terms of its direct relevance

for them, noting for example the connecting of the stone imagery

as applied to the community to the stone testimonia as applied to

Christ. And this interpretation of the gospel is then in turn
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applied back to the situation by him, viewing it in light of the

gospel thus understood.

Thus from the gospel are derived consolation and exhortation,

serving to demonstrate on the one hand that God exalts the righteous

even though they are rejected by men, and on the other hand that it

is the righteous whom God exalts. V'e should note that in this

interaction, the writer derives these points not so much from the

readers as God's righteous ones in themselves as from the gospel

to which they are obedient as it is applied to them in their need.
'»

The gospel, therefore, answers the readers' problem of suffering.

If we might venture to paraphrase, it is as if they were asking why

they should be suffering, they who have been obedient to the gospel

and who were living a good and upright life; in view of the returns,

so to speak, is the investment worth it (cf. 1.7, 1.18)? Beginning

with the present situation, the "now" of suffering determines the

understanding of the gospel; and since there is little merit in

urging the readers to endure suffering for its own sake simply,

i.e. answering the question out of itself, the gospel's meaning

points both to suffering as but the prelude to glory and to the fact

that it stems from righteous obedience. In both cases the "now" of

actual suffering is taken as the starting point ;nd is in turn put

in context in light of the tradition.

The readers, therefore, as t'iptiyrvvr|'ca Bpscpr) > and the

writer too are involved very much in a learning process in grappling

with the problem of tradition which is here thrust up. Neither is

what they have inherited from the past as tradition discarded, nor

yet is there removed from them the necessity of questioning it and



of finding its relevance for the present. There is this tension

between continuity and contemporaneity which lies, as we have

already suggested, at the heart of tradition. The writer as

interpreter and themselves as learning agents have to "span the

situation",^" having to carry over and apply what is already known

to a new set of circumstances. In the case of the writer, he com¬

bines much that is traditional in a fresh and interesting way. He

is not imprisoned by tradition but is creative in his use of it.

If we may put it in this way, he has an eye to tradition not simply

as a known deposit, something fixed and rigid, but to the dimension
2

of intentionality in the tradition process. Accordingly he ex¬

hibits a freedom in his use of tradition and of what is traditional

in dealing with the present situation. . 1 ile claiming continuity,

as we have seen, both with those who proclaimed the gospel to the

readers and with the readers' own understanding of it hitherto, he

strives for fresh understanding, and thus himself seeks to "span

the situation" in this way.

The readers, also, are required to carry over their experience

of the gospel into the situation in which they find themselves in

the present - in terms of our passage, it is "the longing for the

Christ-milk''in relation to the "having tasted". In themselves

having to "span the situation", facing the question of the relevance

of what has been received for the present time, they too must come

to grips with tradition not as a fixed deposit simply but in terms

of its intentionality. They are summoned to engage with the writer

1 See 1). 3c1'on Beyond the Stable State p.234ff. See above p.JOff.

2 See Galloway Faith in a Changing Culture p.57ff. See above p.29ff•
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in the need to reach fresh understanding, and in carrying over what

they already know, to rediscover its truth in new ways. This task

is given existential urgency both at l.lOff and at 2.2 (cf. his

frequent use of "now" generally in the context of his hortatory

purpose); at l.lOff the understanding of the gospel as "the sufferings

and subsequent glories of Christ" which the prophets point to and

which is worthy even for angels to know, has been imparted to them

(noting the stress on v^iac , miv in these verses); at 2.2 that

same gospel which they first believed in and accepted (1.12, 23, 25),

now being understood afresh in this way (l.ll) continues still to

inform their lives ( d p-p l yf' v vrycn ); and through the vivid

imagery as a whole of the infant who is eager and anxious for milk,

this understanding o± the gospel is focussed for them directly upon

the present.

In doing this, in venturing themselves upon fresh understanding,

they must, however, take seriously the risk of engaging in the new

situation in order to gain knowledge. It would seem that for the

Pppcpq who long for milk, education and knowledge are orientated

forwards as well as backwards, so that for them, in a real sense,

it is not simply a case of progression and application in the light

of knowledge, but progression and application in order to know.

Iiere, through underpinning the child/understanding image contained

in ppacpr) with regeneration, the truth of the writer's understanding

of the gospel is known and realised by them only through experience

and participation. So then, despite the understanding and experience

which they have already, knowledge is not something necessarily which

comes as a fixture from the past in stock form, a deposituni of
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lessons which needs only to be applied, but is something which in a

way can only be gained from involvement in the present. And indeed

if there is always involved in tradition the tension between con¬

tinuity and contemporaneity, then we might say that upon their

ability to adapt and seek new understanding of what they have learned

depends to some extent their true awareness of what they have re¬

ceived, namely the gospel and indeed Christ himself. Jo, and this

is where the importance of the situation as the controlling factor

is decisive, involvement in the present, the "now", is not only the

result of knowing Christ , but.is also the prerequisite

^xtvtooiioaTe I'vo £v aiVtq: cf. 2.21 U'-ioypauaov

t'vo.

Thus in the learning process in which the readers as Ppscpr)

are engaged, there is both a knowing which is antecedent to action,

by which the situation may be put in content, and there is a knowing

which is consequent upon coming to grips with the situation; in

their spanning the situation is the knowledge on the one hand of its

arising out of their being Christians and their having received the

gospel, but on the other hand it is only in their involvement in

the situation as God's righteous and obedient people that there is

found the knowledge of Christ as the Righteous and Obedient One of

God. So for the Pprcpr) pn their learning, their assimilation of

tradition, knowledge is not only the precondition of involvement but

its consequence. This kind of "experimental" approach of involve¬

ment in order to know, is not in any way set over against the

knowledge which is already theirs through experience, v.3, but is

rather emphasised and corroborated by it. In this way continuity
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and contemporaneity is a live issue for them; besides knowing the

worth of the gospel from the past, through which their present

circumstances are set in context, 1.3ff and so on, it is also through

obedience and present faithfulness that the knowledge of the gospel's

consolation and exhortation is known and realised.

In this learning situation in which the readers find themselves,

we should not lose sight of the wider theological dimension to the

lesson. This theological concern forms an integral part of the

writer's interpretation of the gospel for their present need, so

that his Christological understanding itself and the readers' cir¬

cumstances are set in an embracing theological framework. Though

concerned with obedience to the gospel by which they received new

life, it is ultimately God's gospel (4.17) and their new life is

divine (l.3» 23). Throughout the letter there is a note constantly

sounded of the majesty and transcendence of God, and that it is with

God that both the Christians and their critics have to do. Therefore,

in and through the description of the milk on which the readers

feed as the suffering and glorified Christ, there is a striving on the

part of the writer for a theological grasp of the situ; tion. He

deals in effect with large issues, such as the problem of suffering

and the need to find a theodicy in asking why it is that the righteous

should suffer, or again the problem of why it is that the gospel

should be rejected by people, the vexing question of unbelief. It

is in this context that we should place his interpretation of the

gospel as the suffering and glorified Christ, and his attempt to

work this out both as proof of the vindication by God of the elect

and as declaration that it is the righteous whom God vindicates.
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His concern with the gospel as tradition, therefore, is not wholly,

and indeed one might add narrowly, Christocentric, but is rather

theocentric. In the tension between continuity and contemporaneity,

it is not a question of how Jesus "hands himself on", but of how

the gospel points to a theological understanding of the present, and

of how it serves to show the place and function of the readers as

God's people in the world.
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CHAPTER FIVE

From the description in 1 Peter of the readers as ftptt ye vvr|i;o

Ppecprj an^ "^e leading process in which they are there involved,
against which we have sought to interpret the letter as a whole, we

may note some conclusions which would seem to be applicable for the

church's situation today.

a) Firstly, in being aware of the very complex phenomenon which

tradition is, and of the complex nature of the problem of continuity

and contemporaneity which is inherent in it, one is reluctant to

polarise completely tradition and experiment."^ To do so is to be

unaware that tradition itself is not something fixed and rigid.

On the contrary it is something that itself embraces past experiment,

trial and change in the on-going process of being handed on, in which

new information is added on and some is left aside or forgotten.

To discard tradition every time in favour of experiment is also

to run the danger of disorientation, the loss of identity or of

context against which to make experiment and undertake new venture.

Tradition, rightly understood as a living thing which brings with

it past crises of continuity and contemporaneity and their outcome,

can provide context and stability out of which to gauge and confront

the present. In this, in the recollection of having received some¬

thing and of understanding that it is a shared something and not a

private possession, there lies the basis of a stability in mutuality

that can relieve the loneliness of decision in the present. A

nrholly existentialist, experiential approach cannot do justice to the

1 ^ee A. van Ruler "The Evolution of Dogma" p,102ff.
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continuity which is part of tradition, nor in its excessive

individualistic forms to the shared nature of tradition. So it

would seem from our study of 1 Deter that the writer views both

the readers and their critics within the context of tradition, and

in so doing places their particular problem "sub specie aeternitatis"

as a means of steadying them in and giving understanding to the

present. He also reminds them of what they have received as

something shared (5.9), which reduces the sense of isolation and

loneliness in the present.

In attempting to avoid a complete polarisation of tradition and

experiment, and in looking therefore for a positive role for tradition,

we must reckon seriously with the writer's wide use of tradition in

his exhortations. In particular, not only does he put the gospel

as tradition in its context for them, but apparently adopts a

traditional understanding of the gospel and Christ. We must ask,

therefore, whether he is doing here what we thought to be inadmissible,

namely applying to the present the answers which others have given to

problems of their own day. Is he sacrificing contemporaneity for

continuity, retreating from involvement in the present behind a

completely traditional stance? Does this show, to put it in an

extreme form, in view of his not being what one might call "an

original thinker", a certain bankruptcy of the capacity to face up

in a new way to the present need? This we have argued is indeed not

the case, and his use of much traditional material is not due to

anachronism on his part, nor to the inability to come up with some¬

thing "new". We have noted already his great insight in combining

1 See above p.25.
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such ideas as regeneration through the word with Israel as God's

people obedient to the word, the stone imagery as applied both to

Christ and to the community and so on.

This raises for us the interesting question whether what is

traditional is wholly "bad", something always to be shunned in

favour of a search for originality and newness.We would have to

answer that this is not necessarily so. In the tension between

continuity and contemporaneity, the demand for contemporaneity need

not result in something wholly new, but may take the form of the re-

understanding of tradition at a deeper level. In the tension

between the two, it may be simplistic to say that "tradition" and

"traditional" are always "bad" and to look for new departures every

time. Such an outlook is disruptive in that it tends to see con¬

tinuity as a kind of constant revolution, overturning what has gone

before all the time. So in looking at the image of the child in

Katthew, we resisted the temptation to place Jesus in a wholly re¬

volutionary mould - undoubtedly Ms proclamation calls tradition and

indeed on occasion even Scripture itself in question. On the other

hand tradition is not altogether repudiated nor was Jesus wholly

antagonistic towards the Pharisees and to their traditional teachings.

This, therefore, is to make a possible distinction between

2
freshness and novelty, and this we must take into account in dealing

with the tension between continuity and contemporaneity in the

tradition. At such times of tension in the church, in striving for

new and deeper understanding of God's Truth, it has often been the

1 See J. Barr Old and Mew in Interpretation p.l90ff.

2 See Barr Old and New in Interpretation p.197- T.S, Eliot's words,
"We shall net cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time". Pour Quartets

London 1959» p.59.
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case that "fresh" as distinct from "novel" insights have been won,

i.e. in face of contemporary need there has been not a rejection of

the past but a recovery of parts of the tradition which seem to speak

in a fresh way. In a sense, the Reformation itself serves as an

example of this, in so far as it set out, in reforming the church, to

recover a continuity with the apostolic church which had been lost,

not to create a new church but to rediscover the true church obedient

to God's word. More particularly, Calvin in his letter to the King

of France with which he prefaces his "Institutes", refutes at length

charges brought against him of being an innovator} "they call it

new, and of recent birth","'' to which Calvin replies "in calling it

new, they are exceedingly injurious to God, whose sacred word de-

2
served not to be charged with novelty". Calvin in his letter is

at great pains to point out that his thinking is founded on Scripture

and is firmly in continuity with the fathers of the early church.

bore recently, from Scottish church history, Edward Irving and

John KacLeod Campbell in the 1830's sought in differing ways to free

the gospel from a dead traditionalism; and though both were deposed

by the General Assembly, they maintained that their views were not

novel but fresh and in keeping with the church's testimony even

3
though at variance with the theological climate of the day. KacLeod

Campbell, in the clash between Moderates and Liberals, provoked a

great dissatisfaction with the stereotyped thinking of the time, and

1 fhe Institutes of the Christian Religion Edinburgh 1845» I p.9•

2 The Institutes I p.10.

3 See Edward Irving The Orthodox and Catholic Mature of Our Lord's
Human Body London 1830, p.127} Memorials of John KacLeod Campbell
I p.82; Proof for the Prosecution in the Case of John MacLeod
Campbell Greenock 1831, p.182.
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at least lived to see the triumph of his views on the atoning work

of Christ upon the church's understanding. Perhaps today we see

another instance of the point in Hans Ktlng's controversy with

Catholic church authority over the question of infallibility."'' In

asking what infallibility means for today, he questions the meaning

it has come to have but through the rediscovery of other under¬

standings which exist in the richness and diversity of the church's

tradition.

On the other hand, however, in arguing that traditional may

not always be synonymous with "bad", with what is reactionary, one

makes the requirement of contemponaneity, the "now", of the greatest

importance. It may be that in dealing with a situation or problem

one comes out with what has been said before, but it is vital to

have struggled with the issues, and that one's answers even though-

traditional have been freshly arrived at. Reverting here to Galloway's

image of the child and the family in relation to the question of con-

2
tinuity and contemponaneity in tradition, we might say that the

child is indeed the creative inheritor of the store of family tradition.

Such creativity may involve the giving of existing answers - we are

all indebted to the family store of tradition - but this should come

only through the exercise of one's creative involvement as being true

for oneself and not on the grounds of being traditional simply. Con¬

sequently, in terms of the child image, there must always be authentic

learning as opposed merely to an assimilation to a given position.

So, from our study of 1 Peter and the image of the fipecpt) , we have

1 Infallible? London 1971.

2 See above p.29ff.
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sought to show that the writer always has an eye to the current

situation, the "now", and that his description of the gospel (l.ll),

albeit traditional, stems from the readers' need and not because it

is traditional simply. His insights therefore, though lacking

novelty, are nevertheless fresh.

Where, however, there is traditionalism which is really only

entrenchment, the maintenance of the "status quo" for its own sake,

then there is tradition in its negative, "bad" sense, one which does

not take contemponaneity seriously. Here, rather than using what

may be traditional to improve obedience, as the writer of 1 Peter

may be deemed to have done, the church has often used it to hinder

its obedience. Such an attitude as this is indeed to forget the

constant on-going process of interpretation and change which is within

the tradition, as if it were a matter of handing on some "pure"

deposit and of preserving it against attack from without, rather

than of growth and change, development and alteration from within.

This is not, of course, to say that one can therefore sit loose to

what one has received, or indeed to the fact that one has received

it (cf. 1 Cor. 4.7). The gradual collecting of tradition as a kind

of deposit may be itself a means of answering false understandings

in the tradition process, see e.g. "the healthy teaching" in the

Pastorals, although one suspects that here to some extent ossifi¬

cation of the tradition is setting in. At any rate, we should re¬

cognise that such a collecting was achieved only through inner conflict

and debate within the whole tradition process, and thus comes to us

out of that context as part of the tradition we have received. So

then we cannot, in light of its having come to us only through debate,
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expect to hand it on ourselves simply by paraphrasing it, by re¬

fusing to take seriously the tasks in our own day and win insights

for our own time.

It is, in the nature of the case, impossible for us to resist

change or, by pretending to ignore it, to avoid it. he can, however,

perhaps attempt to control the rate of change and even the kinds of

change which are open to us. Here tradition can be both help and

ally in witnessing itself to the process of change and adaptation

which are inherent in it. But it is only as we face contemporary

need squarely and honestly, and are willing ourselves to undergo the

process of involvement in change, that we shall be able to know what

is involved at the heart of tradition, the dialogue of continuity and

contemporaneity. To cling to tradition for its own sake as a means

of avoiding present encounter or to allow it to foreclose the point

of decision is to be false, non-responsible, both to the present in

which we stand, and to tradition itself.

b) Secondly, and following on from what has been said, one may

nevertheless face a situation in which a traditional answer is not

possible or relevant in coming to grips seriously with present need.

Will not contemporaneity here disrupt continuity? In a learning

situation, given the image of the child, what is to be done when what

one ha3 learned, as it tirere, is not able to be of help in face of new

demands and of new circumstances? There is a crisis of knowing here,

and however much one has learned from the past as tradition one

cannot escape a sense of ignorance in dealing with the present.

Here we may recall what was noted from our study of 1 Peter 2.2,

particularly the nature of the readers' understanding as Ppp©1! ,
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namely that knowledge may not necessarily be antecedent to action

and participation, but consequent upon it. do the knowledge of

Christ as God's suffering, exalted Righteous One is discovered for

thee, only as they themselves come to grips with their problem as

God's righteous ones. We suggested that the readers, to use dchon's

phrase, had to "span the situation", both knowing what had Oone

before and yet having to find that obedience in present circumstances

in order to j^now. The church today is also, one suggests, at a

similar point; in being called to span the situation, she encounters

tension at the point of "not knowing", and her tradition, seen in its

broadest terms, is found to be unable to cope with new situations

and problems, and the feeling arises that the "old rules" no longer

apply» so to speak.

In thus attempting to ease herself into her future, the feeling

of being swamped is felt at the point of ignorance, of not knowing

how to cope. Here we must rethink tradition in terms of intention

and tendency, refusing to be imprisoned in the idea of a fixed deposit,

and recover the notion of venturesome faith, the awareness that know¬

ledge may not always be prior to obedience but the result of it.

In taking the venture of faith in this way, there must be a willingness

l) to learn as one goes along, being able to use such new knowledge as

a basis for subsequent action, or to modify or abandon it if it does

not work out; and 2) to see the situation as largely open-ended and

hence to keep all possible options open for as long as possible. In

taking such a venture as this, the result can only be justified after¬

wards and not before, and we shall have to reckon with the possibility

that such results as are achieved may themselves be only temporary.
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that knowledge may not be involvement's precondition but its con¬

sequence, two things especially will be necessary:

1) There is the need to be forward looking and therefore to face

the question without pretending to answers beforehand - what is it

that is required of the church today and how can she fulfil her

present tasks? That is the urgent question. We can scarcely meet

it by asking firstly how we can perpetuate or maintain this or that,

however revered or honoured it may be.

2) There is the need always on the church's part to discern what

may belong to the true substance of her tradition and what may only

be incidental to it, in the form of traditional structures, modes of

worship, ways of involvement and so on - questions for example which

are raised in a missionary context where there is the transmission

not simply of the gospel but of cultural trappings as well, the

problem of "indigenisation", cf. particularly today the emergency

of a "black theology" and the declaration of Jesus as a black or at

least non-white Messiah} or, again, in Roman Catholic circles in

the debate over liturgical renewal and the translation of the Mass

into new forms; or within the Church of Scotland in the growing

debate over the admission of children to Holy Communion, and also in

general in the far-reaching proposals of the "Anderson report".

These and many other such examples force the church in times of

transition and change to distinguish what is essential and what may

only be incidental in the tradition process. There is always, of

course, the temptation to read "the faith once delivered to the saints"

1 Priorities of Mission in Scotland in the 1970's
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as if it meant "the theology" or "the structure" once delivered to

the saints. It will mean, therefore, reducing much that might be

considered sacrosanct to the level of being a point of view simply;

thus, as something traditional, it will provide a basis for action

in the present, but as point of view simply it will be open to

modification or abandonment if necessary in favour of something else.

This, of course, is a hard task, and it is one which of necessity

can be realised and attempted only through a genuine sense of willing¬

ness and obedience to be involved in the contemporary world. On the

other hand, as we noted in a) above, to cling to the past in nostalgia

and in the name of tradition is to make of tradition a negative force,

so that one loses one's freedom; one becomes not responsible to but

a captive to tradition, and one is hindered thereby from answering

contemporary need effectively. It stifles the knowledge of God's

will rather than creates it. do if today the church is experiencing

difficulty in knowing God's will, is it not perhaps because she lacks

faith which is sufficiently venturesome, that she has forgotten the

risk which- is inherent in tradition in the tension between continuity

and contemponaneity that she must first follow in obedience in order

to know?

c) Thirdly, in thus spanning the situation, in dealing with this

tension between continuity and contemporaneity inherent in tradition,

it would seem that we must do more justice than hitherto to the

theological as opposed to the Christological dimension of the dis¬

cussion. So, to concentrate in a way solely upon Christ as both

content of the tradition and as traditioner of the gospel is perhaps

ultimately misleading, since one tends to exclude Father and Spirit
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as also involved in the tradition process, i.e. one's ultimate

framework should be theological or Trinitarian rather than ex¬

clusively Christological, and so we have sought to hint at this a3

we have surveyed some of the uses of the child/understanding image.

So also in 1 Peter, the writer places everything in a larger

theological context; the gospel is ultimately God's gospel (4.17),

God is the Judge of all men (4.17-18, cf. 1.17), the readers' origin

and goal is theologically defined (l.3» 2.2) as are their difficulties

(2.19, 3.17, 4.14, 19). It is also, we might add, as God's righteous

ones (cf. 4.17ff) that they have this understanding of the gospel

and of Christ.

Today in asking how we are to understand the gospel for our own

time, we should not forget the God-ward dimension of the gospel as

tradition, and so try to move away from an excessively Christo-

centric emphasis. One feels that Cullmann's concept of Kurios as

designation of the (oral) tradition, despite its real attempt to

do justice to the balance between continuity and actuality, is some¬

what unbalanced in overlooking this aspect of the matter. 3o also

one feels that Montreal, especially in its helpful distinctions

between Tradition, tradition and traditions, has also not done justice

to the theological framework of the gospel, and in general, _n much of

the on-going discussion of tradition, the concern for Christology has

been excessive.

To recover the theological dimension would prevent us, therefore,

from lapsing simply, as was suggested in the introduction,^" into a

"Jesus-ology", of investigating on the basis of Christology alone

1 Above page 27.
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how to "eke out" the relevance of the gospel for today, God having

so "exhausted himself" in Christ as to abdicate the first person in

the Trinity and even the third for the second alone. The re¬

thinking of the God-ward dimension of the tradition would be of

immense help just here in the balance of continuity and contempo¬

raneity. It is significant that this balance is so often noticed,

this tension so keenly felt just at the point of the church's

involvement in what she believes to be God's world. It is as we

work out a theological understanding for today that we shall come to

a Christological one rather than vice versa, and to site the Christo-

logical more in the theological context would set us free much more

to discover God's will in the present time as his people.

In this way, too, perhaps the Old Testament, which is part of

the church's heritage (cf. 1 Peter 1.10-11), might be allowed to

speak powerfully and validly in itself alongside the New, as pointing

to the richness and diversity and fluidity in the tradition process,

and as itself part of the church's tradition, to those crises of con¬

tinuity and contemporaneity which the church also senses today.

Admittedly for our writer, the Old Testament points to Christ and is

viewed therefore Christologically. Nevertheless, his understanding

of Christ as witnessed to in the Old Testament is placed in the con¬

text of the already existing identification of the readers with God's

righteous and obedient people, Israel. One notes also his straight¬

forward use of Sarah as an example to the women (3.6). The church,

in recovering the awareness of its continuity with the Old Testament

in a theological light, as opposed to constantly subordinating it to

the Nc;. unristologically, might find its witness helpful in facing
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up to contemporary need.

The traditional portrayal of Christ and of the pattern of the

church's discipleship in terms of lowliness and exaltation may

point us to this perspective on tradition. The paradox of Christ's

lowliness as the exalted One of God, the scandal of his humanity, is

that he is open to all the variety of human understanding and diversity

of interpretation. do also this is the pattern for the church as

God's people, that there is no exaltation without lowliness; we map

not hold back in the exalted name of tradition from involvement in

the contemporary world, but rather tradition itself calls for our

involvement there. If indeed truth is not so much a matter of

having but of learning,1 then it is only in becoming involved in the

lowliness of a venturesome faith and of a better obedience and

therefore through a willingness to learn that we shall know God's

exaltation. That is to take the risk inherent in the tradition

process, to see God at work within the tensions between continuity

and contemporaneity, and to look therefore on such tensions not

simply as problems but as opportunities.

1 See above pp.28-29.
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